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The e-Leadership Competence Framework 1.0
A Common European Framework for e-Leadership Professionals in Education and across Industry
Sectors
The e-Leadership Competence Framework 1.0 (e-LCF) provides a reference to the 17 occupations
identified as ‘e-Leadership occupations’ during the e-Lead Speed project market research. The e-LCF is
using a common language for competences, skills and capability levels that can be understood across
Europe. The e-LCF approach is not sector-specific and keeps its founding reference to the European
Qualifications Framework (EQF). It is also essentially adhering to the Founding Principles of the
European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) but it also aims at building on top of its basic ICT structure.
The e-LCF was created primarily for the use and application by training organizations and education
institutions, including higher education, which aspires to design, develop and start offering their
specific e-leadership curricula. Nevertheless, it may be well used by others, like managers and human
resource (HR) departments, market analysts, watchers and policy makers, and all others in public and
private sectors interested in the subject and the concept of e-leadership.

Complementary e-Leed Speed project materials and intellectual outputs available at:



Manual for e-Leadership Curricula Design and Development (e-LCF Curricula Manual, 2019)



The e-Leadership Curricula Video Tutorial (e-LCF Video Tutorial, 2020)



e-Lead Speed Trainer’s Toolkit (e-LCF Trainer’s Toolkit, 2020)



https://eleadspeed.eu/

The e-LCF supporting documents and materials:



European e-Competence Framework (e-CF)



European Qualification Framework (EQF)



European Classification of Skills, Competences, Occupations and Qualifications (ESCO)



The European Job Mobility Portal (EURES)



https://ec.europa.eu/ploteus



https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/home



http://www.lead3academy.eleaderacademy.eu
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1. Introduction
1.1. The e-Lead Speed Project
Digital technology is affecting every facet of social, economic and even biological life, driving major
personal and professional changes in the way people interact, work, learn, access information and
create knowledge. New and ever emerging technologies on the one hand, as well as the demand for
related renewed competences across different current and evolving qualifications on the other, have
already started transforming both formal and informal education provisioning. There is every reason
to grasp momentum and harness the potential of this revolution by developing better quality services
and programme offerings in the area of higher and vocational education.
The skills required to achieve successful technological innovation are crucial in developing national and
Europe’s innovative capacity and competitiveness. The modern economy depends on risk-taking and
entrepreneurial individuals with the capability to inspire, design and launch innovative products,
services, business processes and models, and to seize market opportunities while making the best use
of novel technologies to deliver new value. The EU has been intensely challenged with these issues
and have looked for supporting the educational sector in better addressing the impact of digital
disruption on society and economy. As visible from the different EU official intelligences and reports1,
the teaching and learning programs, methods and tools at HEIs and VETs were expected to be promptly
made functional and to adapt to the constantly evolving technologies and the ways in which
enterprises do business and innovate.
Consecutively, a set of European wide public policies were launched in 2016 to address the needs for
digital competencies. Within the New Skills Agenda for Europe2, the European Commission (EC) have
propelled the initiative towards the High-tech Leadership skills for Europe3, as the long-term EU plan.
In the same year, the European e-Competence Framework (e-CF)4 became a European standard and
was published officially as the European Norm. Accordingly, EU member states were invited to develop
comprehensive national digital skills strategies by mid-2017. As a result, EC's science and knowledge
service, the Joint Research Centre, have worked out the Digital Competence Framework for Educators5
at all levels of education, ‘from early childhood to higher and adult education, including general and
vocational education and training, special needs education, and non-formal learning
contexts’(DigCompEdu, 2019).
This is where the term ‘e-leadership’ first appeared, referred to as ‘the accomplishment of a goal that
relies on ICT through the direction of human resources and uses of ICT’6. The e-leadership skills were
meant to ‘enable people with strong ICT skills to lead qualified staff from different disciplines towards
1

Digital Transformation of European Industry and Enterprises (2015); Talent for Europe: High-Tech Leadership
Skills – Towards an Agenda for 2020 and beyond (2017); EU e-Skills Strategy; Digital Skills and Jobs Coalition;
Opening up Education Initiative; Digital Education Action Plan, etc.
2
European Commission adopted The new Skills Agenda for Europe on June 10, 2016, and launched 10 actions
to make the right training, skills and support available to people in the EU.
3
High-tech Leadership skills for Europe Final Report was prepared for the European Commission by the
Directorate-General for Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs in March 2017.
4
The e-CF became a European standard in 2016 (EN 16234-1), adopted automatically by every National
Standardization Body in Europe. Established by consensus and approved by the European Committee for
Standardization (CEN), this standard provides rules, guidelines or characteristics for professional ICT activities
for common and repeated use.
5
Digital Competence Framework for Educators (DigCompEdu) was published in July 2019.
6
The e-Leadership Skills for Competitiveness and Innovation (2013), research findings developed by: empirica,
IDC and INSEAD for the European Commission, DG Enterprise and Industry.
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identifying and designing business models and exploiting key innovation opportunities, making best
use of developments in ICT and delivering value to their organizations’7. It has been acknowledged that
ICT-enabled the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR)8 has increased market demands for the
competences that span across the traditional academic areas of business, technology and strategic
leadership. It has also flattened traditional hierarchies, making organizations more matrix, project and
culture driven, leading to different management and working patterns.
These developments have highlighted some major European regulatory and labour market challenges
that will have to be addressed, some of which are:






To develop a more punctual understanding of e-leadership skills needs in regard to current
and emerging job positions (occupations),
To develop e-leadership taxonomy, correlated with the current skill clusters and occupational
standards, notably descriptions, for the most relevant group of occupations:
o Strategic Leadership - new type of soft skills in the context of 4IR, such as lead interdisciplinary staff, and influence stakeholders across boundaries (functional,
geographic),
o Business Savvy – the ability to innovate operating and business models, products and
processes, delivering value to society and organisations,
o Digital Savvy – the ability to envision and drive change for business performance,
making use of digital technology trends as innovation opportunities,
To fill the existing academia-industry gap regarding the understanding of e-leadership skills,
whilst the demand for e-skills is growing9,
HEI and VET organizations, particularly their educators, need to be cultured for and equipped
with the proper set of e-leadership skills, curricular development models and new
pedagogical approaches.

These challenges are what the e-Lead Speed aims to achieve. Its main objective was ‘upskilling
university teachers and trainers from the tertiary vocational training sector to improve their ability to
exploit innovative teaching methods and pedagogies, and design high-level e-leadership curricula
based on digital learning materials and tools, including OER, collaborative online learning and the
European e-CF’ (e-Lead Speed, 2018).
To reach this objective, the project has outlined a four-step operational approach:
1. To identify, based on the e-CF, the required competences per relevant e-leadership
occupations and develop qualification guidelines for appropriate e-leadership curriculum
design,
2. To raise the capacity of educators to design online training for e-leadership skills
development and empower them as e-leaders,
3. To develop, test and implement innovative teaching practices and e-leadership related
content based on digital learning materials and tools, including OER, and collaborative online
learning,
4. To enhance international networking and cooperation in contributing to the European longterm agenda on leadership skills development for digital economy.

7

Source: INSEAD eLAB, 2014.
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (World Economic Forum, 2016) is characterized by the fusion of the digital,
biological, and physical worlds. The growing utilization of new technologies such as artificial intelligence, cloud
computing, robotics, 3D printing, the Internet of Things, and advanced wireless technologies, among others,
has ushered in a new era of economic disruption with uncertain socio-economic consequences.
9
Digital Transformation in Higher Education: How Content Management Technologies and Practices Are
Evolving in the Era of Experience Management (Digital Clarity Group, 2016).
8
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The e-Leadership Competences Framework 1.0 (e-LCF) has been designed in reference to the first
operational objective of the e-Lead Speed project. It has been brought out as the result of an extensive
international research. The primary research used quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data
collected by surveying a relevant number and structure of local employers in the project partner
countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, Germany and Italy). The secondary research also used combined
quantitative and qualitative analyses, but those of the publicly available European, international and
national labour market and e-leadership resources, policy documents, classifications and databases.
The results of the research were used for the appropriate selection, nomination and description of the
presented 17 e-leadership related occupations, which may eventually lead to the development and
codification of national e-leadership qualifications.
This approach was intended to serve as a blueprint for e-leadership curriculum design, for both teacher
training as well as for student educational programs. It is elaborated more in the project
supplementary Manual for e-Leadership Curricula Design and Development10. Therefore, the e-LCF is
made compatible with and remains closely linked to the European Qualification Framework (EQF)
concept of occupation descriptions, the European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) and the EU eleadership paradigm11. National specifics of the partner countries were also taken into account during
the design of research instruments, approaches to surveying and utilizing the results, and the use of
other national projects. Nevertheless, the e-LCF general results and expounded competences, as a
combination of skills and knowledge and presented within this framework, are linked to the specific eleadership occupations and recognized as universal and nonspecific.

1.2. The e-LCF Guiding Principles
The e-LCF 1.0 relies comprehensively on the philosophy and the guiding principles of e-CF12. But e-LCF
is extending the e-CF standard towards occupations that are not only ‘ICT professions’ by nature, but
have been identified as the ones that either emerge from the business transformations induced by the
digital revolution, or are severely affected by it. That is why, for example, the ‘Context/Goals’ element
has been included in the e-leadership occupational descriptions, showing the dynamic nature of a
particular job and qualification transformation.
This is why e-LCF is a reference framework of competences applicable within any business sector that
uses and requires understanding of ICT from either consumer or supplier perspective. That could be
commercial companies or public sector institutions, educational and social partners or professional
practitioners, Human Resources (HR) departments or job seekers throughout Europe. This tool is about
supporting, understanding and transparency of the language used in the articulation of competences
required and deployed by e-leadership professionals, including educators, managers and practitioners.
To help users of this framework and to support e-LCF educational and labor market applications, the
following is an overview of the guiding principles applied during the e-LCF design:
•

10

The e-LCF is a tool designed to enable and empower its users, not to restrict them, and to
provide common understanding. The e-LCF provides a structure and content for application
by many types of organizations in the private and public sector, educational institutions,
social partners and individuals,

Manual for e-Leadership Curricula Design and Development (e-LCF Curricula Manual, 2019), also came out as
an intellectual output (IO2) produced by the e-Lead Speed project.
11
The e-leadership T-shape skills metaphor is combined with the strategic management, business and
technology competence triangle http://leadership2019.eu/.
12
The e-CF was introduced in 2005, and has been updated ever since. The most recent version, e-CF 3.0, has
been released in 2014. https://www.ecompetences.eu/
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The e-LCF articulates e-leadership competences holistically by using the following definition:
‘Competence is a demonstrated ability to apply knowledge, skills and attitudes for achieving
observable results’,
The e-LCF sees e-leadership competences as a durable concept. However, as technology, jobs,
marketing terminology and general environment change rapidly, the e-LCF will require regular
updates to maintain its relevance,
A competence can be a component of a job role, but it cannot substitute all associated and
similarly named job titles. For example, the competence B.3. ‘Sales Manager’ does not
represent the complete content of a similar ‘Sales Executive’ job role. Competences can be
aggregated to represent the essential content of a job role or profile. On the other hand, one
single competence could be assigned to a number of different job profiles.
A competence should not be entirely mixed up with a particular process or technology skill.
Competence descriptors sometimes would characterize only the evolution of a particular
technology and in the context of the e-LCF would denote integral elements of a specific
knowledge or skill as an example.
The e-LCF does not attempt to cover every possible competence deployed by a professional or
manager, nor does it include competences necessarily unique to e-leadership. The e-LCF
articulates competences that may be found in other professions but are very important in the
e-leadership context; examples include L.5. ‘Chief Financial Officer’ or T.1. ‘Project Manager’.
However, to maintain e-leadership focus the e-LCF avoids very generic sets of competences,
like the ones associated with the profile of ‘General Manager’.
Unlike the e-CF, the e-LCF is structured from five dimensions. Competences in dimension 1 and
2 represent the organizational perspective. Dimension 3 represents the competence levels
related to the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) and the e-CF, and serve as a link
between organizational and individual competences. Dimensions 4 and 5 would represent the
perspective of an individual. The three areas in dimension 1 represent at the same time the eleadership competence triangle: strategic leadership, business and technology management,
The e-LCF has no sector specific association with EQF and e-CF; however, the competence
levels within the e-LCF provide a consistent and functional correlation with levels defined
within the EQF and the e-CF. The relation between EQF learning levels and e-LCF competence
levels is relative, but has to enable consistent interpretation of the EQF in the e-leadership
workplace environment
Continuation of work on the e-LCF development and sophistication is expected; it is important
that users be provided with an upgrade path, especially if they intend to invest time and
resources in aligning their processes or procedures with the e-LCF. Organizations deploying
these activities have become dependent on the e-LCF and need to be assured of its
sustainability. The updates of the e-LCF must recognize this requirement and provide
continued use of the current e-LCF version (1.0) until the new version is published.
The e-LCF is neutral and free to use; it is not influenced by and does not follow any specific
interest. It is developed and should be maintained through an EU-wide multi-stakeholder
agreement process, under the umbrella of EU institutions. The e-LCF is seen as a component
of the European Commission’s Digital Agenda; it is designed for use by any organization
engaged in Human Resource planning and competence development.

1.3. The e-LCF Structure Overview
The e-LCF is structured around five distinctive ‘dimensions’ of the e-leadership competences. The
‘dimensions’ 1-2 reflect different functional and organizational capacity elements, while the
dimensions 3-5 refer more to the individual position and job requirements, as well as the work
proficiency levels and guidelines.
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They are specified as follows:
Dimension 1:
Consists of three e-LCF functional areas associated with typical organizational strata. At the same time
the areas represent the components of e-leadership competence triangle (STRATEGY – BUSINESS –
TECHNOLOGY). For easier recognition, areas are tagged (as L, B and T) and marked with three
distinctive colors (red, blue and green).
Dimension 2:
Consists primarily of a set of generic e-Leadership occupations for each area, with additional
alternative job labels, generic occupational descriptions, and an explication of transformational nature
of context and goals they are expected to grasp. In total, there are 17 occupations identified providing
the generic e-leadership reference definitions of the e-LCF.
Dimension 3:
Comprises of proficiency levels of each generic e-Leadership occupation with reference to the 3 to 8
EQF levels and e-1 to e-5 e-CF levels.
THE e-LCF OVERVIEW
DIMENSION 1

DIMENSION 2

DIMENSION 3
e-Leadership Proficiency Levels

e-LCF Areas

STRATEGY

BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY

e-Leadership Occupations

L.1.

1.

Chief Executive Officer

L.2.

2.

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

L.3.

3.

Chief Information Officer

L.4.

4.

Chief Experience Officer

L.5.

5.

Chief Financial Officer

B.1.

6.

Marketing Manager

B.2.

7.

Digital Entrepreneur

B.3.

8.

Sales Manager

B.4.

9.

Operations Manager

B.5.

10.

Human Resources Manager

B.6.

11.

Community Manager

B.7.

12.

Legal Service Manager

T.1.

13.

Project Manager

T.2.

14.

Product Manager

T.3.

15.

Program Manager

T.4.

16.

Quality Assurance Manager

T.5.

17.

Support Manager
Table 1: Simplified e-LCF Overview

EQF

3

4

5

6

7

e-CF

1

2

3

4

5

8
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Dimension 4:
The samples of skills (what someone is able to do) and knowledge (what someone knows, is aware of
or is familiar with) specification relate to e-Leadership occupations in Dimension 2. They are structured
around two ranked levels; Level 1 is defined as ‘basic’ while Level 2 as ‘advanced’. They are provided
only as a reference point, to offer some orientation and add value, and are not intended to be
comprehensive.
Dimension 5:
Provides a sample of main tasks associated with the specific e-Leadership occupation organizational
expectations, often in the way corporate human resource departments publicly communicate job
descriptions and requirements when planning for a particular internal work position.
This is a basic and simplified e-LCF overview, elaborated in more details throughout this document,
specifically and extensively in chapter 5; ‘The e-Leadership Occupational Descriptions’.
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2. The e-Leadership Paradigm
Before we elaborate further on the e-LCF itself, specifically the e-LCF research methodology and its
findings, it would be useful to provide some background information for the better understanding of
e-Leadership, like the appearance and importance of digital economy, the evolution and context of eleadership concept, general understanding of e-leadership competences and the need for its
framework13.
The new type of economy has evolved massively over recent decades, enabled by new information
and communication technologies using internet as its primary infrastructure. This has had mostly
positive impact on global economy and has continued to create opportunities for further economic
and social growth. The use of these innovative technologies has also caused a dramatic change in the
way we create products and services, run industry operations, processes and design business models,
presenting many new challenges for business and society sustainability. It is common understanding
that these opportunities and challenges will require a new set of competences from those who are
expected to deal with them. A number of skills in demand may not necessarily appear completely new
from the ones that business leaders already possess, however they will require some significant
reinterpretation, improvements and enhancements. Competent business leaders of tomorrow will
have to continue providing critical contribution to the economic growth and development throughout
Europe and the EU.
The internet has become pervasive infrastructure for all relationships between people, organizations,
processes, objects, data and information itself. Digital technologies are radically reshaping the way we
relate to and communicate with each other, study, learn, teach, and do business. Most of them, like
mobile, big data, internet of things, artificial intelligence, social media, cloud, virtual reality, robots and
others are already ‘at our fingertips’. Due to their rapid penetration and change they bring, the gap
between those who are ‘digital native’ and those who are “digital migrants” becomes a dramatic
challenge, both in personal life and business. By the end of 2018, only 30 years after the invention of
the World Wide Web, about half of the world’s entire population was connected to the internet14.
However, digital divides reflect global economic and social divides. Although it is estimated by 2022
some 60% of global GDP will come from digitized businesses15, the minority of people believe
technology will make their lives better. While digital technology has the potential to enhance
economies, societies, and the environment, the related risks may outweigh these benefits and further
aggravate exclusion and social instability on the one hand, and concentration of power and wealth on
the other.
The concept of “Web” has also evolved in the meantime. From Web 1.0 (the "producer" of content
was separated and distinguished from the "consumer" of content), to the Web 2.0 (“producer" and
"consumer" overlap in creation of content and documents), now to the Web 3.0 (or semantic web,
fully digital age), where content is co-produced and mediated by technology through Advanced
Information Systems (AIS), semantic indexing and mark-ups. Most often, workforces do not need
someone else, or an ‘intermediary’, to do (produce, design, develop, etc.) something for them on the
web. They can do that on their own. But to do it, i.e. to set up a new business or manage an existing
one in this environment, traditional ‘vertical’ expertise in economics or in technical sciences will not
suffice if not complemented with a solid level of new ‘horizontal’ knowledge and a set of the so-called
‘e-skills’.
13

Though significantly revised and updated, this chapter builds on top of the study prepared within Le@d3.0
Academy (Literature Review: Soft e-Leadership Skills (Rossano S., Hill S., 2015).
14
ITU Measuring the Information Society Report (ITU Data, 2018).
15
Ibidem.
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Therefore, the technological innovation is also fundamentally transforming education, and calls for an
update of both the knowledge and the skills required for the contemporary workplace. Building futureready education systems requires designing new curricula fit for the 21st century, coupled with the
consistent delivery of a basic education for everyone, that builds a solid foundation for a lifetime of
adapting and developing new abilities. Specialized education should provide in-demand skills and
address the disconnection between job market needs and existing education. The set of e-leadership
skills requires even further innovation towards educating technical individuals in non-technical
disciplines, non-technical individuals in technical disciplines, while both should get more education in
strategic management. Developing e-leadership within businesses is an essential step towards
improving competitiveness and innovation. Yet this is not a straightforward journey. It will require
common understanding of both the business needs and the most effective teaching methodology and
education programs.

2.1. Digital Economy
The initial term digital economy was coined in Japan in 1990’s and Don Tapscott subsequently used it
in 199716, making it popular. It referred to the sale of goods through electronic commerce on the
internet (Nathan, M., & Rosso, A., 2012). Whilst at the end of 20th century digital economy was still in
its infancy, recent decades and years have seen its explosion throughout the trade of almost anything,
from smartphone applications to the large 3D printing production lines. Today, digital economy refers
to an economy that relies on digital computing technologies and conducts business through markets
based on the internet and the World Wide Web17. Digital economy is also often referred to as the
Internet Economy, Digital Business, New Economy, or Web Economy. Increasingly, digital economy and
traditional economy have become interrelated so much that it is difficult to differentiate between the
two. Digital economy produces billions of everyday online connections among people, businesses,
devices, data, and processes, based on the interconnectedness of individuals, organizations and
machines.

Figure 1: Evolution of global Internet traffic (UNCTAD, Digital Economy Report 2019)

Digital economy continues to evolve at breakneck speed, driven by the ability to collect, use and
analyze massive amounts of machine-readable information (digital data) about practically anything.
These digital data arise from the digital footprints of personal, social and business activities taking
16

Tapscott, Don (1997). The digital economy: promise and peril in the age of networked intelligence. New York:
McGraw-Hill. ISBN 0-07-063342-8.
17
Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_economy#cite_note-5
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place on various digital platforms. Global Internet Protocol (IP) traffic, a proxy for data flows, grew
from about 100 gigabytes (GB) per day in 1992 to more than 45,000 GB per second in 2017 (figure).
Yet the world is only in the early days of the data-driven economy; by 2022, global IP traffic is projected
to reach 150,700 GB per second, fueled by more and more people coming online for the first time and
by the expansion of the IoT18.

Figure 2: Evolution of the Digital Economy

Technological innovation has been the main driver of long-term growth and prosperity over the last
200 years. Transformative general-purpose technologies, such as electricity or the internal combustion
engine, have fueled global growth of gross domestic product. Each of these technologies spawned a
wealth of innovations that, once economies and societies had fully adjusted, took the living standards
to the next level, for the vast majority.
Digital technologies, which build on the massive storage and processing of information represented in
bits, were first developed after the Second World War. Software and hardware industries have grown
rapidly ever since, but for much of the twentieth century, their impact remained limited. It was only
with the rise of the personal computer and Internet in the 1990s, which enabled computer-tocomputer communication at low cost, that multiple markets and business sectors were impacted.
Digital technology thus became a new General Purpose Technology (GPT). Increased connectivity has
been a defining feature of digital technological progress over the last three decades. Today, devices
and people routinely share enormous amounts of data, leaving rapid, real-time trails of information
behind. Building on this ubiquity of digital data and increasing computational power, recent years have
seen the emergence of several closely linked digital frontier technologies:






18

Cloud computing refers to shared pools of hardware comprised of computer networks, servers,
data storage and applications software that can be rapidly mobilized through the Internet.
Cloud computing minimizes fixed costs for hardware and other complementary investments.
Customers using cloud services by third party providers, such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft,
IBM, Alibaba and others, are billed according to the use of storage space and computer run
time. They do not have to care about the full costs of acquiring, setting up, and operating
hardware and software, they pay only for the service provided;
The diffusion of smartphones and other Internet-connected devices facilitated aggregation of
big data sets that underlies the implementation of digital technologies. With the introduction
of cloud storage, very large data sets can be conveniently stored, accessed and analyzed on a
massive scale. Superfast computers can use big data to discern patterns and predict trends,
which can aid decision-making in areas ranging from finance to aero-engine maintenance;
Artificial Intelligence (AI), which includes machine learning and deep learning, is at the leading
edge of digital technology. A new crop of algorithms and the availability of much greater
computing power is enabling machines to learn from the examples and experience captured
in big data. For example, a deep learning algorithm for a self-driving car must recognize
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists, in all hours of the day and in all weather conditions. With
the help of thousands of images, the nested set of algorithms for neural networks
conceptualizes the image of a vehicle. Once trained, the network can identify any vehicle with

UNCTAD, Digital Economy Report 2019.
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a high degree of probability. The utility of neural networks extends to robo-investment, credit
analysis and other areas;
With 5G networks, greater interconnection and improved edge computing devices, the
Internet of Things (IoT) and the Internet of Manufacturing Things (IoMT) is likely to flourish.
AI-enabled computers the size of a credit card are already installed in vehicles, in machinery
and infrastructures to monitor conditions, signal problems and trigger a response. Any electric
driven or electronic device could be connected to the Internet;
Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a database technology that allows creation, storage and
secure transfer of information. Often referred to as blockchain, this technology stores records
of information across distributed computers. DLT can be public, in which case all the
participants have the exact same role, or private (permissioned), where some participants get
specific rights, like the ability to accept new participants or audit the ledger.

Besides enormous surge in internet traffic and rapid advancements of digital frontier technologies,
digital economy got a special lift with the recent rise of digital platforms. In the last decade, a large
number of digital platforms has emerged around the globe using data-driven business models, and
disrupting existing industries in their digital wake. Their power is reflected in the fact that seven of the
world’s eighth largest ICT corporations by market capitalization are using platform-based business
models19. Digital platforms provide mechanisms for bringing together all interrelated business parties
to interact online, creating a sort of ‘virtual markets’ for them. Most of them act as transaction
platforms where two/multi-sided markets with an online infrastructure support exchanges between
numbers of different commercial parties. They have become a core business model for major digital
corporations (such as Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook and eBay), as well as for those that are supporting
digitally enabled sectors (such as Uber, Didi Chuxing or Airbnb). Thanks to that, some of them were
able to gain de facto market monopoly within their platform; i.e. Google has about 90 per cent of the
global market for Internet searches.
A distinction should be made between transaction and innovation platforms. Innovation platforms
create environments for code producers and content providers to develop applications and software
in the form of operating systems (e.g. Android, iOS or Linux) or technology standards (e.g. MPEG video).
Platform-centered businesses have a major advantage in the data-driven economy. As they are both
intermediaries and provide infrastructure, they are well positioned to record and extract all data
related to online actions and interactions among the users of the platform. The growth of digital
platforms is directly linked to their capacity to collect and analyze digital data, but their interests and
performance depend greatly on how they monetize the data and generate revenue. For the time being,
and with the lack of proper international regulation, platformization is bringing growing market
concentration across industries and ensures hugely profitable business for small number of players.
The initial growth of the digital economy primarily began within its core digital sector, like IT/ICT, since
it has been developing, using and providing key digital technologies (like cloud computing or artificial
intelligence) for its own commercial benefits. However, with further developments of digital,
specifically wide-reaching consumer technologies and the advancement of GPT, more opportunities
have been created to support the expansion of digital economy outside the inner ICT sector
boundaries. This is how digital economy in a more narrow context has been created as ‘an economic
output derived solely or primarily from digital technologies with a business model based on digital
goods or services’20. These include a wide-ranging activities that create economic value through the
use and application of these technologies (i.e. digital platforms and digital services). Finally, this has
19

UN Inter-agency Task Force on Financing for Development: Financing for Sustainable Development Report
2020.
20
Bukht, R., and Heeks, R., Defining, Conceptualizing and Measuring the Digital Economy, ESRC Development
Informatics Working Papers Series No. 68 (2017).
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created conditions for digitalized economy in a broader context with wider structural implications for
digitalization of the rest of the entire economy (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Conceptual overview of the digital economy (UNCTAD, 2019)

Understanding and measuring what is and is not included within digital economy, is still under great
debate; especially as it became impossible to separate the core digital from other economic sectors.
Measuring digital economy and the related value creation and capture is also faced with difficulties.
Firstly, there is no widely accepted definition of digital economy. Depending on the definition, the
estimates of the size of digital economy range from 4.5 to 15.5 per cent of the world GDP21. Secondly,
reliable statistics on its key components and dimensions, especially in developing countries, are
lacking. Although several initiatives are under way to improve the situation, they are struggling to cope
with the rapid pace of evolution of digital economy. However, there is no doubt regarding its
importance for the development of national as well as EU economies. As consumers and businesses
increase the level of interconnectivity, significant amount of data is collected on usage, preference,
personal segmentation and more; which in turn is used to increase efficiency of both online and offline
businesses. This is how digital economy benefit, influence and create higher level of innovation and
competitiveness among businesses (EC, 2014).
Yet not all industry sectors perform well in digital economy. There is an obvious disparity between
industries that have effectively become leaders in digital economy and those that are lagging behind.
By analyzing digital performance of the various market sectors, Friedrich et al. (2011) suggested that
the key leading sectors contributing to the development of the digital economy are:
•
•
•
•

21

Financial services & Insurance
Computers & electronics
Media & telecommunications
Automotive

Digital Economy Report 2019, UNCTAD.
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On the other hand, the sectors and industries that were found not advancing enough or lagging behind
in absorbing the digital economy opportunities are the following:
•
•
•
•

Hotels and restaurants
Construction
Consumer goods
Transportation and Logistics

Similar and comparable results were obtained through a Digital Vortex methodology analyzing the
differences between industries in vulnerability to digital disruption. It confirmed that all industries are
more or less equally affected by the digital disruption, but transformation is more dynamic and
intensive in those industries where the velocity and magnitude of change are the highest22.
There is a clear advantage for particular countries when it comes to the economic value added by digital
economy. ICT sectors of the United States and China together account for almost 40 per cent of the
world total. As a share of national GDP, however, the ICT sector is the largest in Taiwan, Ireland and
Malaysia. Global employment in the ICT sector increased from 34 million in 2010 to 39 million jobs in
2015, with computer services accounting for the largest share (38 per cent). The share of the ICT sector
in total global employment rose over the same period, from 1.8 per cent to 2 per cent. Different
economic actors may contribute and have impact on value creation from an expanding digital
economy23 (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Potential impacts on value creation from an expanding digital economy (UNCTAD, 2019)

22
23

Digital Vortex 2019, Global Center for Digital Business Transformation, an IMD and Cisco initiative.
Digital Economy Report 2019, UNCTAD.
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While digital economy contributions of these leading industries should not come as a surprise, given
their association with digital technology in the day-to-day operations, there is still clear evidence that
the main internal contributor to their success came from the effective organizational leadership
concept and practice. Comparably, a number of sectors and industries that were not fast embracing
digital technologies were experiencing reactive rather than proactive type of leadership attitude
(Friedrich et al., 2011). Thus, the need to develop more entrepreneurial leadership that can embrace
the new challenges imposed by digital economy with a proactive approach, has emerged. More
specifically, we are talking about the need for the type of leaders that are capable of looking to farreaching strategies while demonstrating excellent business and technology operational management
when preparing for and driving transformations through rapidly changing markets and social
environments.

2.3. The e-Leadership Concept
2.3.1. Definitions
In 1961, W.C.H. Prentice published an article on “Understanding Leadership” in the Harvard Business
Review. In the article, Prentice offers the following definition of leadership (Prentice 2004: 102-3):
“Leadership is the accomplishment of a goal through the direction of human assistants. The man who
successfully marshals his human collaborators to achieve particular ends is a leader. A great leader is
one who can do so day after day, and year after year, in a wide variety of circumstances.” In 1991,
Warren G. Bennis came up with his definition of leadership: "Leadership is the capacity to translate
vision into reality."
By late 1980s and the beginning of 1990s, organizations started to rely more on ICT to operate their
business processes in order to enhance productivity and competitiveness. As they invested more in
business operations based on machineries and with the growing dependence on processing and
information technologies, they started to realize they needed a new type of managers who would be
able to accomplish business objectives by using technology. Traditional professional distinction
between career engineers and career business managers started to disappear, and ICT professionals
were asked to understand the business, while business professionals were expected to learn more
about ICT. Furthermore, organizational leaders were expected to act and think more like
entrepreneurs and innovators who are able to take advantage of ICT at a strategic level and within the
decision making process. Essentially, these would be the leaders who draw on technology to
accomplish business objectives. This is when the term e-leadership came to existence.
Avolio et al. (2001) defined e-leadership as “a social influence process mediated by Advanced
Information Technology (AIT) to produce a change in attitudes, feelings, thinking, behavior, and/or
performance with individuals, groups, and/or organizations”. Applying Adaptive Structuration Theory
(AST) to their study about the impact of technology on leadership, the authors found that leadership
and technology enjoyed a recursive relationship where each one affects and transforms the others.
AST states that human action is guided by structures, and these structures are defined as rules and
resources that serve as templates for planning and accomplishing tasks. According to Avolio et al.
(2000), technology creates organizational structures of which leadership is a part, but at the same time,
these organization structures continue to be transformed by the impact of leadership and technology.
Drawing back from the work of Prentice and other scholars in 1961, and involving many different EU
stakeholders through a series of structured workshops called e-Lab, INSEAD researchers have provided
a new definition of e-leadership as follows: “e-Leadership is the accomplishment of a goal that relies
on ICT through the direction of human resources and uses of ICT” (INSEAD, 2014). Both definitions,
Avolio’s and INSEAD’s, acknowledge the recursive nature of relationship between humans and
technology, with the latter highlighting the link between people leadership and followers in modern
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organizations structured around and mediated by the communication and information technologies
on collaboration and organizational output.
Notwithstanding the importance of leaders exerting their influence on follower’s attitudes, behaviors
and performances, the “knowledge economy” enabled by ICT has increased the focus on collective
rather than individual leadership, with leadership capacity increasingly spread throughout the
organization rather than sitting with one person or a role. ICTs have flattened hierarchies, making
organizations more horizontal and matrix, with dynamics shifts in responsibilities depending on the
project roles and goals, leading to different working patterns where organizational leaders do not see
their collaborators as subordinates. This is where the traditional roles of Entrepreneur, Manager,
Digital Entrepreneur and Leader met with the newly shaped concept of an e-Leader and its role and
responsibilities, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Intersections of e-Leadership area with more traditional roles (empirica, 2016)

With this reinterpreted definition, enhanced role and clarification of area of responsibilities of eleaders, an important question appeared about a proper designation of required e-leadership skills. It
was introduced initially by empirica and INSEAD eLab in 2014: "e-Leadership skills enable people with
strong ICT skills to lead qualified staff from different disciplines towards identifying and designing
business models and exploiting key innovation opportunities, making best use of developments in ICT
and delivering value to their organizations".

2.3.2. The e-Leadership Competence Outline
The term competency is a multidimensional concept generally described as ‘observable behaviors or
sets of skills’. Richey et al. define competency as “a knowledge, skill, or attitude that enables one to
effectively perform the activities of a given occupation or function to the standards expected in
employment” (2001, p. 31). Competence, competency or competencies is a set of terms widely used
in the human resource development domain, more specifically when it comes to defining job
requirements or assessing employee performance (Moore et al., 2002).
Sanchez (2011) defines competencies as “a cluster of related knowledge, traits, attitudes and skills that
affect a major part of one’s job; that correlate with performance on the job; that can be measured
against well-accepted standards; and that can be improved via training and development” (ibid, p.241).
Term competence also has regional variations in interpretation, especially between the United
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Kingdom and the United States (Mitchelmore & Rowley, 2010). In contradiction to these variations,
Moore et al. (2002) defines competence as relating to an area of work, competency as behaviors
supporting that area of work, and competencies to relate to the attributes underpinning these
behaviors. Burgoyne (1989) relates behavior to both ability and willingness to act. To be competent
under this definition is “to be able to behave effectively in a particular performance domain or activity”.
The concept of digital competence has emerged concurrently with technological development and as
the society has recognized the need for new competences. Development of technologies enables and
constantly creates new activities and goals, and the importance of digital competence is therefore
constantly changing and must always be seen in relation to current technologies and its application.
Development of digital and key enabling technologies are generating high job market demand for
digital competence, now acknowledged as one of the eight key Lifelong Learning (LLL) competences
sought in Europe. According to European Parliament and the EU Council (2006): “Digital Competence
involves the confident and critical use of Information Society Technology (IST) for work, leisure and
communication, underpinned by basic skills in ICT (the use of computers to retrieve, assess, store,
produce, present) and exchange information, and to communicate and participate in collaborative
networks via the Internet”.

Figure 6: Proposal for a European high-tech leadership skills agenda (empirica, 2015)

In late 2015, this activity eventually led to the development of a European long-term agenda on
‘Leadership skills for a high-tech economy’, addressing primarily SMEs and start-ups in EU (Figure 6).
Acknowledging interdependence of hard and soft skills in digital competence, Ferrari (2012) explains
it as an “aggregates of knowledge, skills, and attitudes focused on specific activities, process or
outcomes”. This explanation eventually led to the official EU definition of digital competence: “digital
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competence is a combination of knowledge, skills and attitudes with regards to the use of technology
to perform tasks, solve problems, communicate, manage information, collaborate, as well as to create
and share content effectively, appropriately, securely, critically, creatively, independently and
ethically”24.
The main building blocks of the digital competence structure suggested by Ferrari (2012) include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information management: to identify, locate, access, retrieve, store and organize information,
Technical operations: to use technology and media and to perform tasks through digital tools,
Evaluation and problem solving: to identify digital needs, to solve problems through digital
means and to assess the information retrieved,
Collaboration: to facilitate linking with others, to participate in online networks and
communities and to interact constructively,
Communication and sharing: to communicate through online tools, to respect privacy
including safety and the “netiquette”,
Creation of content and knowledge: to integrate and re-elaborate previous knowledge and
content, as well as to construct new knowledge,
Ethics and responsibility: to behave in an ethical and responsive way, being aware of legal
frames.

A conceptual model for digital competence was proposed also by Ala-Mutka (2011) with the three
main areas:
•
•
•

Instrumental knowledge and skills for digital tool and media usage, which are a precondition
for developing or using more advanced skills,
Advanced skills and knowledge for communication and collaboration, information
management, learning and problem-solving, and meaningful participation,
Attitudes to strategic skills usage in intercultural, critical, creative, responsible and
autonomous ways.

In addition to specialized competences, both authors acknowledge the need for developing a broad
range of multidisciplinary and transferable skills. El-Bakry and Mastorakis (2009) classify them as
“management and organizational skills, team work and communication skills, flexibility to changes,
respect of ethical rules, awareness and respect of legal, social and environmental rules”. It became
obvious that for achieving competitiveness and innovation capabilities in digital economy, the digital
competence also has to absorb a set of transversal or ‘horizontal’ skills, far beyond the narrow confines
of ‘vertical’ ICT knowledge. To leverage that understanding, and close the evolving gap in demand and
supply of e-skills in EU, European e-Skills Forum adopted the following deﬁnition for e-skills (Synthesis
Report, 2004):
•

•

•

24

User ICT skills: the capabilities required for the effective application of ICT systems and devices
by the individual. ICT users apply systems as tools in support of their own work. User skills
cover the use of common software tools and of specialized tools supporting business functions
within industry,
Professional (practitioner) ICT skills: the capabilities required for researching, developing,
designing, strategic planning, managing, producing, consulting, marketing, selling, integrating,
installing, administering, maintaining, supporting and servicing ICT systems,
The e-leadership (e-business) skills: the capabilities needed to exploit opportunities provided
by ICT, notably the Internet; to ensure more efﬁcient and effective performance of different
types of organizations; to explore possibilities for new ways of conducting business,
administrative and organizational processes; and/or to establish new businesses.

https://digital-competence.eu/front/what-is-digital-competence/
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This ‘user’ skills perspective is taking full advantages of the opportunities provided by the digital
economy and demands for the development of ‘hybrid’ management profiles from ICT professionals,
business managers and strategic leaders. Thus newly shaped e-Leadership skills should enable people
with very strong ICT skills to lead qualified staff from different disciplines towards identifying and
designing new business models, exploiting key innovation opportunities and making the best use out
of ICT advances to deliver value to their organizations. This is in line with the definition of e-leadership
skills introduced by empirica and INSEAD through eLab workshops in 2014.
The e-Leadership competences should comprise of a hybrid and multidisciplinary body of knowledge
and a set of skills and attitudes, which an individual in the modern economy requires to be able to
initiate, manage and achieve business innovation by utilizing ICT. In order to reach this objective, eleaders are expected to embrace a concept of T-shaped portfolio of skills, and develop both ‘vertical’
and ‘horizontal’ proficiency. In the ‘vertical’ or 'parallel’ dimension, at the minimum one should be able
to demonstrate a level of expertise in using ICT systems, combining technology, functional, product
and customer or sector expertise. In the ‘horizontal’ or ‘transversal’ dimension, there should at least
be organizational expertise in management, consisting of entrepreneurial experience and approach to
managing change and innovation, developing a compelling business vision, building and aligning
different multi-stakeholder relationships across boundaries, and making sense of a situation and
experimentation.

Figure 7: Generic attributes of T-shaped portfolio of skills (empirica, 2016)

What is the T-shaped portfolio of skills? T-shaped skills describe specific attributes of desirable
workers. The vertical bar of the T refers to expert knowledge and experience in a particular area, while
the top of the T refers to the ability to collaborate with experts in other disciplines and a willingness to
use the knowledge gained from this collaboration. A T-shaped person is someone with T-shaped skills.
The concept of T-shaped skills was branded initially by David Guest in 199125, but was promoted by
Tim Brown, CEO of the global design firm IDEO26, when describing the type of people he wanted
working for his organization to practice design thinking and create positive impact through design.
25
26

"The hunt is on for the Renaissance Man of computing," in The Independent, September 17, 1991.
http://www.ideo.com/
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Therefore, e-leadership would involve leading and managing ICT-skilled professionals (or any other
industry-specific professionals) focusing on the understanding and exploiting ICT for business goals in
a given industry sector, with specific knowledge of the industry and its requirements. It would also
involve hybrid market and ICT skills, focusing on the combination of ICT and business skills in order to
exploit better ICT for business goals. Finally, it would involve Strategic Management skills with a focus
on the general management skills relevant for ICT and business combined. In simple terms, having a Tshaped portfolio of skills means that an e-leader is both a business-savvy and an ICT-savvy professional
with relevant strategic skills (Hüsing et al., 2015).

Figure 8; e-Leadership competence areas (empirica, 2016)

Against this background, the e-leadership competence model can be classified as comprising the
following set of competencies required for digital economy:
•

•

•

Strategic Leadership: A combination of knowledge and skills, a mastery of conjoining e-related
operational issues with abilities to think and act strategically. These may include a set of ‘hard’
transversal skills and competences (e.g. leadership and entrepreneurial abilities, project and
innovation management competences, ethics, flexibility, creativity, etc.), and the capacity to
inspire and manage multi-cultural, multi-disciplinary and virtual teams and influence
stakeholders across boundaries (functional, geographic), which demands a set of ‘soft’ skills.
Digital Business Savvy: A combination of convergent (e.g. financial, accounting) and divergent
(e.g. marketing, innovation, entrepreneurship) thinking, knowledge and skills. Expected
outputs may include innovate products and services, operating processes and business
models, delivering value to its organization at the global market, etc.
Digital High-Tech Savvy: A combination of critical thinking and creative problem solving skills
combined with the specific knowledge of the industry playfield and its requirements. Outputs
expected may include envision of the industry trends and driving change for business
performance, exploiting digital high-tech abilities as innovation opportunities.

The topic of virtual and geographically dispersed team management is addressed by Avolio et. al.,
(2009) who defines this segment of e-leadership competence as „leadership where individuals or
groups are geographically dispersed and interactions are mediated by technology”. However, besides
the geographical ones, technological mediation may be subject to different cultural or temporal
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causes, (Ocker et al., 2011). Resources covering subject of leadership in a technology-enabled working
environment, cover a wide range of topics, such as leader's competence and the task requirements,
interaction, leadership and distance, networks, electronic communication networking, and eleadership in general (See: Avolio et al., 2001; Golden, Veiga, & Dino, 2008).
How e-leadership competence differs, depending on the environment the leaders operate in, between
the traditional “bricks and mortar” organizations and those within the realm of “digital economy”?
While some attributions can be equally valued in both environments, some important characteristics,
including entrepreneurship, networking, collaboration and the required ICT skills, were emphasized
within digital economy. The concept of e-leadership refers to leaders who mainly use technological
mediation in their leadership work (Avolio et al. 2000; Avolio & Kahai 2003; Zaccaro & Bader 2003).
According to Molinsky et al. (2012), this new environment has flattened organizational hierarchies,
which increases the value of building and influencing networks. Therefore, managers acting in this
environment must develop what he denominates as the ‘Wielding Digital Influence’, where devolution
of hierarchy increases the value of building and wielding influence through digital networks.
The challenges faced by leaders acting in both worlds are the same as they have always been. However,
given the volatility of traditional and the rise of digital economy, it is imperative to understand the
context and different approaches these leaders take to address current challenges, especially when it
comes to the different set of skills required. The awareness of the diversity of approaches should then
be accommodated through the formal or informal education curriculum design. Following upon the
research with global business leaders, Barton, Grant and Horn (2012) highlighted the following main
challenges business leaders are facing:








Globalization. The development of communication ‘at the speed of light’ shrinks the size of
the global business environment, requiring leaders to present strategies that are designed to
not only be competitive in the local environment, but take advantage of the emerging
economies such as Brazil, Russia, India and China.
Personal Development. The rapid progress of business, force leaders to continuously develop
not only their organizations but themselves too. In delivering continuous development of a
business, leaders need to ultimately have both the mental and the physical ability to push
beyond the limits. Without the continued development of business leaders, sustainable
trajectory of the business is at stake and therefore affecting the overall contribution to the
economy.
24/7 Business. Where rapid text-based communication led the way forward in the latter half
of the 20th century, so now the flexibility of Voice over IP (VoIP) communication allows for
even greater efficiency and cost saving. How about the varying times zones as the barrier? Not
anymore. It has become a commonplace for business leaders to work flexibly across time zones
to ensure the most effective maintaining of the business operations and emphasizing the value
of collaboration.
Uncertain decision-making. Global networked business requires managers to react in real
time to any change that occurs in any place in the world. This interconnectedness has turned
the attention of academics and practitioners to a field denominated by ‘disruptive change’,
where flexibility and adoptability are the key to survival. Extreme push for planning and
processes from the top can cause organizational inertia and rigidity which in turn, will cause
them to collapse. In this sense, leaders need to be flexible, collaborate and stay alert to
opportunities and threats in the environment, which in turn demands from them more
proactive and entrepreneurial mind-set and behaviors.

On the other side of the 'challenges coin’, one can find ‘new opportunities’. In this respect, The eLeadership Skills: Vision Report prepared by INSEAD (2012, p. 9), calls for the development of the ‘right
e-skills’ that would take advantage of the opportunities created around e.g. new e-business models,
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which are created around network-based information flows (social networks, freemium, viral
marketing, etc.). In this report, the authors refer to the need for ‘inter-disciplinary e-skills’, such as
math and statistics, as a set of skills needed to foster innovation.
Oxford Dictionary (2014) defines skills as the ‘Capability of accomplishing something with precision
and certainty; practical knowledge in combination with ability; cleverness, expertness. Also, an ability
to perform a function acquired or learnt with practice’. Furthermore skills are ‘an ability and capacity
acquired through deliberate, systematic, and sustained effort to smoothly and adaptively carry out
complex activities or job functions involving ideas (cognitive skills), things (technical skills), and/or
people (interpersonal skills)’, Oxford Business Dictionary (2014). Soft-skills relate to the skills needed
to deal with people and for people.
Within the Web 3.0, where interaction and content co-creation become the norm, e-leaders are also
expected to develop the necessary skills and to be able to collaborate, co-create, and co-innovate with
colleagues, suppliers, customers and competitors. Furthermore, leaders need to develop the necessary
skills to face the challenges within digital economy, addressed in the previous section. For example,
leaders will need to grant a greater autonomy to employees and empower them, as it would be
impossible for them to monitor employees dispersed 24/7 among regions and time zones; this in turn
will demand from leaders to harness higher levels of trust among individuals and organizations. Finally,
the rapid progress of business forces will require leaders to embrace personal development and
lifelong learning as an attitude to face this turbulent environment.
Based on all these previously mentioned scholarly and experiential inputs and references, the
following map of the link between e-leadership key competence areas and the e-leadership expected
knowledge, skills, attitudes and tasks have been analyzed and suggested by INSEAD eLab (2012):

Figure 9: The e-Leadership mix of knowledge, skills, attitudes and tasks (empirica, 2016)

In this vein, collaboration, innovation, trust and lifelong learning were identified clearly as the
underlying principles for soft e-leadership skills classification and taxonomy. However, how about the
other e-leadership competence elements, like knowledge, hard skills, attitudes and tasks? The best way
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to check consistency of these elements would be to look at and compare e-leadership competence
structure with e-CF 3.027, the most consistent European reference and repository of e-competences.

Table 2: The e-Leadership Strategic Management Skills mapped against the e-CF 3.0

As displayed, there is a clear understanding that e-leadership competence structure compares and
aligns well with the e-CF 3.0 structure. In at least one of the elements, this of strategic management
competences, the comparison is not clear. Nevertheless, when it comes to the comparison between
business and technology components of the e-leadership structure with the structure of e-CF 3.0, there
is a discrepancy. The e-CF has been designed to address the need for the standardization of the EU
labor market in the ICT related professional competencies. On the other side, the e-leadership
competence model is trying to address the labor markets demand for professionals whose
competences span across the traditional areas of strategic, business and technology occupations.
There is an obvious need to refine and extend the e-CF model into the area of e-Leadership
27

The European e-Competence Framework (e-CF) is the European Norm (EN 16234-1) providing reference of
41 competences as applied at the ICT workplace, using a common language for competences, skills, knowledge
and proficiency levels that can be understood across Europe.
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competences. This make an argument for the case of a specific e-Leadership Competence Framework
(e-LCF), still relying on the solid foundation and standards already provided by the e-CF28.

2.3.3. Principles for a Framework of e-Leadership Competences
Building further on the elaborated e-Leadership competence model, there should be a sound and clear
interconnection identified and established between the desired e-leadership occupations and the
competences, like knowledge, skills and attitudes, that e-leaders should have, in order to qualify for
specific job positions. This work should start from the analyses of the groups of e-leadership skills
indicated within the model, and the explanation and elaboration of underlying principles and
arguments that will help us understand specific characteristics of the e-leadership occupations
requirements.
Principle #1: Foster Collaboration and Networking
Petrie (2011) identifies that one of the major trends in leadership development is the increase of focus
on collective rather than individual leadership, as leadership capacity will increasingly spread
throughout the organization rather than sit with one person or role. This issue is allowing for greater
levels of autonomy among workers, which in turn demands greater levels of trust and leadership skills,
not only for managers but also for employees. He based his study on the approaches taken to
developing leaders at several schools at Harvard University (Education, Business, Law, Government,
and Psychology), through a literature review in the field of leadership development, as well as on the
interviews with 30 experts in the field.
Pulley and Sessa (2001) explored the impact of digital technology on leadership. They found that, in
order to overcome the challenge of e-leadership, people within organizations must make sense
together of the challenges facing them and participate in leadership at every level. According to the
authors, perhaps the greatest e-leadership challenge is “how to make individuals work collectively to
create a culture that allows all the voices of leadership to be heard”. A key challenge then for e-leaders
is to exercise their influence over followers through digital technology. In this case, leaders must
provide structure to followers, evaluate their performance, inspire and develop them, and enable
themselves to identify with the organization. Hambley et al. (2007) also support this proposition; in
their field study, they found that it is the leader’s responsibility to set coordination and the emotional
tone of the virtual team. Emphasizing the “soft side” of leadership skills, the authors found that
personalizing the relationships between the leader and his/her virtual followers, as well as between
the team members, was important. In this vein, successful leaders of virtual teams are able to act as
mentors (Kayworth & Leidner, 2002). This characteristic mirrors the “empathy skills” also highlighted
by Goleman (1995)29, found in the literature on leadership and emotional intelligence. Kayworth &
Leidner, (2002) highlight also communication skills as equally important for leaders to communicate
regularly and promptly and to provide sufficient details in their communication messages.
Assessing this challenge of leadership mediated by technology, the literature on virtual team’s
management (Duarte and Snyder, 2006) asserts that leaders need, at the beginning, to communicate
the team’s vision, the problem to solve and the team’s objectives. In the same vein, leaders need to
define the role of each team member. This set of tasks demands from the leaders a set of excellent
communication skills, including oral and written. Acknowledging also the need for communication
28

As an EU norm, seven transversal aspects relevant to ICT professional competence performance complement
e-CF. It provides consistent links to ICT qualification context (e.g. by the EQF) and familiar frameworks (e.g.
DigComp, European ICT Professional Role Profiles, behavioral skills, SFIA, ISO and ICT industry standards).
29
Daniel Goleman brought the term “emotional intelligence” to a wide audience with his book of that name in
1995. Goleman applied first this concept to business with his 1998 Harvard Business Review article. In this
sense, empathy is the ability to understand the emotional makeup of other people. Leaders with empathy have
expertise in building and retaining talent.
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skills, Gurr (2004) found that leaders, while performing in technology-mediated environments need to
cope with the associated behavioral complexity and strive harder for establishing an appropriate social
climate through sustained communication, as well as display exemplary interpersonal skills through
the technology in place. The challenge rests on leaders dealing with dispersed and anonymous groups
where formal leadership may be detrimental to group performance.
In their study on virtual teams, Chutnik and Grzesik (2009) refer to the cultural diversity as some of the
main challenges for virtual teams. They brought this consequently to the increased autonomy that
employees need while working in the team dispersion enabled by new technologies. With dispersed
teams, it would require too much effort to stay closely connected and monitoring team members;
therefore leaders must empower employees and grant them a higher degree of autonomy. These are
the two challenges that set apart a leader of collocated teams from the leader of virtual teams. In this
same vein García (2014) proposes the reliance on e-teams, just as they rely on the dominant coalitions
in traditional leadership paradigms. The e-teams will transmit cultural forms such as rites, rituals, and
rumors (Malvey & Hamby, 2004). Within this category, e-leaders will need a set of persuasion skills in
order to effectively transmit cultural norms and communicate the vision and mission to the team
(Chutnik and Grzesik, 2009).
The importance of collaboration is also stressed beyond organizational boundaries. Particularly
important and relevant is the work of Don Tapscott who has shown how mass collaboration has
changed the way businesses communicate, create value, and compete in the global digital economy.
Collaboration is the key element of innovation, and is enabled by ICTs. In this context Tapscott and
Williams (2012, p.63-64) highlight the role of the leader as responsible for setting a context for
innovation and co-creation by providing venues for discussion. Thus, e-leaders must develop a set of
skills that can enable not only the employees, but also all collaborators to communicate and co-work.
These role and demand call for the development of skills for collaboration, cooperation and a set of
team working skills in general.
As for e-business innovation, ‘collaboration’ has also been recognized as one of the major skills and
success factors. Using the Delphi model, Lin and Hsia (2011) identified thirteen core capabilities for ebusiness innovation in three main areas, including “collaboration”. Within this area the core
capabilities are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Developing partnerships
Governing the value network
Enabling open innovation
Improving co-production and co-creating value

Cooperative business forms, like strategic value-added partnerships, networks and cross-company
project orientated cooperation, need to foster higher degree of “relational capacity” (Gassman & Enkel
2004), where e-leaders require highly developed interpersonal, communication and management
skills.
Principle #2: Foster Co-Innovation
The value of networks becomes even higher when it comes to innovation and entrepreneurship. With
this in mind, Lin and Hsia (2011) state that “successful firms exploit e-business innovations through
value networks outside of their current operations in order to generate value co-creation”. In order to
take advantage of these opportunities, technical skills should be complemented with a solid set of “soft
e-skills”, i.e. those skills that are enabling factors in leading the change, innovating societal practices,
attract, develop and manage talents and creating new business models within digital economy.
Therefore, due to the fact that the topics of collaboration and innovation are interrelated, the second
major principle for successful e-leadership is the promotion and facilitation of collaboration for coinnovation.
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Acknowledging the need for innovation, the Strategic Framework for European Cooperation in
Education and Training (European Council, 2009) stressed the need for “enhancing creativity and
innovation, including entrepreneurship, at all levels of education and training” and “improving the
quality and efficiency of education and training in this matter”. Nonetheless, a common question we
can find on this issue in the relevant literature is: could entrepreneurship (and innovation) be taught?
Are entrepreneurs born or made? Authors arguing that entrepreneurship can be taught (Kuratko,
2005), propose a set of skills for innovation and entrepreneurship that e-leaders performing in a new
digital environment need to develop.
Dyer et al. (2008) define an innovative entrepreneur, as “(1) the founder of a new venture that offered
a unique value proposition relative to incumbents; and (2) as the person who came up with the original
idea to start the venture”. In addition, they argue that four behavioral patterns, through which they
acquire information, distinguish innovative entrepreneurs and business executives. These are: (1)
questioning; (2) observing; (3) experimenting; and (4) idea networking. The authors argue that ICT has
an influence on several of these characteristics by providing new ways of accessing, acquiring and
processing information, idea networking and opportunities to build and exploit social networks. Thus,
ICT can enhance the features that make people innovative and entrepreneurial if e- leaders possess
the skills required to read opportunities (entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial skills) and exploit social
networks (soft skills including leadership).
Leaders’ pursuit of innovation is not done in isolation; it requires motivating and engaging highly
qualified staff, with excellent understanding of ICT and its potential value. Specific skills include the
rapid, disciplined assessment of business cases and risks, while encouraging the creativity needed to
design new business models and exploit innovation opportunities (Hüsing et al., 2013). Thus, a
particular set of innovation skills for e-leadership is needed. Stressing the need for special skills for
innovation, Fredberg et al. (2008) recognizes the need for innovation managers to adapt their skills
and competencies to cope with the complexity of the process of innovation. Technology and customer
needs are moving faster than ever. Therefore, linear innovation process is no longer effective. Instead,
a more iterative process needs to be carried out through organizational networks (Rampersad et al.,
2010, Power and Malmberg 2008), increasing with this the need to manage multiple stakeholder
groups (Caniëls and van den Bosch 2011). Thus, the task of the innovation manager is found
increasingly complex.
While these skills are difficult to define and measure, the framework proposed by Kergroach and van
Welsum (2008), cited in INSEAD e-leadership skills report (2012), suggests identifying six ‘families’ of
skills for innovation:
a)

Basic or ‘platform’ skills to function in a knowledge-based society (including ‘digital-age
literacies’, multicultural openness and innovation-friendly society, etc.);
b) Technical skills to evolve in professional environments (including S&T, engineering,
management, implementation, monitoring, analysis, marketing, financial, legal, design
skills, etc.);
c) Soft skills to interact and collaborate with others while respecting social rules (including
team-working, communication, networking, flexibility, emotional and aesthetic skills,
etc.);
d) Cognitive skills to process information and think (including creativity, critical thinking,
knowledge and complexity management, constant learning, etc.);
e) Entrepreneurship and intrapreneurship skills, to undertake, manage and take
responsibility (including basic employability skills, autonomy, risk-taking, personal
responsibility, acceptance of failures, etc.);
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f)

Leadership skills to lead and influence (including team building and steering, coaching,
lobbying, negotiating, coordinating, etc.).

Since ICT provides greater opportunities for collaborative innovation, the skills for innovation in this
environment include management skills beyond network, skills needed to integrate knowledge from
external partners into the companies’ own knowledge as well as externalizing own knowledge for
external partners (Gassman & Enke, 2004, Commonwealth of Australia, 2001). A pre- requisite for this
is to have a common language and a means for exchanging and integrating complex sets of information
and technologies. Effective innovation collaborations require a common understanding of the
technical issues to avoid breakdowns in communication (Philbin, 2008). Thus, a useful competence for
e-leaders is to be able to translate (decode and encode) technical data which is generally reliant on
having both a technical understanding (establish a common frame of reference) and an ability to
explain complex topics simply to customers or collaborators.
With an emphasis on the market opportunities and on finding the right collaborative concept, there
comes a much greater focus on opportunity skills. This entitle opportunity skills identification
(Deschamps, 2005), evaluation and sensing market potential (Hunter & Cushenbery, 2011), and
exploitation by creating new value (McEntire & Greene-Shortridge, 2011). Methods of opportunity
identification (prior to the discovery) include trend analyses, forecasting and qualitative analysis
methods, as well as knowledge of how to extract market opportunities from big data. Such skills are
also denominated as marketing skills (Velamuri et al. 2004).
In respect to strategic partnerships, capabilities in building and maintaining relationships are found as
expected managerial capabilities. But this also represents a set of strategic skills which have been
defined as the ability to evaluate the complementarity of partners, the ability to gain trust quickly, the
ability to establish a common vision of the collaboration including having a common set of goals,
metrics of success, a shared risk/reward agreement and governance (Gassman & Enkel, 2004).
Collaboration and innovation are interrelated concepts in the digital economy. Therefore, in order to
harness effective innovation through collaboration e-leaders need to develop a set of innovation skills
as well.
Principle #3: Harness Trust among Networks and Teams
Besides collaboration and innovation, another principle underlies this interrelation of both concepts.
According to Hall and Andriani (2003), trust is the most significant factor in differentiating between
successful innovators. Jarvenpaa et al. (2004) determined that timely and consistent communication
was likely to engender trust within virtual teams. Lynn and Reilly (2002) found that members of virtual
teams “reported lower levels of trust and that these lower levels of trust correlated with lower levels
of innovation and collaborative behavior” (p. 18). As trust must be fostered by the leaders and among
the networks, the next principle underlying e-leadership is the principle of ‘Trust’.
Mayer et al. (1995) defined trust as “the willingness of a party to be vulnerable to the actions of
another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a particular action important to
the trustor, irrespective of the ability to monitor or control that party” (p. 3). This definition mirrors
the same conclusions from Chutnik and Grzesik (2009) on the need to grant autonomy to workers. In
this sense trust becomes the most effective tool from e-leaders to exercise their leadership mediated
by technology. The objectives of leadership in the digital environment have not changed, authors
assert that they keep focusing on creating a vision, set direction, motivate followers, serve as role
models and most important, harness trust (DasGupta, 2011; Avolio and Kahai, 2003; Avolio et al, 2000).
However, the e- leader needs to implement those activities electronically and within a technologymediated environment where teams are dispersed in time and space (Avolio and Kahai, 2003; Avolio
et al, 2000).
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With today’s technology, organizations tend to shift their shape from a pyramid to a net or web
structure where employees become collaborators and the lines between the leaders and followers
become blurred. As advanced technological applications become available, managers will need to
empower team members, giving them more autonomy and independence in their work. This
autonomy and independence may increase the need for reciprocal trust. In this vein, e-leaders need
to build a sense of community based on trust where people can stay connected. This task will demand
the development of management, organizational, teamwork and communication skills (with
colleagues, clients, suppliers, etc.).
Trust is an interpersonal process, therefore both leaders and members of a virtual team need to
develop strong interpersonal dynamics and support mechanisms to develop trust. According to
Zaccaro and Bader (2003), that development and maintenance of trust may be one of the most
important factors contributing to virtual team success. In this respect, they suggest a three phase’s
model in order to implement trust. As cited in Samartinho et al (2012), the first phase implies the
recognition of the beneficial aspects of teamwork. In this vein, Johnson (2010) mentions that it is the
e-leader’s job is to guide the team, by creating a common goal of positive sympathy that shapes the eteam perceptions, including motivational factors and the development of coherent and integrated
working teams. The second phase is based on knowledge shared within the team since this sharing
promotes natural trust among members and makes them able to foresee actions or behaviors. Finally,
the third phase represents a deeper reliance when each team member starts sharing the same values,
goals and intentions. In this respect communication will be imperative, as the leader needs to unify a
number of diverse individuals around a core purpose so they can all move in the same direction (Pulley,
et al.,2001).
Within this area, Ferrari (2012) proposes ethics and responsibility as one of the main building blocks
of the proposed digital competence framework. These building blocks are understood as the
knowledge, attitudes and skills needed to behave in an ethical and responsible way, aware of legal
frames. In that report, the definition is extended also to awareness of social rules for interaction,
including empathy and interpersonal skills. This dimension is particularly important to harness trust
among networks and inter- organizational collaboration.
The e-CF 3.0 provides examples of skills needed by professionals in ICT to establish trust and set the
moral tone of the organization. They are the following: provide constant communication with peers,
colleagues, employees and customers; set an open space for transparent communication; establish
realistic expectations to support development of mutual trust; monitor, understand and act upon
quality indicators; reinforce the organization’s values through role modelling, rewards and penalties,
and communications about ethics in order to set the organization's moral tone; among others.
In conclusion, a challenge for an e-leader in virtual leadership environments is to build reliable
relationships within e-teams and with its members, who may not even know each other in person.
Therefore, e-leaders must harness trust as a tool for leadership. This implies guiding the team by
creating a common goal, motivating employees, developing strong working teams that perform.
Because they expect leader and other team members to execute a particular action important for the
accomplishment of the teams’ goal irrespective of the subjection to monitoring or control by external
party. In addition, García (2014) refers to the importance of empathy skills, empowerment and
constant and open communication to harness trust among teams.
Principle #4: Be a Lifelong Learner
The concepts of lifelong learning and lifelong education began to enter into the national educational
policies’ discourse in the late 1960s (Tuijnman & Boström, 2002). It became a policy topic in EU (Borg
& Mayo, 2005) in the year 2000, when the EC initiated a Europe-wide consultation on its
‘Memorandum on lifelong learning’. This resulted in the EC communication on ‘Making a European
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Area of Lifelong Learning a Reality’ (EC, 2001). In that document, lifelong learning was defined as “all
learning activity undertaken throughout life, with the aim of improving knowledge, skills and
competence with a personal, civic, social and/or employment-related perspective” (EC, 2001, p. 9).
The importance of digital technologies for education have been recognized in educational policies for
some time. In the Dakar Framework for Action, one of the ‘Education for All’ strategies was to harness
new information and communication technologies to help achieve its goals (UNESCO, 2000, p. 21).
Digital technologies play an important role in the Europe 2020 Framework for smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth in Europe (EC, 2010). In this respect, digital competence was also listed by the
European Parliament and Council (European Council, 2006) as one of eight 21st century key
competences, together with the competence for self-regulated learning (learning to learn). One
important aspect of digital technologies is that they have the potential to support learning.
As we live in knowledge societies, LLL becomes more important and relevant. Equally important
becomes the pedagogy for LLL development. The EC observed that innovative pedagogical methods
for LLL include a transition from ‘knowledge’ to ‘competence’ and from ‘teaching’ to ‘learning (EC,
2001, p. 23). Therefore, in 2006 the European Parliament and the Council recommended a catalogue
of eight key competences for lifelong learning:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Communication in the mother tongue;
Communication in foreign languages;
Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and technology;
Digital competence;
Learning to learn;
Social and civic competence;
Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship;
Cultural awareness and expression (European Council, 2006).

While the first three, and partly the fourth, are domain-specific, the other four are transversal and
domain-general. According to Halász and Michel (2011), they might be context specific and might be
perceived and interpreted differently in different European countries.
In today’s global knowledge and digital economy, labor markets are also globalized, so the business
models are networked through ICT. Therefore, individuals face global competition in real time
(Tapscott 2012, p.142). Within this environment, workers and managers need to perform like never
before. According to Tapscott (2012, p.141-142), while technical competences are important, half of
what a university student learns might be obsolete by the year of graduation. To confront this
challenge it is imperative to be a ‘lifelong learner’, where creative thinking, research and analytical
skills, capacity to contextualize, critical evaluation of information, application of research to problem
solving, and the capacity of collaboration and communication are crucial in the digital economy.
For Wagner (2012), “in today’s world, knowledge has become a commodity that everyone can obtain,
what matters is what you can do with it”. Referring to students, Wagner says that students must “learn
to analyze and solve problems, collaborate, persevere, take calculated risks and learn from failure”.
The same principles could apply to the case of e-leaders as the ICT has democratized the sources of
information and knowledge. Individuals became ‘creators’ who acquire skills and knowledge as part of
the problem-solving process, while creating a product or generating a new understanding at the same
time. With this premise, Wagner (2012) argues that the set of core competencies that every student
must master before the end of high school education is:
•
•

Critical thinking and problem-solving skills (the ability to ask the right questions)
Collaboration across networks and leading by influence
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•
•
•
•
•

Agility and adaptability skills
Initiative and entrepreneurship
Accessing and analyzing information
Effective written and oral communication
Curiosity and imagination

Therefore, the use of ICT skills in learning and training has enabled the transfer of development
ownership to the individual. Individuals are now more responsible for their own development, than
the HR departments, managers or trainers. In this sense, e-leaders need to be lifelong learners that
acquire skills and knowledge through problem solving, through creation and generation of new
products and services, consequently generating new understandings and knowledge. Hence, leaders
and employees need to adopt a lifelong learning attitude. On the one hand, leaders must be able to
act and react to fast moving interconnected world where problems are global and no solution is
elaborated. On the other hand, with an increased need to grant autonomy to dispersed workers, they
need to be responsible for their own development and develop the necessary skills to also become
lifelong learners, able to perform in digital economy.
Based on the previous studies, interdependency of collaboration, innovation, trust and LLL is evident.
Against this background, there is a need to nurture the capacities in e-leaders to collaborate at an intra
and inter organizational spectrum, innovate and co-create, harness trust within team members and
networks of innovation, and to be lifelong learners. These principles mirror the same trends and
evolution, for example of the role of CIOs who are performing in leadership and entrepreneurial
positions. According to the findings of the INSEAD study on IT-enabled leadership (2011), the role of
CIOs is clearly evolving since they are spending more and more time on innovation, collaboration with
colleagues and customers, and are constantly learning new ways to improve their organizations and
get things done in a more efficient way.
Principle #5: Be Digital Business Savvy
There are many definitions of Digital Business or e-Business in the literature. Some sources entirely
associate e-Business with e-commerce. Others define e-commerce as the use of ICT specifically for
external business processes and e-Business as the use of ICT for both internal and external business
processes. IBM defines e-commerce as “doing business online, including buying and selling online via
the Internet, electronic funds transfer, business communications, and using computers to access
business information resources”. It defines e-Business broadly as a concept incorporating all business
processes serving “the transformation of key business processes using Internet technologies.”30
According to Li31 “e-Business is about developing new ways of working by innovatively exploiting the
new capabilities of ICTs in general and the Internet and related technologies in particular”.
The standard business functions required to create a product or service include production and
manufacturing, sales and marketing, financial management, accounting and human resource
management. In the past, companies were structured in this functional order. Business processes, the
sets of tasks that define how specific business tasks are performed in a logical way, serve these
functions. Some of these processes are crossing over and some remain within the functional area.
Nowadays many businesses are structured around business processes. Digital technology is seen as
the opportunity to transform business processes in order to ‘do things better’, but also for ‘doing new
things’.

30

IBM Glossary https://www.ibm.com/investor/help/glossary.html#E
Li, Feng, (2007). What is E-Business? How the internet transforms organizations. Blackwell publishing, Oxford
UK.
31
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e-Business can help an organization gain competitive advantage, streamline business processes,
enable collaboration and motivate employees. Investment in ICT brings worthwhile returns but there
must also be an understanding of innovation and the benefits of using new approaches to business.
Successful companies actively cultivate new ideas, put those ideas to work quickly and efficiently, and
harvest the business value benefits of successful innovations. The area of e-Business skills aims to
ensure that the management of companies knows how ICT technology can be used to improve the
business processes, but also to be aware of its limitations. It is just as important to avoid the use of
unsuitable technologies as to select the appropriate technologies to meet the needs of the business.
According to Laudon32, businesses invest in IT to achieve six important business objectives:
1. Operational excellence. Successful businesses are those that continually seek to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of their operations. Investment in ICT systems can bring a
significant return on investment through operational excellence. The e-leadership e-Business
skills are required to improve operational excellence. These skills may be set and structured as
a combination of business skills, technological skills and innovation skills that are essential
requirements to achieve this objective.
2. New products, services, and business models. E-Business skills are required to make effective
use of new technology to create new products and services as well as entirely new business
models. Many businesses have moved from the traditional bricks and mortar model to a ‘clicks
and mortar’ model, providing products and services on-line.
3. Customer and supplier intimacy. Supply Chain Management Systems (SCM) help the business
manage its relationship with the suppliers. The ultimate aim is to get the right amount of goods
or services to the right place at the right time. The development of SCM systems to tighten the
relationship between supplier and customer requires business skills matched with
technological skills. The development of the relationship leading to greater efficiencies
requires innovation and creativity skills to view the relationship in different ways.
4. Improved decision-making. Computer systems are processing, collecting and storing huge
quantities of all kinds of useful business data. With the advanced analytical tools now available
to sort, correlate and look for trends, decision-making can be greatly enhanced. With the right
set of e-Business skills, up to date and accurate data can be available to decision makers in real
time, in a variety of readable and visual forms, and on many office and mobile devices.
5. Competitive advantage. ICT can be leveraged to gain a competitive advantage. The company
that takes up digital technologies can gain ‘first mover’ or ‘blue ocean’ advantage against
culturally more conservative organizations. The necessary e-Business skills will be required in
its leadership to decide when it is the appropriate time to move into the new technologies,
business area, markets, products or services, not risking early moving but also not being too
late when the market opportunities are lost.
6. Survival. Sometimes companies need to use digital technology to meet new legislative or
regulatory requirements or to match the offerings of their competitors. In such situations, the
e-Business skills are needed to put this inputs into the right context, identify and redesign the
new approach required to meet new circumstances in the business environment and to
develop a strategy for survival.
ICT has changed the many ways in which we live, work and communicate today. We buy on-line,
collaborate on-line, and communicate on-line from anywhere, anytime. We expect all these services
to be readily accessible and at ‘our fingertips’. The situation is similar in the working environment; we
expect all our standard business processes to be available all the time. However, to make the best use
of ICT in providing and using these services we need new and different skills. The key business skills
are well defined and addressed through curricula at universities, colleges and business schools, but ‘e32
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Business skills’ are not. Since they correspond to the capabilities needed to exploit opportunities
provided by ICT and Internet to ensure more efficient and effective performance of different types of
organizations, to explore possibilities for new ways of conducting business, administrative and
organizational processes, and to establish new businesses, it is clear that standardized approach to
education in that area is missing.
Reynolds33 states that “ICT as a major driver of economic growth” leads to the development of new
products and services and to the productivity improvements in the existing tasks and processes.
However, he notes that there is a concern about the quality levels of e-skills and the shortage of
qualified people. He believes that e-Business skills are ‘strategic in nature” and that they are the ”skills
needed to exploit business opportunities”. The ICT Skills Monitoring Group identifies a great need for
ICT skills in “the growing importance of Internet technology, telecommunications devices and
infrastructure and the increasing use of these technologies (ICT tools) to re-engineer business
processes and to raise productivity.”34 The skill sets in using these tools show that there are some
which are common to all, like ‘generic software tools’, and some which are required for specific tasks
and roles, i.e. the ‘sector specific tools’. E-Business skills are those skills required to enhance business
processes, collaborate with business partners, and identify and take advantage of opportunities
presented by new technologies. In practice, they are a combination of business skills, ICT skills and
innovation/creativity skills that enable people to identify new opportunities, to re-engineer business
processes, and discover new ways of working. In short, skills that help them innovate by using digital
technology.
It may not be quite possible for one person to possess all these skills. In real life, it may be a task of a
multidisciplinary team who would be best suited to look at the achievements of the benefits of eBusiness. Nevertheless, it will be necessary to see graduates coming out of universities and colleges
with a combination of business and ICT skills, together with innovation and creativity skills. There are
different opinions as to whether one can teach and learn creativity, but it is quite possible through
problem-solving techniques as a useful step towards creativity. Another vital part is the confidence to
research new ideas and to put forward innovative plans; this is really only possible with the right
combination of relevant knowledge and skills.
An e-leader requires e-Business skills to ensure that he or she has an appreciation for the benefits of
potential technological applications, how they would fit in with the business strategy, what is realistic
and what is simply a fashion statement without substance. While everyone in business requires generic
e-skills, e-Business skills include the ability to combine the traditional relevant business competences
with the opportunities offered by the use of technology. “E-Skills should encompass a broad set of
skills necessary in the modern workplace. Successful innovation in ICT services requires crossdisciplinary, cognitive and problem-solving skills as well as an understanding of the fundamentals of
business and communication skills, including competence in foreign languages. They should also be
seen in the wider context of a core set of competences equipping all European citizens for the
knowledge-based economy and society.”35
Forfas (2000) published a research study about the requirements for education and training in eBusiness. This report identified that the key opportunities for e-Business in Ireland were in
transforming business processes, thus increasing productivity, in producing new products by
introducing e-Business enabling products, and by creating new e-Business support services. This must
be coupled with changes in the business and industry culture to promote an environment where
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possibilities are considered, where staff are encouraged to suggest improvements and where
organizations are willing to innovate. The report finds that “e-Business skills requirements are broad,
encompassing management and creative skills as well as IT technical skills and IT literacy.”36
The skills required for successful use of e-Business would include:
•
•
•
•
•

General business skills
Skills specific to an industry
Basic skills in using computers and productivity tools
Skills in using e-mail and other collaboration tools
IT technical skills

As discussed earlier, the EU has defined e-skills in three areas - ICT practitioner skills, ICT end-user skills
and e-Business skills. E-business skills, the third leg of the e-Skills definition, are vital to the future
success of business and industry. While some aspects of e-Business skills were already defined within
the eCF, the additional skills related to business functions, creativity and innovation need to be further
considered.
There is a continuous and rapid change in digital technologies. Skills need be to acquired, updated and
renewed on an on-going basis. This makes it difficult to define the e-Business skills needs at any given
moment. However, it is necessary to understand the basics of technology in general and the
technologies relevant to specific business areas so that opportunities can be identified to exploit the
advances in technology. In order for an organization to enjoy the full benefits of e-Business
opportunities, there must be an open collaboration between business managers, ICT managers and
professionals on one side, and the user on the other. In order to meet the demands of an ever-changing
technological landscape it is important that the education system evolves to produce graduates with
the skills necessary to meet the new reality. This means that all business graduates should be ICT
literate and have been provided with a good foundation in problem-solving models. All ICT graduates
should be made e-Business-savvy. Somehow, all graduates must also be taught the essence of
creativity so that they can embrace innovation. The current silo approach to education, with only a
few links between the different disciplines, must be restructured in order to keep up with the
technological and innovation momentum.
Principle #6: Be Digital Technology Savvy
Definitions and arguments for the e-leader digital technology savviness were suitably provided and
sufficiently elaborated through the e-CF development process, and the current 3.0 platform. Since
2003, the supporting work through the CEN Workshops on ICT Skills has also provided useful
definitions of professional and practitioner ICT skills. Thus, implementation of realistic frameworks
within which ICT professional and occupational skills standards can be structured and mapped to other
frameworks, including the European Qualification Framework (EQF) became feasible. Through the CEN
Workshop on ICT Skills, the ICT practitioner area has been defined in the specific e-Competence
Framework.
The need for digital technology professional skills needs to be observed against the rapid development
of ICT tools. Rapid advancements in computer and communication hardware technology and its trends
are forecasted to continue. This mean that business equipment and applications that were out of reach
until recently because of its expense, are becoming business commonalities. The convergence of
communication and information technology has unlocked an enormous potential for connecting
customers and suppliers, suppliers with other businesses, and has created a new and a different
marketplace for goods and services. The emergence of e.g. powerful mobile devices, high-speed and
broadband networks and software-to-software platforms, provides extraordinary business capability.
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Successful businesses will embrace technology and will provide a platform for applications not yet
conceived.
Along the development of hardware and communication equipment, development of software has
expanded enormously to make appropriate use of the technologies provided. These software
developments have introduced new applications that many people can effectively use and adapt to
their proper business purposes. Systems that cross business process boundaries and ultimately cross
company boundaries provide the foundation for new systems. For example, it is now easy to integrate
business processes using software that allows sharing of data and reduces the separation of corporate
functions and the “silo” approach; software is available to connect and integrate the entire supply
chain. These systems can also take advantage of the new mobile devices that are rapidly spreading
around the world.
An ICT practitioner as an e-leader needs to have the technological skills to define, design, create, test
and implement the e-Business solutions that are felt to be suitable in the context of the overall
business strategy. This type of e-leader also has a role to play in bringing to the rest of management
the attention of those technologies that may be useful for their business. The role of ICT management
is vital in guiding the innovations. This is best reflected through the evolution of the role of the Chief
Information Officer (CIO), who must now understand the core business along (with?) the technology,
while becoming a more accepted and important member of the senior executive team within
organizations. A 2009 survey of 2,500 CIOs worldwide by IBM37 found them believing that they needed
to “make innovation real”, “raise the return on investment of ICT” and “expand the business impact of
ICT”. It also finds that CIOs see themselves and are expected to be:
•
•
•

An Insightful Visionary and an Able Pragmatist,
A Savvy Value Creator and a Relentless Cost Cutter,
A Collaborative Business Leader and an Inspiring IT Manager.

We also need to understand that the process of digital business transformation (digitization) will vary
from one company to another. Digitization does not refer exclusively to the Internet and social
networks presence, and therefore is compatible with ‘physical’ businesses. In addition, different
economic sectors work in different ways. To carry out a good digitization process, companies need to
understand how the Internet affects their whole value chain, and how it interacts with the different
departments: from production to sales. All departments must be involved in the analysis, and not only
from the internal point of view but also taking into account the competitors and the demands of
customers. An e-leader needs to consider how these changes in the market are going to affect his or
her business (disintermediation, new and more competitive businesses, marketing and
communication strategies, etc.) and devise the best digitization model.
For an e-leader, challenge of digitization is not only about implementing external market trends (a very
frequent mistake in those companies that think that the digital revolution only changes the way in
which they deliver their products and communicate with their customers). Analyzing the market and
finding key strategies will be useless unless the company applies those changes internally, at all levels.
It is easy to look at how a start-up company has succeeded thanks to their disruptive offers, but an eleader should look at the proper company itself, and analyze its culture, its processes, the hierarchy of
its departments, its organizational structure, etc. and facilitate strengths or eliminate obstacles for
digitization. It is usually the latter. If trying to compete with startups, understanding and adopting their
culture and mentality internally, or creating an opportunity for promising projects spin-offs, will be
much more useful than spending large amounts on traditional marketing campaigns.
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People are the real driving force for change, but they can also be an obstacle. Many companies have
failed in their digitization process because the staff in key positions were holding the processes back.
A new culture and the way of working (looking from the inside) are key to a successful transformation.
That is why top management have to promote digitization. The top position in charge of carrying out
these processes must be assigned to someone who lives both careers, technology and business,
simultaneously. While digitally trained staff and a new organization model is required, digital strategy
of the company must be created and executed from the top38. This is a job for the Digital Technology
Savvy e-leader.
In Conclusion
Elaboration on principles for an e-leadership competences framework is pivotal for getting to know
the role that e-leadership may play across disciplines and industries. The review of the existing
research and literature about leadership and management soft skills in traditional industries was also
contributive in observing the differences that help us distinguish existing business leadership sorts
from those of e-leadership. With this understanding, we could now approach the research that will
help us identify the current and evolving e-leadership job occupations in the labor market, and try to
structure a framework around the knowledge, skills and tasks that e-leadership professionals would
be expected to perform in the arising digital economy context.
It is anticipated somehow that e-leadership competences will require a combination of soft and hard
skills. Both sets of skills are important and interdependent. Soft skills are necessary for further
management development. Interpersonal skills, for example, can affect the sharing of information and
the way in which members of an organization perceive and understand the environment around them.
Without this ability, individuals could not develop further as they would not be able to interpret their
social context and thus identify further development needs. The identification of e-leadership hard
skills will require analysis and certain reinterpretation of the taxonomy built around e-CF 3.0 as well as
EQF.
Knowledge about ICT appears to be a lateral competence that spans across different e-leadership job
occupation areas and positions although they should be outlined specifically to suit the nature of the
role and function within an organization. Different sets of business competences are also expected to
span across the e-leadership roles and functions. What someone can do for the business organization
and its business model, how to formulate and devise its vision, mission and values, and where to take
the company and guide talented workforce may be of critical importance. These activities can only be
accomplished if an e-leader can communicate well throughout the organization structures, to the
peers, followers and team members equally.
The e-leaders must be able to use social and other networks in new and innovative ways and effectively
communicate the vision actualization process, and transmit cultural forms, rites and routines. Face-toface interaction is essential for building trust, as well as a constant and open communication. According
to DeRosa et al. (2004), leaders must choose communication ways and technology that resemble the
face-to-face communication and make sure that employees and users are comfortable with the
technology employed in order to maintain in constant communication. Therefore, tools, such as
videoconferencing and personal online and video tutoring, should be a priority to nurture and develop
soft skills in a technology-mediated environment.
Innovation and entrepreneurship would also appear across the desired behaviors and proficiency level
descriptions of mastery for each e-leadership competence. In the same vein, the ability to promote
and manage change is referenced constantly in the literature. For this reason, the design of any formal
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e-leadership education program should be based on the entrepreneurial process, where the discovery,
evaluation, exploitation and management of the opportunity is at the core. Due to their similarity,
existing pedagogical frameworks for nurturing those skills can serve as a guide for the design of
complementary training courses such as: collaborative learning, competence based curriculum
development, story-telling approaches, simulation games, and action based learning.
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3. Research Methodology and Guidelines
Our approach to development of the e-LCF Research Methodology and Guidelines has started from
the broad description of an e-leader as an occupation (see Chapter 2.3.1.). To be more specific, as a
description of the ‘group of occupations’ recognized as ‘e-leadership occupations’. In order to
recognize an ‘e-leadership occupation’ as a qualified member of the ‘group of occupations’ we have
used the identifiers elaborated through the e-leadership paradigm, competence triangle and T-shaped
set of skills associated with those occupations (see Chapter 2.3.2.). The aim of this process would be
to conduct a research for all the relevant occupations in the labor market that may fit into this group,
create a qualified list of ‘e-leadership occupations’, and then structure and analyze all of the current
and expected competences required for each of the occupation listed.
The ultimate result of this analysis would be the composition of an e-leadership competences
framework consisting of the following elements:
-

List of recognized ‘e-leadership occupations’ or ‘group of occupations’
List of competences associated with each recognized occupation or group of occupations
A matrix relating to listed e-leadership occupations with the associated competences

To provide additional research value, we would also need to design a practical coding system.
Therefore, each component of the competence we found through the course of our research would
have to be codified in order to better understand and distinguish those that are being required in
multiple occupations from those associated with only one or a few.
With this approach, we would like to make this framework useful as a tool, useful to those who would
like to design formal curriculums and/or informal training programs for education of the future eleaders. That is why this framework will be complemented with a practical manual39, containing
blueprint guidelines for curriculum and study programs development.

3.1. Inputs for e-Leadership Competences Framework
As mentioned before, we see the e-leadership framework as a documented link between different
work positions (occupations) that e-leaders may occupy in the labor market, and the competences
required for them to perform successfully in these positions. In order to obtain qualified inputs for our
work, we need to collect the specification of job requirements or job expectations from the business
sector and other employers. We can do this either by surveying and interviewing representatives of
the targeted employment sectors, or by obtaining inputs from the already existing polls, surveys and
analyses in this field. Given the nature of our research and relative immaturity of the e-leadership labor
market, our final approach was to use both; survey and interviews with employers (as primary
research) as well as the use of already existing databases, descriptive and field research reports, as
well as documents describing the area of our research (as secondary sources).
In preparation for the survey and interviews, we need to take into consideration that the concept of
e-leaders may not be limited to an occupation which is sector or organization type and size specific.
Therefore, our research scope sample should involve many different types of organizations, like sector
specific and universal, established and starting-up companies, public institutions and professional
associations, etc. In order to get relevant skillset inputs per specific occupation we would have to reach
out to small, medium and large organizations, local and global, as well as to those from the ‘real
industry sector’ or from services only. By doing so, we would be able to understand subtle differences
in skillsets required for the same occupation but in different type, sort and size of organizations.
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A tool that could be useful for better understanding of the classification of organizations and their
corresponding business is the Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European
Community (NACE)40. NACE is the industry standard classification system used in the EU and it has four
hierarchical levels with which economic activities (businesses) are divided in 21 sections, 88 divisions,
272 groups and 615 classes. All of them may at some point become relevant for linking the skillsets
with the specific e-leadership occupation. NACE classification of organizations would be specifically
important in the second stage of our research, after the large scale, quantitative research is finished,
and we need to further deepen our qualitative understanding of the inputs obtained from employers.
After collecting results from both rounds of the research, we may complement and correlate the given
outcome with the already existing data on corresponding occupations and skillsets. Here we may also
use different existing public references, especially competence and qualification frameworks, in order
to better understand diverse requirements for a specific occupation. There are two explicitly useful
reference points for our secondary research: the EU e-Competences Framework 3.0 (e-CF) and the
European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO) taxonomy.
Within EU e-Competences Framework 3.0 (e-CF)41, we may analyze groups of comparable
competences that are well described, grouped and already documented. This framework groups
competences in five wide-ranging dimensions: Plan, Build, Run, Enable and Manage, and then in 40
comprehensive ‘competences’. Here the term ‘competence’ stands for a broad collection of skills and
knowledge components. Although highly relevant and elaborated, this resource is somehow industry
specific (ICT) and does not refer to the specific occupations that originated from those competences.
With this in mind, we would be simply able to use these inputs to broaden our understanding of the
required skills and knowledge components of competences that were recognized as required for a
specific occupation in our primary research. As a result, our framework still would be made compatible
but significantly different from the e-CF, showing the competences originating from each recognized
e-leadership occupation. Therefore, this framework could be useful in designing both occupational
standards (descriptions) and qualification standards linked to one or more specific occupations.
ESCO42 is the multilingual classification of the European Skills, Competences, Qualifications and
Occupations created as a part of the Europe 2020 strategy. The ESCO classification identifies and
categorizes skills, competences, qualifications and occupations relevant to the EU labor market,
education and training. It systematically shows the relationships between the different constructive
elements of the classification system, illustrated in the Figure 10. ESCO is underpinning European
Qualifications Framework (EQF) as an occupations meta-framework. Even more, it underpins the
national qualifications frameworks (NQF) that tend to be more specific when it comes to the content
of occupations and qualifications used in a specific country. Some countries use occupational standards
or occupational descriptions to show list of skills, knowledge and/or competences being required for
a specific occupation. ESCO is trying to do the same on the EU level. As a result, there are some 2.949
occupations described in ESCO already (ref. 14.09.2019.), with attributes such as ISCO-08 code,
description of occupation and tasks linked to the specific occupation.
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Figure 10: ESCO concept and use

In a supplementary database of competences in Europe, ESCO currently holds some 13.485 identified
specific and additional attributes such as:





Essential skills and competences,
Essential Knowledge,
Optional skills and competences,
Optional Knowledge and many others.

The connection between occupations and corresponding skills within ESCO is very useful for better
understanding of the elements of occupations. This function of ESCO would be used to complement
our knowledge and understanding of different occupations. Still, unlike in our approach, ESCO does
not specify complexity level of the specific skill and/or knowledge. Therefore, we will be using ESCO
taxonomy and inputs primarily to better describe and understand occupation descriptions we obtain
from our primary research.
The third ESCO pillar refers to qualifications where ESCO holds the links to the NQF qualifications
(currently 9.118 qualifications from 9 EU countries). Still, those qualifications are not connected to
corresponding target occupations. This is why we will not be using it for this framework, but it might
become useful later for the development of specific qualifications and study programs, once it provides
references and links to the occupations relevant for each e-leadership qualification.

3.2. The design of e-Leadership Competences Framework
After using the survey tool to extract required skills and competences, interviews with focus group
employers to get a better understanding of survey results, and finally after researching secondary
sources like ESCO and e-CF, we may start using a modified ‘Developing a Curriculum’ (DACUM)
approach to get the framework done. DACUM methodology is used to extract requirements from
employers to design education and training programs. DACUM is a systematic process that analyzes a
job by capturing major occupational duties and tasks that competent workers must perform, as
defined by a focus group of high performing, incumbent workers, through a facilitated workshop .
In our modified approach, we will be starting from a quantitative survey of the ‘already known’ set of
familiar groups of competences needed for the identification of the ‘family or group of e-leadership
occupations’. In the second stage, we would discuss them with the target group of respondents and
ask participants to identify the intensity of knowledge and desirability of specific competence, by using
positively framed claims and a Likert scale. Such approach would limit our results to only those groups
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of competences we had already suggested in the survey. Therefore, the obtained results would
complement the qualitative research results, extracted from the target group interviews. Finally, we
may add inputs from the secondary sources in order to design description of each occupation or group
of occupations with the following attributes:
-

Occupation name
Associated names
Name description (inscription)
Transformational context and goals (inscription)
Skills (inscription + code)
Knowledge (inscription + code)
Main tasks (inscription)

While shaping inscriptions of e-leadership occupation attributions, we would be following these
conceptual guidelines:
Occupation name:
-

Use ESCO taxonomy
If none, use e-CF taxonomy
If none, use a commonly recognized name closest to its description

Associated names:
-

Use associated names through ESCO taxonomy
Use commonly associated names from the survey
Associated names may create a group of occupations

Name description:
-

Use ESCO name description
If none, use the closest e-CF name description
If none, use the market provided description

Transformational context and goals:
-

Inscribe the digitally transforming business context of the occupation
Inscribe the new set of occupation goals evolving from the transforming context

Skills:
-

Ability to do something well (is able to)
Ability to perform tasks within an occupation with a high degree of proficiency
No specific form of inscription, should be observable

Knowledge:
-

Understanding and familiarity with facts and information
Familiarity, awareness, or understanding of someone or something, such as facts,
information, descriptions

Main tasks:
-

Inscribe the main tasks the occupation is expected to perform
Use publicly available official job catalogue inscriptions
If none, use publicly available inscriptions from the job market
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To make it simple for use, we would go with only two ‘levels’ of complexity for specific occupation skills
and knowledge. These ‘levels’ will be presented with corresponding verbs and context. In addition,
they would be associated with the EQF and e-CF level descriptors, but no claim would be made for
these occupational skills and knowledge to fall specifically in one of the EQF or e-CF levels. Unlike
learning outcomes that are often designed by educational institutions, and are assessed after the
exercise, competences represent skills and knowledge with the corresponding autonomy and
responsibility. They are obtained by any means, not necessarily in a formal educational process, and
are not assessed at the end but rather observed throughout the work experience. In such
circumstances, we are opting for ‘only’ two levels of skills and knowledge in our framework. The higher
level is more closely linked to higher educational levels of qualifications (EQF 6 to 8), while the lower
level better describes required skills and knowledge at a secondary educational level (4 and 5 according
to EQF). Again, the levels in this framework will not be strictly linked to any EQF qualifications level
because we are describing skills and knowledge (as components of occupations), and not learning
outcomes (being the components of qualifications).

3.3. Use of e-Leadership Competences Framework
Our Intention is to offer this framework as a blueprint for designing qualifications and learning
programs (curricula) in higher and vocational education. It may also be useful for HR in designing incompany occupational descriptions, and for other similar hands-on purposes and processes. Still, our
primary intention is to practice this document is design of qualifications and training programs, and
we will stick to this purpose when describing its use here.
This framework consists of a list of e-leadership occupations, in fact the occupations that were found
associated with this specific group of occupations. These occupations are identified as corresponding
to the EU e-leadership paradigm. The similarity of specific tasks within occupations (linked to the Tshaped portfolio of e-leadership skills) and the similarity of skills and knowledge within an occupation
(linked to the 3-savvies of the e-leadership paradigm) facilitated positioning some of them into a group
of e-leadership occupations.
As already specified within ESCO taxonomy descriptions, the use of e-competences framework to
develop qualifications and hence study programs and/or curriculums are based on the assumption that
competences in fact have similar contents to learning outcomes. This assumption could be sustained
with the definition of a learning outcome as a ‘statement of what someone knows, understands and is
able to do after the completion of a learning process’ (EQF). It is elaborated further in the Guidelines
for the Description of Learning Outcomes (CEDEFOP)43, where the learning outcomes are defined as
follows:
(a) ‘statements of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on completion of a
learning process, which are defined in terms of knowledge, skills and competence’ (CEDEFOP,
2014, p. 74);
(b) ‘sets of knowledge, skills and/or competences an individual has acquired and/or is able to
demonstrate after completion of a learning process, either formal, non-formal or informal’
(CEDEFOP, 2014, p. 73).
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In the EQF, learning outcomes are defined through terms of ‘knowledge’, ‘skills’ and ‘competences’
that should be understood as follows:

"Knowledge means the outcome of the assimilation of information through learning.
Knowledge is the body of facts, principles, theories and practices related to a field of work or study. In
the context of the European Qualifications Framework, knowledge is described as theoretical and/or
factual."
"Skills means the ability to apply knowledge and use know-how to complete tasks and solve
problems. In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, skills are described as cognitive
or practical skills."
"Competence means the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and
methodological abilities in work or study situations and in professional and/or personal development.
In the context of the European Qualifications Framework, competence is described in terms of
responsibility and autonomy."

One more definition of ‘competences’ set by the European Commission in ESCO44 is the following:

"Competence means the proven ability to use knowledge, skills and personal, social and/or
methodological abilities, in work or study situations and in professional and personal development."

Regardless of different definitions, one can easily see that ‘learning outcomes’ and ‘competences’ both
consist of skills and knowledge in the context. The only significant difference is that learning outcomes
are obtained and assessed upon the completion of the learning process. We could use the following
illustration to outline use of skills and knowledge in the curriculum design process:

Figure 11: Use of competences to develop qualifications and educational programs

The first (demand) part of our work would be completed upon the analysis of the employers’ inputs
and discussions on specific skills and knowledge required for selected e-leadership occupations. Before
44

https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal/escopedia/Competence
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doing that, we should develop an awareness of their economic activities (described already through
use of NACE) when making selection of employers we are going to interview.
Our work with the development of e-leadership qualifications and an associated educational program
would have to have the following mayor stages:
1. Select occupations, qualification and program we should target. This means that while
designing qualifications we should be aware that people with this qualification would be able
to work in numerous (not just one) occupation. Therefore, we should aim at selecting group
of occupations for which we would like to develop the qualification.
2. Select unique skills and knowledge we would like to develop through educational programs
by using the framework and its competences’ matrix. The coding of the skills and knowledge
as well as their link to occupations will make this task easy. Having in mind the EQF / NQF level
qualification, only relevant skills and knowledge would have to be selected. We should be
aware this does not mean that all of them must be on the higher level when designing a higher
educational qualification. In fact, a qualification on a specific level (i.e. EQF level 7 = master),
could also contain learning outcomes on a level lower than level 7, but as a principle most of
the learning outcomes (in most cases measured with corresponding number of ECTS) should
belong to the level of qualification (in this case 7) of higher education.
3. Use selected skills and knowledge to form a content specific groups. I.e. if communication
skills are being mentioned a number of times in different relevant occupations, group them
into one group. These groups will help you design groups of learning outcomes.
4. Write learning outcomes using guidelines to inscriptions (i.e. mentioned CEDEFOP Handbook
on defining, writing and applying learning outcomes)45 out of selected groups of skills and
knowledge taken from the framework.
5. Develop qualification (if need) as a group of learning outcomes and units (groups) of learning
outcomes or use these to finalize the training program. Learning outcomes are the key
elements of every learning program, in most cases complemented with exam examples,
learning tasks, learning objectives, literature, equipment, delivery plan for training, specific
requirements for the teachers, and so on.
In order to better understand the coding system implemented within this framework, we will be using
simple four letter coding system for skills and similar for competences. They are to be used as shown
in the Figure 12.

Figure 12: Coding system for e-LCF skills and competences

45

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/files/4156_en.pdf
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With this system, each skill and competence will have its unique code within the framework, while
same skills and competences may be used in a number of different occupations. This coding approach
allows us to identify better the overlapping skills and competences while obtaining easy and simple
information on the unique ones belonging to selected set of occupations.
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4. Search for the e-Leadership Occupations
The preliminary review of the available resources and literature on e-leadership (see Chapter 2.3) has
confirmed that the current e-leadership theory is an innovative and a relatively new concept, and has
not been studied in depth yet. Based on the Research Methodology and Guidelines (see Chapter 3.),
we also understood that the real purpose of this research would be to develop new knowledge on eleadership. Since this process may highly affect the quality and the relevance of the research findings
included in the final product, we had to determine our own research philosophy, approaches,
strategies, choices, time horizons, techniques and procedures that will lead us towards research
outcomes.
We decided to found our study on the critical realism research philosophy: an objectivist ontological
stand according to which the observable phenomena can be studied, but the conclusions derived are
functions of the available data and the researcher’s capacity to interpret and analyse it. The research
topic reflects the researcher’s ethics and values, resulting in a value-laden data collection and analysis.
We have also decided to adopt the functionalist paradigm; since we aim to provide a rationale for the
effective curricula development under specific circumstances (the current skills gap), addressing the
topic from a regulatory perspective, advising evolutionary changes and building on existing scientific
knowledge. Our research approach is going to be inductive, bearing in mind that we build theory based
on data analysis while having minimal availability of the secondary data.
To collect data in this essentially cross-sectional study we will apply a survey research design. The
survey questions will be phrased utilizing existing academic and available business sources, and our
preliminary research in the field of e-leadership skills. When it comes to the appropriate procedures
for data collection and research techniques for data analysis, quantitative methods will be used in the
primary data collection and analysis, while qualitative methods will be applied in the analyses of
secondary data. Nevertheless, the validity of the findings will depend mainly on the consistency and
precision of the primary data. When it comes to the time, techniques and procedures of the research,
we have designed the following basic research plan and steps outline:
1. Primary data collection and analysis. Compose survey questions and collect initial data by
using an on-line survey through e-Leadership Observatory46, create a preliminary list of
required competences per relevant e-leadership occupation linked to the specific job tasks and
groups of job tasks. Conduct an independent off-line (interview) verification of the preliminary
results by relevant focus group stakeholders from all partner countries.
2. Secondary data collection and analysis. Integrate findings from the review of academic and
business sources and state-of-the-art analysis to incorporate, refine and extend if needed the
list of required skills and competences. Use the modified DACUM approach to complement
and structure the list.
3. Final research analysis and consolidation. Verify the findings of both primary and secondary
data collection and analysis, and create a final list of the e-leadership occupations and
competences, required skills and knowledge, per relevant e-leadership occupations related to
the specific job descriptions and/or groups of job descriptions.

46

The e-Leadership Observatory is a software tool established as an intellectual output through the e-Lead
Speed project. The e-Leadership Observatory aimed at providing tools for analysis, identifying the current eleadership needs and tracking the evolution of the occupational profiles of e-leaders in order to facilitate
curricula design, development and timely updates.
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4.1. Primary data collection and analysis
The preparations for and execution of the primary data collection was performed between December
2018 and April 2019 in all project partner countries (Bulgaria, Croatia, Italy and Germany). It consisted
of survey design and structuring, collection and analysis of the on-line survey data, and the validation
of the preliminary results through interviews with the stakeholder focus groups.
Survey Design and Structure
The survey was available and completed online by the majority of the respondents. However, in order
to ensure better understanding of the questionnaire, each partner approached a small control group
of 3-5 respondents who answered the survey in a face-to-face setting or by phone. The partners
completed the online survey directly on their behalf. The survey version was the same in both delivery
modes, online and in vivo. The survey was run in the English language in Bulgaria and Croatia, and in
the respective local languages in Italy and Germany.
As for the structure, the project definition of e-leadership (see Chapter 2.3.1.) was declared in the
preamble of the questionnaire, so respondents were briefly introduced to the survey topic. There was
also a short explanation of the Likert scale framework used in the survey. The questionnaire was
structured in three main sections representing the e-leadership triangle of competences: strategic
leadership, business savviness and the high-tech savviness. Every section begins with a short definition
of each. The questionnaire starts with questions related to the perceived importance of strategic
leadership, followed up by business savviness and finally by high-tech savviness. The three survey
sections were ending with an open question trying to gather competences that were missed eventually
from the list that was provided. The skills listed in the business savviness and the high-tech savviness
sections were complemented with a short pop-up definition.
Each question was framed very much in the same way, asking respondents to select, on the Likert scale
range from 1 (not important at all) to 5 (very important), how important for an e-leader was to possess
any of the 20 set of competences listed below:
Section 1. Strategic Leadership (to lead inter-disciplinary staff and influence stakeholders across
functional and geographic boundaries):
 Digital literacy: knowledge of digital communication and management tools that support
leaders in their functions
 e-Teamworking skills: ability to use technology in order to work and cooperate with
people from various social, cultural and professional backgrounds inside and outside the
organisation, who might be geographically dispersed
 e-Communication skills: ability to use technology in order to communicate in written and
oral forms, to convey thoughts with clarity and confidence as well as to enable others to
communicate effectively
 e-Entrepreneurial and Innovation skills: ability to identify business opportunities,
innovate and exploit business models that draw on technology
 e-Reputation skills: ability to develop, foster and maintain trusted relationships and
networks of collaboration and innovation by harnessing ethics and professional moral in a
digital/virtual environment
 e-Lifelong learning skills: ability to pursuit knowledge for personal or professional reasons
drawing on technology
Section 2. Business Savviness (to innovate business and operating models, delivering value to
organisations):
 Corporate governance skills
 Awareness of organisations, structures and business functions
 Business strategy, strategic and business planning skills
 Financial analysis and planning Skills
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Ability to define and manage budgets
Marketing analysis and planning skills
Risk management skills
Business change management skills

Section 3. High-tech Savviness (to envision and drive change to improve business performance,
exploiting the innovation opportunities in high-tech trends):
 Information security skills
 ICT infrastructure, software and hardware components skills
 Ability to administer and analyse ICT systems
 Ability to oversee software development
 ICT project and portfolio management skills
 Digital transformation management skills
 Knowledge of technology trends and ability to monitor them
 Knowledge of ICT standards
 Knowledge of ICT communication protocols
The total time estimated for filling in the questionnaire was ten minutes.
Collection and Analysis of the On-line Survey Data
The online survey was opened for inputs in December 2018, and remained available to the
respondents by April 2029. When the online survey was finally closed, and all the data gathered and
analyzed, we got the following set of results from the total number of 179 international respondents
to the questionnaire. The final and integral online version of the questionnaire is available in the
Addendums (see Chapter 8.1.). The legend in the graphs below represent the Likert scale distribution
of inputs (1 - 5) from the survey.
Most of our respondents, almost 76%, think that strategic leadership skills are the most important set
of e-leadership competences. This is followed by 53% in favor of digital business skills, and ultimately
37% approving digital technology skills. See the Figure 13.

Figure 13: Summary of e-leadership competences (on-line survey)
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Looking closer into the structure of the most preferred strategic leadership competences, we got the
following results. More than 82% of our respondents think that the most important individual skillset
of an e-leader are the e-communication skills. This is followed by digital literacy (78%), e-teamworking
skills (71%), e-lifelong learning skills (62%), entrepreneurial and innovation (60%), and finally ereputation skills (42%). (See Figure 14).

Figure 14: Strategic Leadership skills (online survey)

When it comes to the structure of the most important business competences, the respondents
provided the following results. The most favored set of business skills associated with e-leadership are
skills of business strategy, strategic and business planning (71%). The following skills came in:
organizational skills (63%), business change management (62%), corporate governance (53%), risk
management (49%), financial skills (43%) and finally marketing skills (33%). See Figure 15 for details.

Figure 15: Business Savviness competences (online survey)
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Finally, related to the structure of the most imperative digital technology competences expected from
an e-leader, the survey provided the following results. The most important set of skills in this area are
digital transformation skills, with 60% of favorability. Less favorable (50%) was the rating of security
skills, followed by technology trends (49%), project management (32%), systems analysis (33%),
infrastructure (32%), and software development (18%). For the details, please see Figure 16.

Figure 16: Digital Savviness competences (online survey)

We should not be surprised by the outcome of this round of research. The online survey has proven
that international respondents, coming from different countries and belonging to varied structures of
business, public institutions and other organizations, in principle recognize and have a clear
understanding of the survey questions and the overall e-leadership concept. They provided a solid set
of data inputs and comments that helped us better prepare for the next steps.
At the same time, having in mind the final goals of our project, we realized that all these inputs would
not be sufficient to proceed with qualitative research, since we were missing correlation between the
identified skillsets per survey sections, and the specific occupations that e-leaders would be
performing in the job market. Therefore, we decided to consider this when preparing for the
preliminary results validation through interviews with our business stakeholders, and for our further
research steps.
Preliminary Survey Results Validation
The preliminary survey results validation process started in April 2019 and was conducted throughout
May 2019. National project teams were engaged with a number of local preselected and
representative group of stakeholders to verify and collect feedback on the results we got from the
preliminary on-line (and anonymous) survey. These surveys we conducted either in vivo or over the
phone. When the interviews were closed, we got 102 international respondents and their surveys in
the system. The following represent the major outcomes of this process.
For the interviews, we were using the same questionnaire as in the online survey. However, there was
one significant difference. This time we had asked the respondents to identify at the beginning of the
interview the specific position or job role they had, off the top of their head, associated with the eleadership position. The question was 'Please name the e-Leadership occupation – job role you plan to
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assess through this questionnaire (i.e., Chief Transformation Officer, CEO, Marketing Manager…)’. We
have also asked them to keep that position in mind when providing answers to all other questions in
the questionnaire. The final and integral interview version of the questionnaire is available in the
Addendums (see Chapter 8.2.).
At the end of the day, out of 102 responses we got 49 different positions identified and nominated as
‘e-leadership’ positions (job roles). Many of those positions were quite similar in function and title, so
we decided to create a consolidated list of more common positions that we called ‘Group of Key
Occupations’ and immediately associated those individual nominations with the appropriate ‘Group’.
Associations worked well with most of the listed occupations, but some individual occupations could
not be associated with any other, so they were left as their own ‘group’. Here is the entire list of
positions nominated through the interviews (in alphabetic order) and the groups of e-leadership
positions that were associated with them:

No.

Please Name the e-Leadership Occupation
(Job Role)

Group of Key e-Leadership
Occupations

Frequency
#

1

Assistant director

Project Manager

1

2

Business consulting expert

Project Manager

1

3

Business owner

Digital Entrepreneur

1

4

CDO

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

1

5

CDO - Chief digital officer

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

2

6

CEO

Chief Executive Officer

30

7

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

1

8

Chief Community Officer

Chief Experience Officer

1

9

Chief digital (transformation) officer

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

1

10

Chief information officer

Chief Information Officer

1

11

Chief operation officer

Operations Manager

2

12

Chief Product Officer

Product Manager

1

13

Chief technical officer

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

1

14

Chief Transformation Officer

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

2

15

CIO - Chief innovation officer

Chief Information Officer

1

16

Corporate Social Responsibility Manager

Chief Experience Officer

1

17

CTO

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

3

18

CTO (chief technology officer)

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

3

19

Digital Bid Manager

Sales Manager

1

20

Digital entrepreneur

Digital Entrepreneur

1

21

Digital Offering Solution Architect

Project Manager

1

22

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

2

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

1

24

Digital Transformation Manager
Director of digital technologies
transformation
Entrepreneur, founder

Digital Entrepreneur

1

25

External Relations Manager

Chief Experience Officer

1

26

Founder of several companies

Digital Entrepreneur

1

27

Founder, owner and CEO

Digital Entrepreneur

1

28

HR manager

HR Manager

2

29

Human Resource Manager

HR Manager

2

23
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30

Interaction/relationship manager

Community Manager

1

31

IT service delivery manager

Product Manager

1

32

Legal manager

Legal Service Manager

1

33

Manager of my own business

Digital Entrepreneur

1

34
35

Marketing manager

Marketing Manager

8

Network and Service Operations Manager

Operations Manager

1

36

Operation Manager

Operations Manager

2

37

PM - project manager

Project Manager

1

38

Product manager

Product Manager

2

39

Program Manager, Ecosystem Engagement

Program Manager

1

40

Project manager

Project Manager

4

41

Project manager director

Project Manager

1

42

Project Manager

1

Quality Manager

1

44

Project Manager, Consultant
Quality manager (in manufacturing
companies)
Regional manager

Sales Manager

1

45

Sales director

Sales Manager

1

46

Sales manager

Sales Manager

3

47

Senior Project and Policy Officer

Project Manager

1

48

Software development manager

Product Manager

1

49

Technical customer support manager

Support Manager

1

43

Table 3: e-Leadership Occupations and Group of Occupations associations

As visible from the table above, the highest frequency of the individual job roles nomination among
the respondents is with the CEO occupation (30), than with the Marketing Manager (8), CTO (3+3),
Sales manager (3) and HR Manager (2+2). All other individual nominations were less frequent, with
mostly one or eventually two nominations in total. However, when we did the final consolidation of
nominated occupations across the Groups and put all this together, we got the following 17 Groups of
Occupations and their frequency-ranking list:
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Groups of Key e-Leadership Occupations
and Acronyms
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
Chief Digital Transformation Officer (CDTO)
Project Manager (PROJM)
Marketing Manager (MAM)
Digital Entrepreneur (DIGENT)
Sales Manager (SAM)
Operations Manager (OPM)
Product Manager (PRODM)
HR Manager (HRM)
Chief Experience Officer (CXO)
Chief Information Officer (CIO)
Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
Program Manager (PROGM)
Community Manager (COM)
Legal Service Manager (LSM)
Quality Manager (QUALM)
Support Manager (SUPPM)

Frequency #
30
16
11
8
6
6
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 4: Final listing of e-leadership group of occupations and their frequency
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Once we created Group of Occupations, we had to determine how groups would be associated with
the Areas of e-Leadership (Strategic Leadership, Business Savvy and Technology Savvy). We came up
with the following configuration:

Figure 17: Configuration of Groups of Competences and Areas of e-Leadership

We further analyzed the quantitative results of the validation research phase in the segment of
indicated key skills and the knowledge associated with the groups of occupations distilled in the
previous steps. The aggregated results of this phase of research are shown in the following figures.

Figure 18: Aggregated results from the Validation Survey
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As one can see from the results, there is a fairly even distribution of 20 groups of competences across
the 17 groups of occupations. The respondents are hinting at the idea that the expected e-leadership
competences should span across the identified occupations almost evenly. The only minor deviation
could be noticed in the area of specific ICT technology competences. We have checked these results
against the selected occupations in all three e-leadership area categories and the following results
have been obtained.

Figure 19: Chief Digital Transformation Officer (CDTO) Occupation competences

Related to the strategic leadership competences, we have also received a number of comments from
our respondents in regard to the open question: ‘what other strategic leadership skills and knowledge
do e-leaders need in order to drive digital transformation in their context?'. Here are the unedited
results:
No #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

What other strategic leadership skills and knowledge do e-leaders need
in order to drive digital transformation in their context?
Typical "old school" leadership skills: development of people, motivation
Motivation
They need to be able to seize opportunities inside and outside of their
companies.
E- literacy, e- product development
Talent development
Disruptive approach to standard procedures
Motivation
Entrepreneurial skills
Project manag. And financing
Business understanding, market understanding
Creativity
Emotional intelligence
Digital marketing, google adwords, how to use social networks to grow
your business
Personal charisma (authority + trust + vision)
Ability to glimpse the potential of people and to know how to develop it empowerment
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15
16
17

18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Strategic vision about digital technologies to be combined with business
models and business organizations
Ability to use web-based platforms
The Ability to Align, Building an Expanding Skillset, A Willingness to
Challenge and Be Challenged
Exhibit leadership and be viewed as a leader by senior management,
peers, partners, company and customers
Improving and assessing self-performance to apply new learning and
knowledge
Creates a trust-based high performing team and is seen as a coach and
mentor to team members
Drives the priorities and activities of team members
Acts as a leader and plays the role of a challenger
Leads stakeholder engagement and communication
Anticipate risks and removes barriers
Has a direct impact on the overall quality and success of engagement
develop and maintain relationships with the entire ecosystem (IT
&business communities, academia, government, media, etc.)
Acts as a leader and provides mentoring for positive customer attitude,
proactivity and service custody to the team
Soft skills: political savviness, maze brightness
Situation analysis
Vision, goal-oriented
Corporate Knowledge
Motivational skills to overcome resistance to new digital procedures
within the team
To select digital solutions suited to the current needs and scalable
Disruptive and anticipatory vision, being able to envision the future
Conflict management, change management, ability to engage people in
facing changes and being proactive (*Soft Skills are by far more important
in this area than technical digital skills)
Demonstrate curiosity and an open mind
Proactivity, flexibility and creativity, intercultural skills.
Problem-solving orientation
Unafraid of change, keep yourself up to date.
Table 5: Strategic Leadership competences' open comments (survey)

Figure 20: Marketing Manager (MAM) Occupation competences
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Here are the unedited results related to the open question on business competences: ‘what other
business skills and knowledge do e-leaders need to draw on technology in order to lead organizations
towards ICT-enabled growth?'.
No.#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19

20
21
22

23

24
25

What other business skills and knowledge do e-leaders need to draw on
technology in order to lead organizations towards ICT-enabled growth?
trends, market movements
Human factors, information privacy/security
Project management, creative and critical thinking, analytical thinking
Clearly understand different concepts and practice application of technology
"soft" skills. ICT is all about groups of people, not individuals.
Data analysis
New team structures and agile workflow
E-consulting, e-advisory, e-coaching
ICT Knowledge
Creativity
Perception of how the ICT will grow
Talent management
Digital marketing
process mapping and analyzing
Understanding the overall context, not only the business one, such as political,
social, and the new mindset trends in terms of new psychological paradigms
involving new generations.
HR management via IT tools
IT society knowledge
The ability to understand complex business problems and commercial
frameworks applying a logical, systematic approach to define an appropriate
solution
Understands how to drive competitive solutions that address client business
challenges/needs
Makes the connection between industry trends and client needs
Fully understands the client desired business outcomes and how our
transformation strategy will deliver them through a series of projects each
delivering business value
Own and guarantee Customer Service KPI’s
Own, evaluate and select monitoring tools
External analysis (market, competitors, stakeholders and regulatory aspects)
International view, open attitude in respect of international phenomena
A mix of start-upper attitude and management capabilities. Being able to
innovate and take on risks, mastering adequate methodologies. In short: startup attitude and management capabilities
(*A good knowledge of organizations and business functions is important, but
it is not paramount for leaders who give directions and provide ideas. A lot of
knowledge can be found in resources outside the organization)
Universities and business schools need to move away from traditional
behaviors, anthologies, curriculum standards and existing programs
Big data.
Table 6: Business e-Leadership competences' open comments (survey)
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Figure 21: Project Manager (PROJM) Occupation competences

Here are the unedited results related to the open question on technology competences: ‘what other
ICT and digital skills and knowledge do e-leaders need in order to envision and drive change to improve
business performance by exploiting technology and innovation opportunities in high-tech trends?'

No. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

19

What other ICT and digital skills and knowledge do e-leaders need in order to
envision and drive change to improve business performance by exploiting
technology and innovation opportunities in high-tech trends?
Knowledge and use of collaboration platforms
Global team readiness, trends in different generation
Constant learning of IOT platforms
E- communication
New technologies and emerging trends
Skills for using technology for relation-building
Machine learning
Learning and openness
Digital marketing is everything
Data analytics
Data analytics
Developing capabilities to get inspiration from worlds and environments
apparently very far from their closer "habitat"
Deep understanding of digital solution architecture within complex IT programs
Fully understand the assured business processes and services, as well as the
underlying technology, processes, systems and infrastructure components
International culture and trends in this field
Knowledge of data analysis and data visualization tools
Big data, automation
It is very important to know the legal aspects and laws that impact or enable
digital and ICT adoption, so as to be compliant (e.g. DGPR, cybersecurity,
privacy issues) and to be able to use all measures that can support digital
transformation: e.g. Industry 4.0 Industrial and Governmental policy measures
Digital skills and transformation technologies are the tools, not the target or
the objective. In order to implement and achieve change it is not necessary to
adopt and apply all innovative technologies available on the market.
Technologies are tools that can help a lot in developing cultural and
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20
21
22
23

organizational processes, but it is the people who have the responsibility and
the power for change. The more technologies are helpful, the better. This is
why e-leaders have to own: strong sense making skills, visions, planning skills,
communication skills so as to influence and engage people. All this is not
related to specific and technical skills; ICT and digital skills have to be mastered
because e-leaders have to know the language and the semantic to interact, but
first of all e-leader have to be able to use other people’s know-how
(*You have to be able to work with specialists and you have to have specialists
in your team. It is of paramount importance to be able to build a good team.
So, you have to choose the right specialists, the right partners and people from
inside and outside the company)
(**Humanistic background, professional journalist. I have been an HR Manager,
and I have always been working in the ICT industry and in the digital area).
Mentorship skills; being strict and dedicated as well as a compassionate leader,
ability to use the full potential of the team
Data analysis, digital marketing tools.
Social network, SEO.
More important is to know how to use technology to improve work quality and
not necessarily to have command over IT. No manager can keep updated.
Table 7: Technology e-Leadership competences' open comments (survey)

There are more socio-demographic data about validation survey available in the Addendums
(Addendum 8.3).

4.2. Secondary data collection and analysis
Parallel with the primary on-line and validation rounds of research, the project team organized a
secondary research focusing on e-leadership competences and occupations’ analysis found in the
already published research, books, articles, publications, public databases or reference points and
other relevant academic an business sources about e-leadership. Three separate working groups, set
around the e-Leadership triangle competences (Strategic Leadership, Business Savviness and
Technology Savviness), conducted this research between April and June 2019. Some of those findings
were more elaborated in the other chapters (Chapters 2.3 and 3 specifically, as well as in the Chapter
7 References) of this document. Here is the elaboration of the structure of this work.
Competences

Represent group of competences (skills and knowledge) associated
with the particular e-leadership occupation (i.e. e-lifelong learning in
the Strategic Leadership)

Components

Components represent the eventual brake-up of group of
competences into smaller segments of competences for more specific
analysis (i.e. e-entrepreneurship and innovation area is broken into
an ‘e-entrepreneurship’ and an ‘innovation’ component)

Generic Description

If there were already an existing generic description of this area of eleadership competence we would quote and reference the source

e-CF 3.0 Levels

We were trying to identify whether there was a correlation between
the area and/or the component of e-leadership competence with the
levels in the e-CF 3.0 taxonomy. If correlation is found, the
appropriate level is associated

Definitions

We were looking for the publicly available definitions of the area of
e-leadership competence. If we found it, we would quote the
reference to the source
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Skills

Sills defined as ‘what is someone able to’ generally associated with
the area of e-leadership competences

Knowledge

Knowledge defined as ‘what someone knows, is aware of or is familiar
with’ or generally associated with the area of e-leadership
competences

Source

If there is a publicly available source of information about the skills or
knowledge cited, it would be referenced.

The following tables (Tables 8, 9, 10 and 11) represent the summary of their work results.

Table 8: Analysis of the e-Leadership Strategic Leadership inputs

e.communication

digital literacy

digital literacy

Online Communication
process management

e.communication

e-team work

Innovation

Entrepreneurship

Corporate e-life long
learning

e-team work

e-entrepreneurship and
innovation

e-life long learning

e-reputation

e-reputation

Individual e-life long
learning

Components

Areas

Establishes and maintains positive
business relationships between
stakeholders (internal or external)
deploying and complying with
organisational processes.
Maintains regular communication
with
customer / partner / supplier, and
addresses needs through empathy
with their environment and
managing supply chain

Devises creative solutions for the
provision of new concepts, ideas,
products or services. Deploys
novel and open thinking to envision
exploitation of technological
advances to address
business / society needs or
research direction.

Defines and implements ICT
training policy to address
organisational skill needs and
gaps. Structures, organises and
schedules training programmes and
evaluates training quality through a
feedback process and implements
continuous improvement. Adapts
training plans to address changing

Generic Description

level4

level3

level2

level2

level1

level2

level1

level5

level4

level1

level3

level2

level2

level2

Ability to develop, foster and maintain trusted relationships
and networks of collaboration and innovation by harnessing
ethics and professional moral in a digital/virtual environment

level1

Skills

S1. Use digital channels for directing groups (motivating,
influencing, and managing individuals and teams) inside and
outside
the organization,
member in
integration
and a
S1. Actively
participating ensuring
and collaborating
virtual team

adopting emerging technologies
S2 create a proof of concept
S3 think out of the box
S4 identify appropriate resources

market needs
S2. identify and maximise use of resources required to
deliver a cost effective schedule
S3. promote and market education and training provision
S4. analyse feedback data and use it to drive continuous
improvement of education and training
delivery
S5.
training processess
programmesleading
to meetto
S1. design
Design curricula
and applyand
innovative
better results by taking initiaive together with others,
sharing
withbusiness
them one's
projects and
and improvements
visions of the future.
S1 identify
advantages
of

S1. Define the strategy for developing company's image,
reputation and reliability/loyality via social media
S2. Identifying, recognizing and applying ehtical values and
moral sensibility.
S3. Be able to timely identify risks of reputation crisis and
adjust accordigly the strategy
S1. Create and manage company's image, reputation and
reliability/loyality via social media.
S2. Respect established ethical principles.
S3. Managing crisis in order to restor company's image,
reputation and reliability/loyality
S1. Define its own life long learning pathway making use of
online and offline sources, showing an active attitude toward
learning
S1. organise training and education schedules to meet

resolution and construcitve dialougue with stakeholders,
collaborators and customers.
Ability to use technology in order to communicate in written
S2. To adapt the means and the message to the situation
and oral forms, to convey thoughts with clarity and
and the audience S3. Be able to use digital channels to
confidence as well as to enable others to communicate
establish dialogue (listening, writing and speaking) with
effectively
remote collegues and customers.
S4. To mantain a structured conversation in informal and
formal settings
Accounts for own and others
S1 deploy empathy to customer needs
actions in managing a limited
S2 identify potential win win opportunities for customer and
number of stakeholders.
own organisation
Provides leadership for large or
S3 establish realistic expectations to support development
many stakeholder relationships.
of mutual trust
Authorises investment in new
S4 monitor ongoing commitments to ensure fulfilment
and existing relationships. Leads
S5 communicate good and bad news to avoid surprises
the design of a workable
procedure for maintaining
positive business relationships.

Ability to use digital communication and management tools S1. Proper use of the most used programs (text,
spreadsheet, presentation, e-mail and internet) for digital
that support leaders in their functions
communication/collaboration
or otherfordaily
tasks. conflict
S1. Be able to use digital channels
negotiation,

with people from various social, cultural and professional tasks in a competent and cordial manner.
backgrounds inside and outside the organisation who might
Ability to use digital communication and management tools S1. Be able to use a wide range of digital tools for support
decision making.
that support leaders in their functions

Applies independent thinking and
technology awareness to lead the
integration of disparate concepts
for the provision of unique
solutions.
Challenges the status quo
and provides strategic
leadership for the
introduction of
revolutionary concepts.
Ability to use technology in order to work and cooperate
with people from various social, cultural and professional
backgrounds
inside
and outside
thetoorganisation
who might
Ability to use
technology
in order
work and cooperate

Ability to identify business opportunities, innovate and
exploit business models that draw on technology

Ability to pursuit knowledge for personal or professional
reasons drawing on technologybetween the different levels
of management.
Organises the identification of training needs; collates
organisation requirements, identifies, selects and prepares
schedule of training interventions.
Acts creatively to analyse skills gaps; elaborates specific
requirements and identifies potential sources for training
provision. Has specialist knowledge of the training market
and establishes a feedback mechanism to assess the
added value of alternative training programmes.

Ability to develop, foster and maintain trusted relationships
and networks of collaboration and innovation by harnessing
ethics and professional moral in a digital/virtual environment

Definitions

Levels ECF 3.0

Is able to
Source

K1 organisation processes including, decision making,
budgets and management structure
K2 business objectives, own and of other stakeholders
K3 how to measure and apply resources to meet
stakeholder requirements
K4 business challenges and risks

Knowledge of language usage in the digital channels

ECF 3.0 (RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT, PG.45)

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project
K2. digital knowledge management tools
K1. Social media K3. Digital data security management
K2. Chat and video-conferencing system
K3.
K1. Groupware
Online communication principles and tecniques K2.

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project
K2. Time management
K3.
Problem
solving and
technique
K1.Digital
language
taxonomy

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project

ECF 3.0 (INNOVATING, PG. 19)

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project

ECF 3.0 (ENABLE, PG.32)

E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project

K1. Problem solving techniques
K2. Brainstorming techiques
K3.
techniques
K1. Negotiation
Cultural differences

applications
K2 business, society and / or research habits, trends and
needs
K3 innovation processes techniques

K1. Awareness of the disruptive impact of digitalization on
the business models, organizational structures and value
chains
K1. Financial
management
K1 existing
and emerging
technologies and market

delivery methods e.g. classroom, online,
text, dvd
K2 the competitive market for educational offering
K3 training needs analysis methodologies
K4 empowerment techniques

K1. Social media marketing
K2. netiquette
K3 content design
K4. big data
K5. legal environment (data protection/GDPR, ect)
K1. Understanding the importance of life-long learning for
employability.
K2.
knowing thepedagogical
e-tools for proving
the achievement
of a
K1 appropriate
approaches
and education

K1. Understanding the importance of creating and managing E-Lead 3.0 and Tuning Academy Project
company's image and reputation via social media for
business purpose

Knoweldge

Knows / aware of / familiar with
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Digital Marketing

Risk managment

Business change
management

Risk managment

Business change
management

Defining and managing
budgets

Forecast development

Business plan
development

IS and Business strategy
alignemnt

Business functions

Marketing analysis and
planning

Financial analysis and
planing, defining and
managing budgets

Business strategy and
business planning

Organizations,
structures and business
functions

IS Governance

Corporate governance

Organizaction and
structures

Components

Areas

Table 9: Analysis of the e-Leadership Business Savviness inputs
Assesses the implications of new
digital solutions. Defines the
requirements and quantifies the
business benefits. Manages the
deployment of change taking into
account structural and cultural
issues. Maintains business and
process continuity throughout

Implements the management of
risk across information systems
through the application of the
enterprise defined risk management
policy and procedure. Assesses
risk to the organisation’s business,
including web, cloud and mobile
resources. Documents potential
risk and containment plans.

Understands the fundamental
principles of digital marketing.
Distinguishes between the
traditional and digital approaches.
Appreciates the range of channels
available. Assesses the
effectiveness of the various
approaches and applies rigorous
measurement techniques. Plans a
coherent strategy using the most
effective means available.
Understands the data protection
and privacy issues involved in the
implementation of the marketing
strategy.

Addresses, understands and
implements preparation,
development and administration of
the businessbudget.

Anticipates long term business
requirements, influences
improvement of organisational
process efficiency and effectivenes.
Determines
IS model
and the
Addresses
thethe
design
and structure
of a business or product plan
including the identification of
alternative approaches as well as
return on investment propositions.
Considers the possible and
applicable sourcing odels.
Presents cost benefit analysis and
reasoned arguments in support of
the
selectedmarket
strategy.
Ensures
Interprets
needs
and
evaluates market acceptance of
products or services. Assesses the
organisation’s potential to meet
future production and quality
requirements. Applies relevant
metrics to enable accurate
decision making in support of

Description

Defines, deploys and controls the
management of information
systems in line with business
imperatives. Takes into account all
internal and external parameters
such as legislation and industry
standard compliance to influence
risk management and resource
deployment to achieve balanced

level3

level4

level5

level2

level3

level4

level2

level3

level4

level3

level4

level3

level4

level3

level4

level5

level4

level5

level4

level5

level4

level5

level4

level5

Levels ECF 3.0

Provides leadership to plan, manage and implement
significant ICT led business change.
Evaluates change requirements and exploits specialist
skills to identify possible methods and standards that can
be deployed.

Applies pervasive influence to embed organisational change

Understands and applies the principles of risk management
and investigates ICT solutions to mitigate identified risks.

Exploits specialist knowledge to provide analysis of market
environment etc.
Acts with wide ranging accountability for the production of a
long-term financial plan. Understands the global
marketplace, identifying and evaluating relevant inputs from
the broader business, political and social context.
Exploits skills to provide short-term plan and forecast using
market inputs and assessing the organisation’s production
and selling capabilities.
Provides leadership in the preparation, development, and
administration of the budget and contribution to the
development of the budget. Provides program direction,
consultancy, problem resolution, and staff administration.
Acts and serves as the highest technical expert in
organization in the preparation, development, and
administration of the budget and contribution to the
development of the budget in an efficient manner.
Develops clear meaningful objectives for the Digital
Marketing Plan. Selects appropriate tools and sets budget
targets for the channels adopted. Monitors, analyses and
enhances the digital marketing activities in an ongoing
manner.
Exploits specialist knowledge to utilise analytical tools and
assess the effectiveness of websites in terms of technical
performance and download speed. Evaluates the user
engagement by the application of a wide range of analytical
reports. Knows the legal implications of the approaches
adopted.
Understands and applies digital marketing tactics to
develop an integrated and effective digital marketing plan
using different digital marketing areas such as search,
display, e-mail, social media and mobile marketing.
Provides leadership to define and make applicable a policy
for risk management by considering all the possible
constraints, including technical, economic and political
issues. Delegates assignments.
Decides on appropriate actions required to adapt security
and address risk exposure. Evaluates, manages and
ensures validation of exceptions; audits processes and
environment.

Provides leadership for the creation of a digital strategy that
meets the requirements of the business (e.g. distributed,
mobility-based) and includes risks and opportunities.

Provides leadership for organization and structure by
communicating, propagating and controlling how the roles,
power and responsibilities are assigned, controlled, and
coordinated, and how information flows between the different
levels of management.
Defines and alignes the core business functions and
activities of an enterprise: the production of final goods or
services intended for the market. Determines which core
business functions make up the primary activity of the
enterprise, and decides to include other (secondary)
activities if the enterprise considers these as part of its core
functions.
Provides leadership to the support business functions
carried out by the enterprise in order to permit or to facilitate
the core business functions, its production activity. The
outputs (results) of support business functions are not
themselves intended directly for the market or for third
parties.
Provides IS strategic leadership to reach consensus and
commitment from the management team of the enterprise.
Provides leadership for the construction and implementation
of long term innovative IS solutions.
Applies strategic thinking and organisational leadership to
exploit the capability of digital technology to improve the
business.

S1 Analyse costs and benefits of business changes
S2 Select appropriate ICT solutions based upon benefit,
risks and overall impact
S3 Construct and document a plan for implementation of
process enhancements
S4 Apply project management standards and tools

S1 Develop risk management plan to identify required
preventative actions
S2 Communicate and promote the organisation’s risk
analysis outcomes and risk management processes
S3 Design and document the processes for risk analysis
and management
S4 Apply mitigation and contingency actions

S1 Apply what-if techniques to produce realistic outlooks
S2 Generate sales forecasts in relation to current market
share
S3 Generate forecasts taking into account production
capacity
S4 Compare sales and production forecasts and analyse
potential mismatches
S5
external
research
datatechniques
and analyse
information
S1.Interpret
Professional
practice
in fiscal
and
procedures.
S2. Considerable skills in applying fiscal knowledge in
regular and ad-hoc reviews.
S3. Compliance management of applicable legal framework,
governing rules and regulations in fiscal programs.
S4. Operations skills in fiscal practices, procedures and
principles.
S5.
Skills in problem
solving
techniques
S1 Understand
how web
technology
can be used for
marketing purposes
S2 Understand User Centric Marketing
S3 Use and interpret web analytics
S4 Understand the on-line environment

S1. Manage organizational culture and direction
S2. Recognize and implement the appropriate type of a
governing structure
S3. Review the structures necessary for an organization to
function (form of governance, rules of operation, distribution
of work)
S4. Identify the formal roles that need to be established to
ensure organization's success.
S5. Describe the rules, by-laws and policies of operation
S6. Outline responsibilites within the organization (position
descriptions, decision making process, information flow)
S1. Lead, motivate and manage middle level management
S2. Manage distribution and logistics: transportation
activities, warehousing and order processing;
S3. Manage marketing, sales and after-sales services:
market research, advertising, direct marketing services
(telemarketing), exhibitions, fairs and other marketing or
sales services; also included are call-centre services and
after-sales services such as help-desks and other customer
support services;
S4. Manage information and communication technology
(ICT) services: information technology (IT) services and
telecommunication (IT services including hardware and
software consultancy, customised software data processing
and
database
services,
maintenance
and repair,
web- and
S1 analyse
future
developments
in business
process
technology application
S2 determine requirements for processes related to ICT
services
S3
term user
/ customer
needs
S1 identify
Addressand
andanalyse
identify long
essential
elements
of product
or
solution value propositions
S2 Define the appropriate value creation channels
S3 Build a detailed SWOT analysis
S4 Generate short and long term performance reports (e.g.
financial, profitability, usage and value creation)
S5 Identify main milestones of the plan

S1 Manage applicable governance models
S2 Analyse the business context of the company and its
evolution
S3 Define and implement appropriate KPI’s
S4 Communicate the value, risks and opportunities derived
from the corporate strategy

Defines and aligns the IS governance strategy incorporating
it into the organisation’s corporate strategy. Adapts the IS
governance strategy to take into account new significant
events arising from legal, economic, political, business,
technological or environmental issues.
Provides leadership for IS governance strategy by
communicating, propagating and controlling relevant
processes across the entire ICT structure.
Defines and alignes the lines of authority, communications,
rights and duties of an organization. Determines how the
roles, power and responsibilities are assigned, controlled,
and coordinated, and how information flows between the
different levels of management.

Skills

Is able to
Definitions

Types of governing structure
Structures necessary for an organization to function
Formal roles in organization
Rules, by-laws and policies of operation
Responsibilites within the organization
Organization culture

K1 Digital strategies
K2 Impact of business changes on the organisation and
human resources
K3 Impact of business changes on legal issues

K1 Corporate values and interests to apply risk analysis
taking into account corporate values and interests
K2 Return on investment compared to risk avoidance
K3 Good practices (methodologies) and standards in risk
analysis

K1 marketing strategy
K2 web technologies
K3 search engine marketing (PPC)
K4 search engine optimization (SEO)
K5 mobile marketing (e.g. Pay Per Click)
K6 social media marketing
K7 e-mail marketing
K8 display marketing
K9 legal issues / requirements

K1. Fiscal theory, techniques, practices and procedures.
K2. Fiscal area review and control.
K3. Compliance managment
K4. General knowledge of fiscal laws, rules and regulations
K5. General knowledge of fiscal practices, procedures and
principles.

K1 business strategy concepts
K2 trends and implications of ICT internal or external
developments for typical organisations
K3 the potential and opportunities of relevant business
models
K1 Business plan elements and milestones
K2 Present and future market size and needs
K3 Competition and SWOT analysis techniques (for product
features and also the external environment)
K4 Value creation channels
K5 Profitability elements
K6 Issues and implications of sourcing models
K7 Financial planning and dynamic
K8 New emerging technologies
K9
and
opportunity
assessment
techniques
K1 Risk
Market
size
and relevant
fluctuations
K2 Accessibility of the market according to current
conditions (e.g. government policies, emerging
technologies, social and cultural trends, etc.)
K3 Extended supply chain operation
K4 Large scale data analysis techniques (data mining)

K1. Distribution and logistics
K2. Marketing, sales and after-sales services
K3. Information and communication technology (ICT)
services
K4. Administrative and management functions
K5. Research & development (R & D)

K1.
K2.
K3.
K4.
K5.
K6.

K1 ICT infrastructure and the business organisation
K2 Business strategy of the company
K3 Business values
K4 Legal requirements
K5 ICT infrastructure

Knoweldge

Knows / aware of / familiar with
Source

ECF 3.0
(E.MANAGE, E.7. Business Change Management,
PG.48)

ECF 3.0
(E.MANAGE, E.3. Risk Management, PG.44)

ECF 3.0
(D.ENABLE, D.12. Digital Marketing, PG.41)

ECF 3.0
(E.MANAGE, E.1. Forecast Development, PG.42)

ECF 3.0
(A.PLAN, A.3. Business Plan Development, PG.14)

ECF 3.0
(A.PLAN, A.1. IS and Business Strategy Alignment,
PG.12)

NSDC (National Skill Development Corporation) and
NASSCOM: Occupational Analysis - Leadership level
job roles - ITS (PG. 66-70)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organizational_structure

ECF 3.0
(E.MANAGE, E.9. IS Governance, PG.50)
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Is able to
Areas

Information security and
data protection

Components

Information security and
data protection

IS governence

Description

Implements information security
policy. Monitors and takes action
against intrusion, fraud and security
breaches or leaks. Ensures that
security risks are analysed and
managed with respect to enterprise
data and information. Reviews
security incidents, makes
recommendations for security
policy and strategy to ensure
continuous improvement of security
provision.

Defines, deploys and controls the
management of information
systems in line with business
imperatives. Takes into account all
internal and external parameters
such as legislation and industry
standard compliance to influence
risk management and resource
deployment to achieve balanced
business benefit.

Levels ECF 3.0

Definitions

level5

Evaluates security management measures and indicators
and decides if compliant to information security policy.
Investigates and instigates remedial measures to address
any security breaches.

level4

Provides leadership for the integrity, confidentiality and
availability of data stored on information systems and
complies with all.

level4

Component Integration

Needs Identification

Analysis of ICT systems

Architecture Design

Systems Engineering

Application Development

Software development
management

Actively listens to internal / external
customers, articulates and clarifies
their needs. Manages the
relationship with all stakeholders to
ensure that the solution is in line
with business equirements.
Proposes different solutions (e.g.
make-or-buy), by performing
contextual analysis in support of
user centered system design.
Advises the customer on
appropriate solution choices. Acts
as an advocate engaging in the
implementation or configuration
process of the chosen solution.
Specifies, refines, updates and
makes available a formal approach
to implement solutions, necessary
to develop and operate the IS
architecture. Identifies change
requirements and the components
involved: hardware, software,
applications, processes,
information and technology
platform. Takes into account
interoperability, scalability, usability
and security. Maintains alignment
between business evolution and
technology developments.
Engineers software and / or
hardware components to meet
solution requirements such as
specifications, costs, quality, time,
energy efficiency, information
security and data protection.
Follows a systematic methodology
to analyse and build the required
components and interfaces. Builds
system structure models and
conducts system behavior
simulation. Performs unit and
system tests to ensure
requirements are met.
Interprets the application design to
develop a suitable application in
accordance with customer needs.
Adapts existing solutions by e.g.
porting an application to another
operating system. Codes, debugs,
tests and documents and
communicates product
development stages. Selects
appropriate technical options for
development such as reusing,
improving or reconfiguration of
existing components.
Optimises efficiency, cost and
quality. Validates results with user
representatives, integrates and

Implements ICT quality policy to
maintain and enhance service and
product provision. Plans and
defines indicators to manage
ICT Quality Management quality with respect to ICT strategy.
Reviews quality measures and
recommends enhancements to
influence continuous quality
improvement.

ICT project and
portfolio management

ICT project and portfolio
management

Implements plans for a programme
of change. Plans and directs a
single or portfolio of ICT projects to
ensure co-ordination and
management of interdependencies.
Orchestrates projects to develop or
implement new, internal or
externally defined processes to
meet identified business needs.
Defines activities, responsibilities,
critical milestones, resources,
skills needs, interfaces and budget,
optimises costs and time
utilisation, minimises waste and
strives for high quality. Develops
contingency plans to address

Knows / aware of / familiar with
Knoweldge

Source

K1 the organisation’s security management policy and its
implications for engagement with
customers, suppliers and subcontractors
K2 the best practices and standards in information security
management
K3 the critical risks for information security management
K4 the ICT internal audit approach
K5 security detection techniques, including mobile and
digital
K6 cyber attack techniques and counter measures for
avoidance
K7 computer forensics

S1-S7 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K7 - e-CF3.0

K1 the ICT infrastructure and the business organisation
K2 the business strategy of the company
K3 the business values
K4 the legal requirements

S1-S4 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K4 - e-CF3.0

S1 measure system performance before, during and after
system integration
S2 document and record activities, problems and related
repair activities
S3 match customers’ needs with existing products
S4 verify that integrated systems capabilities and efficiency
match specifications
S5 secure / back-up data to ensure integrity during system
integration

K1 old, existing and new hardware components / software
programs / modules
K2 the impact that system integration has on existing
system / organisation
K3 interfacing techniques between modules, systems and
components
K4 integration testing techniques
K5 development tools (e.g. development environment,
management, source code access /
revision control)
K6 best practice design techniques

S1-S5 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K6 - e-CF3.0

S1 analyse and formalise business processes
S2 analyse customer requirements
S3 present ICT solution cost / benefit

K1 emerging technologies and the relevant market
applications
K2 business needs
K3 organisation processes and structures
K4 customer need analysis techniques
K5 communication techniques
K6 “Story telling” techniques

S1-S2 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K6 - e-CF3.0

S1 provide expertise to help solve complex technical
problems and ensure best architecture
solutions are implemented
S2 use knowledge in various technology areas to build and
deliver the enterprise architecture
S3 understand the business objectives / drivers that impact
the architecture component
(data, application, security, development etc)
S4 assist in communication of the enterprise architecture
and standards, principles and objectives
to the application teams
S5 develop design patterns and models to assist system
analysts in designing consistent

K1 architecture frameworks, methodologies and systems
design tools
K2 systems architecture requirements: performance,
maintainability, extendibility, scalability,
availability, security and accessibility
K3 costs, benefits and risks of a system architecture
K4 the company’s enterprise architecture and internal
standards
K5 new emerging

S1-S5 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K5 - e-CF3.0

S1 explain and communicate the design / development to
the customer
S2 perform and evaluate test results against product
specifications
S3 apply appropriate software and / or hardware
architectures
S4 design and develop hardware architecture, user
interfaces, business software components
and embedded software components
S5 manage and guarantee high levels of cohesion and
quality in complex software developments
S6 use data models
S7 apply appropriate development and / or process models,
to develop effectively and efficiently

K1 appropriate software programs / modules, DBMS and
S1-S7 - e-CF 3.0
programming languages
K1-K8 - e-CF3.0
K2 hardware components, tools and hardware architectures
K3 functional & technical designing
K4 state of the art technologies
K5 programming languages
K6 power consumption models of software and / or hardware
K7 information Security Basics
K8 prototyping

S1 explain and communicate the design / development to
the customer
S2 perform and evaluate test results against product
specifications
S3 apply appropriate software and / or hardware
architectures
S4 develop user interfaces, business software components
and embedded software components
S5 manage and guarantee high levels of cohesion and
quality
S6 use data models
S7 perform and evaluate test in the customer or target
environment
S8 cooperate with development team and with application
designers

K1 appropriate software programs / modules
S1-S8 - e-CF 3.0
K2 hardware components, tools and hardware architectures K1-K14 - e-CF3.0
K3 functional & technical designing
K4 state of the art technologies
K5 programming languages
K6 Power consumption models of software and / or hardware
K7 DBMS
K8 operating Systems and software platforms
K9 Integrated development environment (IDE)
K10 rapid application development (RAD)
K11 IPR issues
K12 modeling technology and languages
K13 interface definition languages (IDL)
K14 security

S1 illustrate how methods, tools and procedures can be
applied to implement the organisation’s
quality policy
S2 evaluate and analyse process steps to identify strengths
and weaknesses
S3 assist process owners in the choice and use of
measures to evaluate effectiveness and efficiency
of the overall process
S4 monitor, understand and act upon quality indicators
S5 perform quality audits

K1 which methods, tools and procedure are applied within
the organisation and where they should
be applied
K2 the IS internal quality audit approach
K3 regulations and standards in energy efficiency and ewaste

S1-S5 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K3 - e-CF3.0

S1 document the information security management policy,
linking it to business strategy
S2 analyse the company critical assets and identify
weaknesses and vulnerability to intrusion or
attack
S3 establish a risk management plan to feed and produce
preventative action plans
S4 perform security audits
S5 apply monitoring and testing techniques
S6 establish the recovery plan
S7 implement the recovery plan in case of crisis

K1 the organisation’s security management policy and its
implications for engagement with
customers, suppliers and subcontractors
K2 the best practices and standards in information security
management
K3 the critical risks for information security management
K4 the ICT internal audit approach
K5 security detection techniques, including mobile and
digital
K6 cyber attack techniques and counter measures for
avoidance
K7 computer forensics

S1-S7 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K7 - e-CF3.0

S1 document the information security management policy,
linking it to business strategy
S2 analyse the company critical assets and identify
weaknesses and vulnerability to intrusion or
attack
S3 establish a risk management plan to feed and produce
preventative action plans
S4 perform security audits
S5 apply monitoring and testing techniques
S6 establish the recovery plan
S7 implement the recovery plan in case of crisis

S1 manage applicable governance models
Defines and aligns the IS governance strategy incorporating S2 analyse the business context of the company and its
evolution
it into the organisation’s corporate governance strategy.
S3 define and implement appropriate KPI’s
Adapts the IS governance strategy to take into account new S4 communicate the value, risks and opportunities derived
from the IS strategy
significant events arising from legal, economic, political,
business, technological or environmental issues.

level3

Provides leadership for IS governance strategy by
communicating, propagating and controlling relevant
processes across the entire ICT infrastructure.

level4

Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge to create a
process for the entire integration cycle, including the
establishment of internal standards of practice. Provides
leadership to marshal and assign resources for programmes
of integration.

level3

Accounts for own and others actions in the integration
process. Complies with appropriate standards and change
control procedures to maintain integrity of the overall
system functionality and reliability.

level4

Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge of the
customers business to offer possible solutions to business
needs. Provides expert guidance to the customer by
proposing solutions and supplier.

level3

Establishes reliable relationships with customers and helps
them clarify their needs.

level4

Acts with wide ranging accountability to define the strategy
to implement ICT technology compliant with business need.
Takes account of the current technology platform,
obsolescent equipment and latest technological innovations.

level3

Exploits specialist knowledge to define relevant ICT
technology and specifications to be deployed in the
construction of multiple ICT projects, applications or
infrastructure improvements.

level4

Handles complexity by developing standard procedures and
architectures in support of cohesive product development.
Establishes a set of system requirements that will guide the
design of the system.
Identifies which system requirements should be allocated to
which elements of the system.

level3

Ensures interoperability of the system components.
Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge to create a
complete system that will satisfy the system constraints
and meet the customer’s expectations.

level3

Acts creatively to develop applications and to select
appropriate technical options. Accounts for others
development activities.
Optimizes application development, maintenance and
performance by employing design patterns and by reusing
proved solutions.

level2

Systematically develops and validates applications.

level4

Assesses and estimates the degree to which quality
requirements have been met and provides leadership for
quality policy implementation. Provides cross functional
leadership for setting and exceeding quality standards.

level3

Evaluates quality management indicators and processes
based on ICT quality policy and proposes remedial action.

ICT infrastructure,
software and hardware
components
Integrates hardware, software or
sub system components into an
existing or a new system.
Complies with established
processes and procedures such
as, configuration management and
package maintenance. Takes into
account the compatibility of
existing and new modules to
ensure system integrity, system
interoperability and information
security. Verifies

Skills

level5

Provides strategic leadership for extensive interrelated
programmes of work to ensure that Information Technology
is a change enabling agent and delivers benefit in line with
overall business
strategic aims.
Applies extensive business and technological mastery to
conceive and bring innovative ideas to fruition.
Manages complex projects or programmes, including
interaction with others.

level4

Influences project strategy by proposing new or alternative
solutions and balancing effectiveness and efficiency. Is
empowered to revise rules and choose standards. Takes
overall responsibility for project outcomes, including finance
and resource management and works beyond project

Table 10: Analysis of the e-Leadership Technology Savviness inputs (Part 1)
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Is able to
Areas

ICT project and
portfolio management

Components

Description

ICT project and portfolio
management

Implements plans for a programme
of change. Plans and directs a
single or portfolio of ICT projects to
ensure co-ordination and
management of interdependencies.
Orchestrates projects to develop or
implement new, internal or
externally defined processes to
meet identified business needs.
Defines activities, responsibilities,
critical milestones, resources,
skills needs, interfaces and budget,
optimises costs and time
utilisation, minimises waste and
strives for high quality. Develops
contingency plans to address

Information Literacy

The ability to identify the need for
information, to search, obtain and
process information using available
and suitable ICT instruments; and
to assess and obtain information in
the most efficient way.

Business Change
Management

Assesses the implications of new
digital solutions. Defines the
requirements and quantifies the
business benefits. Manages the
deployment of change taking into
account structural and cultural
issues. Maintains business and
process continuity throughout
change, monitoring the impact,
taking any required remedial action
and refining approach.

Process Improvement

Digital transformation
management

Measures effectiveness of existing
ICT processes. Researches and
benchmarks ICT process design
from a variety of sources. Follows a
systematic methodology to
evaluate, design and implement
process or technology changes for
measurable business benefit.
Assesses potential adverse
consequences of process change.

Anticipates long term business
requirements, influences
improvement of organisational
process efficiency and effectivenes.
Determines the IS model and the
IS and Business Strategy
enterprise architecture in line with
Alignment
the organisation’s policy and
ensures a secure environment.
Makes strategic IS policy decisions
for the enterprise, including
sourcing strategies.

Levels ECF 3.0

level5

Technology Trend
Monitoring

level4

high

level5

Provides leadership to plan, manage and implement
significant ICT led business change.

level4

Evaluates change requirements and exploits specialist
skills to identify possible methods and standards that can
be deployed.

level4

level3

level5

level4

Forecast Development

Knows / aware of / familiar with

Skills

Knoweldge

Source

S1 document the information security management policy,
linking it to business strategy
S2 analyse the company critical assets and identify
weaknesses and vulnerability to intrusion or
attack
S3 establish a risk management plan to feed and produce
preventative action plans
S4 perform security audits
S5 apply monitoring and testing techniques
S6 establish the recovery plan
S7 implement the recovery plan in case of crisis

K1 the organisation’s security management policy and its
implications for engagement with
customers, suppliers and subcontractors
K2 the best practices and standards in information security
management
K3 the critical risks for information security management
K4 the ICT internal audit approach
K5 security detection techniques, including mobile and
digital
K6 cyber attack techniques and counter measures for
avoidance
K7 computer forensics

S1-S7 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K7 - e-CF3.0

S1 specify the nature and the need for information
(identification)
S2 use conceptual and practical ICT tools
S3 find and obtain information from
S4 process the information
S5 analysis and critical evaluation
S6 information sharing, storing, and working with individual
presentation media
S1 analyse costs and benefits of business changes
S2 select appropriate ICT solutions based upon benefit,
risks and overall impact
S3 construct and document a plan for implementation of
process enhancements
S4 apply project management standards and tools

K1 orient in published (available) and unpublished
information, to identify lack of knowledge in a specific field
K2 ICT tools for ethical information mining
K3 techniques of providing and creating data warehouses,
relevant data mining from the data warehouses and digital
libraries, reporting, and their flexible use, compression and
decompression
K4 decision-making using a knowledge base
K1 digital strategies
K2 the impact of business changes on the organisation and
human resources
K3 the impact of business changes on legal issues

S1-S7 - Information Literacy for Managers (models
and factors)
K1-K5 - Information Literacy for Managers (models
and factors)

K1 research methods, benchmarks and measurements
methods
K2 evaluation, design and implementation methodologies
K3 existing internal processes
K4 relevant developments in ICT (e.g. virtualisation, open
data, etc.), and the potential impact on
processes
K5 web, cloud and mobile.technologies
K6 resource optimisation and waste reduction

S1-S3 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K6 - e-CF3.0

K1 business strategy concepts
K2 trends and implications of ICT internal or external
developments for typical organisations
K3 the potential and opportunities of relevant business
models
K4 the business aims and organisational objectives
K5 the issues and implications of sourcing models
K6 the new emerging technologies (e.g. distributed
systems, virtualisation, mobility, data sets)
K7 architectural frameworks
K8 security

S1-S11 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K8 - e-CF3.0

K1 existing and emerging technologies and market
applications
K2 business, society and / or research habits, trends and
needs
K3 innovation processes techniques

S1-S4 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K3 - e-CF3.0

S1 monitor sources of information and continuously follow
the most promising
S2 identify vendors and providers of the most promising
solutions; evaluate, justify and propose
the most appropriate.
S3 identify business advantages and improvements of
adopting emerging technologies

K1 emerging technologies and the relevant market
applications
K2 market needs
K3 relevant sources of information (e.g. magazines,
conferences and events, newsletters,
opinion leaders, on-line forum, etc.)
K4 the rules of discussions in web communities
K5 applied research programme approaches

S1-S3 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K5 - e-CF3.0

S1 apply what-if techniques to produce realistic outlooks
S2 generate sales forecasts in relation to current market
share
S3 generate production forecasts taking into account
manufacturing capacity
S4 compare sales and production forecasts and analyse
potential mismatches
S5 interpret external research data and analyse information

K1 market size and relevant fluctuations
K2 accessibility of the market according to current
conditions (e.g. government policies, emerging
technologies, social and cultural trends, etc.)
K3 the extended supply chain operation
K4 large scale data analysis techniques (data mining)

S1-S5 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K4 - e-CF3.0

S1 compose, document and catalogue essential processes
and procedures
Provides leadership and authorises implementation of
S2 propose process changes to facilitate and rationalise
innovations and improvements that will enhance
improvements
competitiveness or efficiency. Demonstrates to senior
S3 implement process changes
management the business advantage of potential changes.

S1-S4 - e-CF 3.0
K1-K3 - e-CF3.0

Exploits specialist knowledge to research existing ICT
processes and solutions in order to define possible
innovations. Makes recommendations based on reasoned
arguments.

S1 analyse future developments in business process and
technology application
S2 determine requirements for processes related to ICT
Provides IS strategic leadership to reach consensus and services
commitment from the management team of the enterprise. S3 identify and analyse long term user / customer needs
S4 contribute to the development of ICT strategy and policy,
including ICT security and quality
S5 contribute to the development of the business strategy
S6 analyse feasibility in terms of costs and benefits
S7 review and analyse effects of implementations
S8 understand the impact of new technologies on business
Provides leadership for the construction and implementation
(e.g. open / big data, dematerialisation
of long term innovative IS solutions.
opportunities and strategies)
S9 understand the business benefits of new technologies
and how this can add value and provide
competitive
advantageadvantages
(e.g. open and
/ bigimprovements
data,
S1
identify business
of
adopting emerging technologies
S2 create a proof of concept
Challenges the status quo and provides strategic leadership S3 think out of the box
for the introduction of revolutionary concepts.
S4 identify appropriate resources

level4

Applies independent thinking and technology awareness to
lead the integration of disparate concepts for the provision of
unique solutions.

level5

Makes strategic decisions envisioning and articulating
future ICT solutions for customer-oriented processes, new
business products and services; directs the organisation to
build and exploit them.

level4

Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge of new and
emerging technologies, coupled with a deep understanding
of the business, to envision and articulate solutions for the
future. Provides expert guidance and advice, to the
leadership team to support strategic decisionmaking.

level4

Acts with wide ranging accountability for the production of a
long-term forecast. Understands the global marketplace,
identifying and evaluating relevant inputs from the broader
business, political and social context.

level3

Exploits skills to provide short-term forecast using market
inputs and assessing the organisation’s production and
selling capabilities.

Emerging technology
trends (i.e. blockchain,
cloud computing, big
data analytics, internet
of things, etc.)
Interprets market needs and
evaluates market acceptance of
products or services. Assesses the
organisation’s potential to meet
future production and quality
requirements. Applies relevant
metrics to enable accurate decision
making in support of production,
marketing, sales and distribution
functions.

Influences project strategy by proposing new or alternative
solutions and balancing effectiveness and efficiency. Is
empowered to revise rules and choose standards. Takes
overall responsibility for project outcomes, including finance
and resource management and works beyond project

The ability to understand information and use it in various
formats from different sources presented through modern
ICTs

Devises creative solutions for the
provision of new concepts, ideas,
products or services. Deploys novel
and open thinking to envision
exploitation of technological
advances to address business /
society needs or research direction.

Investigates latest ICT
technological developments to
establish understanding of evolving
technologies. Devises innovative
solutions for integration of new
technology into existing products,
applications or services or for the
creation of new solutions.

Provides strategic leadership for extensive interrelated
programmes of work to ensure that Information Technology
is a change enabling agent and delivers benefit in line with
overall business
strategic aims.
Applies extensive business and technological mastery to
conceive and bring innovative ideas to fruition.
Manages complex projects or programmes, including
interaction with others.

level5

Innovating

Definitions

Table 11: Analysis of the e-Leadership Technology Savviness inputs (Part 2)

4.3. Final research analysis and e-LCF structure consolidation
Once the primary and secondary research data and analysis were completed, the project team could
move to the final research analysis and the e-LCF structure consolidation. Based on all research inputs
provided, we have concluded that the e-LCF should be structured around five most important and
distinctive ‘dimensions’ of the e-leadership competences. These ‘dimensions’ should reflect different
functional and organizational capacity elements of e-leadership occupations, their definitions and
dynamic roles, transformational nature, but should also refer more specifically to the individual
occupation’s organizational position and job requirements, work proficiency levels and guidelines as
well as the basic description of the tasks that should be performed. This structure should also remain
compatible and comparable, but not limited to EQF and e-CF standards and taxonomy. By creating this
structure, we were also determined to preserve the originality of the e-leadership concept and its
future relevance.
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The e-LCF is structured as follows:
Dimension 1:
Consists of the three e-LCF functional areas associated with typical business or modern institutional
organizational setup and strata. These areas are at the same time representing the very components
of the e-leadership competence triangle (STRATEGY – BUSINESS – TECHNOLOGY) referenced often in
this document. For easier display and notification in this document, these areas are numerated and
tagged with capital letters L, B and T respectively, to enable easier codification according to the
system used in the e-LCF Matrix (see Figure 12). They are also distinctively marked in red (Strategy),
blue (Business) and green (Technology) colors.
THE e-LCF OVERVIEW
DIMENSION 1

DIMENSION 2

DIMENSION 3
e-Leadership Proficiency Levels

e-LCF Areas

STRATEGY

BUSINESS

TECHNOLOGY

e-Leadership Occupations

L.1.

1.

Chief Executive Officer

L.2.

2.

Chief Digital Transformation Officer

L.3.

3.

Chief Information Officer

L.4.

4.

Chief Experience Officer

L.5.

5.

Chief Financial Officer

B.1.

6.

Marketing Manager

B.2.

7.

Digital Entrepreneur

B.3.

8.

Sales Manager

B.4.

9.

Operations Manager

B.5.

10.

Human Resources Manager

B.6.

11.

Community Manager

B.7.

12.

Legal Service Manager

T.1.

13.

Project Manager

T.2.

14.

Product Manager

T.3.

15.

Program Manager

T.4.

16.

Quality Assurance Manager

T.5.

17.

Support Manager

EQF

3

4

5

6

7

e-CF

1

2

3

4

5

8

Table 12: Simplified e-LCF Overview

Dimension 2:
Consists primarily of a set of generic e-Leadership occupations for each area, with associated,
additional or alternative job labels, generic occupational descriptions, and an explication of context,
goals and transformational character of the job they are expected to grasp. In total, there are 17
occupations identified through the primary and secondary research steps, structured in three eleadership (Dimension 1) areas (Strategic, Business and Technology) providing the generic e-leadership
occupations reference definitions within the e-LCF.
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Dimension 3:
Comprises of proficiency levels of each generic e-Leadership occupation. Each occupation listed in the
e-LCF is referenced relative to the proficiency levels within EQF and e-CF. The EQF levels 6 to 7 and eCF levels e-4 to e-5 were associated with all Strategy area e-leadership occupations. The EQF levels 5
to 6 and e-CF levels e-3 to e-4 are associated with all Business area e-leadership occupations. The EQF
levels 4 to 5 and e-CF levels e-2 to e-3 were associated with all Technology e-leadership occupations.
Dimension 4:
As an attribution of competences, sample listings of skills (what someone is able to) and knowledge
(what someone knows, is aware of or is familiar with) and their specification relate to the e-Leadership
occupations in Dimension 2. Most of the skills and knowledge references came out of the publicly
available data that have been researched, analyzed and retrieved during the secondary research phase
of the work. Each and every skill and knowledge reference are properly codified according to the e-LCF
coding system. The skills and knowledge are also structured around two ranking levels; Level 1 is
defined as ‘basic’ while Level 2 as ‘advanced’. These levels are provided only as a reference point, trying
to offer some orientation and add value, and are not intended to be comprehensive.
THE e-LCF OVERVIEW 2

DIMENSION 4

DIMENSION 5

Basic

Advanced

S051 analyze staff capacity
S021 communicate with customers
S004 create solutions to problems
S007 educate on data confidentiality
S052 forecast workload
S004 keep up to date on product
knowledge

S005 coach employees
S004 perform project management
S102 prioritize requests
S019 provide customer follow-up services
S003 train employees
S016 use customer relationship
management software

(a) supervise the maintenance and security of technical services and information;
(b) ensure adequate training and abilities of IT employees;
(c) coordinate information and technology services departments, including help
desk support, network security administration and IT purchasing may have a single
supervisor or a hierarchy of managers assigning tasks;
(d) coordinating and executing projects or handling various IT operations;
Table 13: Simplified e-LCF Overview 2

Dimension 5:
Provides a sample listing of main tasks associated with the specific e-Leadership occupation, as seen
from the organizational perspective and expectations, often in the way corporate human resource
departments publicly communicate those job descriptions and tasks requirements, especially when
planning for the particular internal work position. The main tasks could be very specific to a particular
organization, depending primarily on its own setup, and a very dynamically changing category,
depending on the current market moves. Therefore, this dimension is probably the least constant
element of the e-LCF structure.
This is a basic and simplified e-LCF overview, elaborated in more details throughout this document,
specifically and extensively in the chapter 5. ‘The e-Leadership Occupational Descriptions’.
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5. The e-Leadership Occupational Descriptions
5.1. Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
e-Leadership Area

STRATEGY

Occupation

L.1. Chief Executive Officer

Associated

CEO; President of the Board; Managing Director; Senior Executive Officer;

Description*

Context / Goals

Chief executive officer (CEO) formulates and reviews the policies, and plan, direct, coordinate and evaluate the overall activites, of
enterprises or organizations with the support of other managers, usually within guidelines established by a board of directors or a
governing body to whom they are answerable for the operations undertaken and results.
Many aspects of the ways that businesses operate are in flux, due in large part to the sweeping technology changes propelling the
Fourth Industrial Revolution. Leadership is no exception. As a new generation of leaders take on challenges such as striking a
healthy balance of views expressed on their social media platforms, developing private efforts to fill gaps in public social
protections, and crafting public policies that govern technology access, an ability to apply responsibility and purpose will be key. For
so many organizations today, technology is the business. Technology needs to be understood as a critical enabler in every part of
the organization from the front line to the back office. It creates new value by crunching data to deliver new insights, it spurs
innovation, and it disrupts traditional business models. Recent surveys confirm digital transformation is a key strategic priority for
CEO’s (KPMG). It is also time sensitive - 85% of enterprise decision makers think they have a two-year timeframe to make
significant inroads on their digital transformation before sustaining adverse financial impact and/or lagging the competition. They
also reveal the upside of digital transformation: data-driven organizations are 23 times more likely to acquire customers; six times
as likely to retain customers; and 19 times as likely to be profitable as a result. CEO’s have got “a long way to go and a short time to
get there.” (McKinsey)

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

6-7

6-7

e-CF levels 1-5

4-5

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks*

4-5

S09001 analyse business objectives
S10001 analyse financial performance of a company
S05001 assume responsibility for the management of a
business
S09002 conclude business agreements
S08001 define organisational standards
S02001 delegate activities
S09003 develop business plans
S09004 develop company strategies
S08002 develop organisational policies
S09005 develop revenue generation strategies
S02002 establish collaborative relations
S04001 imprint visionary aspirations into the business
management
S09006 integrate shareholders' interests in business plans
S09007 integrate strategic foundation in daily performance
S10002 interpret financial statements
S08003 lead managers of company departments
S03001 liaise with shareholders
S09008 make strategic business decisions
S03002 negotiate with stakeholders
S09009 plan medium to long term objectives
S08004 shape corporate culture
S02003 shape organisational teams based on competencies
S05002 show an exemplary leading role in an organisation
S09010 strive for company growth
S08005 track key performance indicators

S05003 abide by business ethical code of conducts
S07011 apply standards and regulations
S09030 apply strategies
S03024 build international relations
S08063 define the corporate structure
S03003 develop professional network
S03033 disseminate general corporate information
S08067 ensure lawful business operations
S10036 evaluate budgets
S08007 evaluate performance of organisational collaborators
S07018 follow the statutory obligations
S07019 get involved in the day-to-day operation of the company
S09035 impart business plans to collaborators
S09036 implement operational business plans
S09026 implement strategic planning
S03039 interact with the board of directors
S06010 keep updated on the political landscape
S07025 manage publicly traded companies
S08022 motivate employees
S02010 show intercultural awareness
S03077 speak different languages

K08001 business process modelling
K08002 company policies
K10001 financial management
K10002 financial statements
K11001 marketing management

K07010 business law
K09006 international trade
K09007 joint ventures
K09009 mergers and acquisitions
K08042 subsidiary operations

(a) planning, directing and coordinating the general functioning of an enterprise or organization;
(b) reviewing the operations and results of the enterprise or organization and reporting to boards of directors and governing bodies;
(c) determining objectives, strategies, policies and programmes for the enterprise or organization;
(d) providing overall leadership and management to the enterprise or organization;
(e) establishing and managing budgets, controling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources;
f) authorizing material, human and financial resources to implement organizational policies and programmes;
(g) moinitoring and evaluating performance of the organization or enterprise against established objectives and policies;
(h) consulting with senior subordinate staff and reviewing recommendations and reports;
(i) representing the organization at official occasions and board meetings, in negotiations and at conventions, seminars, public
hearings and forums.

* International Standard Classification of Occupations (ILO ISCO 08), Internatonal Labour Organization, Geneva, 2012
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5.2. Chief Digital Transformation Officer (CDTO)
e-Leadership Area

STRATEGY

Occupation

L.2. Chief Digital Transformation Officer

Associated

Chief Digital Officer; Chief Transformation Officer; Chief Innovation Officer; Director of Digital Techonologies Transformation;

Description*

The Chief Digital Transformation Officer (CDTO) is a key new position within the managing board. The CDTO is responsible for
digital across the entire enterprise and its operations. A CDTO is needed to direct the development and revisions to policies and
procedures for the general operation of the enterprise digital strategy and its related activities. CDTO helps a company drive growth
by converting traditional "analog" businesses to digital ones, and oversees operations in the rapidly changing digital sectors like
mobile applications, social media and related applications, virtual goods, as well as web-based information management and
marketing. The CDTO is not only a digital expert, but also a seasoned general manager. As the role is transformational, the
individual is responsible for the adoption of digital technologies across the entire business. As with most senior executive titles, the
responsibilities are set by the organization's board of directors or other authority, depending on the organization's legal structure.
Usually they have been hired by the CEOs and report directly to them. They often oversee the Marketing, Communication and CRM
departments.

Context / Goals

CDTO means business in digital economy. They are in charge of transforming the organisation, with a focus on both the business
and the customers. Along with the CIO (CTO), the CDTO defines, develops and leads the transformation towards a sustainable
growth. CDTOs act as Technology, Management and Cultural transformation levers. Digital transformation is a holistic business
paradigm shift that impacts a company’s people, activity, process, and culture. It is technology-enabled and data-driven, but those
are the means - not the objective - of the process. Digital transformation involves harnessing data to create business insight that
changes the operations/delivery capability of the company. This enables it to connect with consumers in different ways that include
providing easier access, more choice, transparency, predictability, speed, and cost-effectiveness. By applying machine learning
and artificial intelligence (AI) to large datasets, businesses can identify previously unknown correlations among data, providing
them with enhanced capacity to predict outcomes, optimize delivery, mitigate risk, and tailor solutions to consumer demands and
expectations. Automation enables businesses to act upon and scale these insights.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

6-7

6-7

e-CF levels 1-5

4-5

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

4-5

S05003 abide by business ethical code of conducts
S04002 experience in technology, digital marketing and ecommerce
S13001 long-term change management skills
S02004 leadership and team management
S08006 management skills
S20001 technologically driven
S15001 knowledge of digital tools
S09001 analyse business objectives
S02001 delegate activities
S03003 develop professional network
S07001 ensure lawful business operations
S02002 establish collaborative relations
S08007 evaluate performance of organisational collaborators
S09011 get involved in the day-to-day operation of the company
S09007 integrate strategic foundation in daily performance
S10002 interpret financial statements
S08003 lead managers of company departments
S09008 make strategic business decisions
S03002 negotiate with stakeholders
S09009 plan medium to long term objectives
S02003 shape organisational teams based on competencies
S05002 show an exemplary leading role in an organisation
S08005 track key performance indicators

S10040 experience in income account operations
S09043 strategic capability
S09002 conclude business agreements
S05012 focused on clients and their behaviour
S09027 ability to design, execute, supervise and update the
business plan
S02006 ability to make decisions and to influence and engage
the members of the team and the company
S10001 analyse financial performance of a company
S09032 develop and apply strategies
S05001 assume responsibility for the management of a
business
S03024 build international relations
S08001 define organisational standards
S08063 define the corporate structure
S08002 develop organisational policies
S09005 develop revenue generation strategies
S07018 follow the statutory obligations
S09026 implement strategic planning
S04001 imprint visionary aspirations into the business
management
S09006 integrate shareholders' interests in business plans
S03001 liaise with shareholders
S08115 set organisational policies
S08004 shape corporate culture

K08001 business process modelling
K08002 company policies
K10002 financial statements
K11001 marketing management

K10001 financial management

(a) Transforming and leading the company, from the business point of view and focusing on the customers. Applying user centric
tools to design a business plan that brings added value to the client;
(b) Using information systems and technological innovations to identify value that benefits the company;
(c) Working with the Technology, Operations and Product departments to develop the digital business. Supervising the operations
(digital presence, e-commerce, social media, Cloud, S-CRM, etc);
(d) Configuring strategies that will bring longterm productivity to the company;
(e) Organising the structure, the teams, the staff, the technology and resources, the partners and external agencies required to
develop the digital business;
(f) Evangelisating the digital transformation from the managing board to all departments, and embracing innovation;
(g) Motivating the staff/levers involved in the digital transformation process to achieve a seamless digitisation;
(h) Contributing to the shift of paradigm by working along the CEO and the HR and the Internal Communications departments;
(i) Keeping up with the latest innovations and trends to stay ahead of the competition. Being part of the digital community and
ecosystem.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.3. Chief Information Officer (CIO)
e-Leadership Area

STRATEGY

Occupation

L.3. Chief Information Officer

Associated

Chief Data Officer; Chief Technology Officer; Chief Analytics Officer; IT Director; ICT Information and Knowledge Manager
The Chief Information Officer (CIO) sees the information as a strategic asset through which data is collected, structured and
analysed in order to increase business intelligence. CIOs define and implement the ICT strategy and governance. They determine
necessary resources for the ICT strategy implementation, anticipate ICT market evolutions and company business needs. They
contribute to the development of the organisation's strategic plan and ensure that the ICT infrastructure supports the organisation's
overall operations and priorities. CIOs manage companies' enterprise-wide data administration and data mining functions. They
ensure data are used as a strategic business asset at the executive level and implement and support a more collaborative and
aligned information management infrastructure for the benefit of the organisation at large. CIOs perform high executive data role
and are not data scientists or data analysts by profession, but these people often report to them.

Description*

Traditionally, the role of the CIO has been linked to the Technology and Systems department. However, as CIOs increasingly add
business value to their companies, they are often reaching the C-level positions such as: the CDTO, CTO, CMO and CEOs. CIOs
are top level executives in charge of the data and the information strategy of the company. As such, they must take part in design,
implementation and optimization of a long term business strategy to utilize these opportunites.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

6-7

6-7

e-CF levels 1-5

4-5

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S09012 carry out strategic research
S17001 coordinate technological activities
S09013 define technology strategy
S15002 ensure adherence to organisational ICT standards
S16001 forecast future ICT network needs
S17002 implement ICT risk management
S07002 implement corporate governance
S17003 maintain plan for continuity of operations
S18001 manage software releases
S20002 monitor technology trends
S15003 optimise choice of ICT solution
S08008 review development process of an organisation
S03004 use different communication channels
S15004 utilise decision support system
S14001 apply information security policies
S14002 define data quality criteria
S14003 manage ICT data architecture
S14011 manage ICT data classification
S14004 manage data

4-5

S15009 administer ICT system
S11038 carry out statistical forecasts
S14005 ensure information privacy
S17020 establish an ICT customer support process
S15010 lead technology development of an organisation
S17024 manage ICT system deployment
S17022 manage budgets
S08017 manage staff
S20003 monitor ICT research
S18005 oversee development of software
S13003 apply change management
S17001 coordinate technological activities
S11044 deliver visual presentation of data
S14009 develop information security strategy
S12012 implement ICT risk management
S14010 integrate ICT data
S11056 manage business knowledge
S16003 report analysis results

K17001 ICT project management methodologies
K18005 ABAP
K15001 decision support systems
K18007 AJAX
K16001 information architecture
K18008 APL
K16002 information structure
K18010 ASP.NET
K11002 market analysis
K17008 Agile development
K18001 software architecture models
K17009 Agile project management
K18002
software
design methodologies
K18011
Assembly
(computer
programming)
Information
and communications
technology services managers plan,
direct
and coordinate
the acquisition,
development,
maintenance and use of computer and telecommunication systems, either as the manager of a department or as the general
manager of an enterprise or organization that does not have a hierarchy of managers. Tasks include:
(a) consulting with users, management, vendors and technicians to assess computing needs and system requirements, and
specifying technology to meet those needs;
(b) formulating and directing information and communication technology (ICT) strategies, policies and plans;
(c) directing the selection and installation of ICT resources and the provision of user training;
(d) directing ICT operations, analyzing workflow, establishing priorities, developing standards and setting deadlines;
(e) overseeing the security of ICT systems;
(f) assigning, reviewing, managing and leading the work of systems analysts, programmers and other computer-related workers;
(g) evaluating the organization’s technology use and needs and recommending improvements such as hardware and software
upgrades;
(h) establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources;
(i) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;
(j) overseeing the selection, training and performance of staff;
(k) representing the enterprise or organization at ICT-related conventions, seminars and conferences.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** International Standard Classifi cation of Occupations (ILO ISCO 08), Internatonal Labour Organization, Geneva, 2012
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5.4. Chief Experience Officer (CXO)
e-Leadership Area

STRATEGY

Occupation

L.4. Chief Experience Officer

Associated

Chief Customer Officer; Customer Experience Manager; Customer Relations Manager; External Relations Manager; Corporate
Social Responsability Manager;

Description

The Chief Experience Officer (CXO) is a new position and profile within the managing board, along with the CDTO, CMO, CIO, that
increasingly gains influence. CXOs evolve from the customer relations, experience and support management functions that
monitor customer experiences by creating, evaluating and improving interactions with customers . As user experience (UX) is
quickly becoming a key differentiator in the modern business landscape, CXO assume executive responsibility for the overall
external experience with an organization's products and services, making it an intrinsic part of the company's strategy and culture.

Context / Goals*

Availablity of digital customer data and ease of customer social interactions makes business strategies, products and services
increasingly focused on customers. CXOs organise these data and coordinate organization strategies and policies, reporting to the
CEO or the CDTO, to improve overall customer experience, from company’s products and services to social responsibiltiy and
public community efforts. The title "CXO" is increasingly replacing that of Chief Customer Officer in retail and entertainment
industries and Chief Activity Officer in healthcare and travel. A CXO communicates the value proposition of the organization using
the customers' language, interacting with the customer through their preferred communications channels to ensure a positive
customer experience. In the enterprise, the CXO oversees a team that monitors these interactions and assures that the company is
adequately responding to complaints, concerns and suggestions for improvement. Corporations interact with their customers
through many avenues, including social media platforms and customer-feedback forum; the CXO integrates these channels to
ensure a smooth flow of usable information between the enterprise and its user base. Because of the constant flow of usable
information, the CXO consistently directs responses to user needs, which often involves employing data analytics teams to digest
various forms of communication and customer information, as well as social media management sofware and teams. Many CXOs
also rely on an executive dashboard to monitor these resources and extract customer intelligence useful to the business.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

6-7

6-7

e-CF levels 1-5

4-5

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks*

4-5

S09001 analyse business objectives
S11001 analyse data about clients
S07003 comply with food safety and hygiene
S11002 design customer experiences
S09014 develop strategies for accessibility
S08009 ensure cross-department cooperation
S14005 ensure information privacy
S05004 handle customer complaints
S08010 identify stress points of customer interaction
S08011 improve business processes
S11003 maintain customer records
S11004 maintain customer service
S11005 manage the customer experience
S11006 measure customer feedback
S11007 monitor customer behaviour
S11008 monitor work for special events
S09009 plan medium to long term objectives
S13002 provide improvement strategies

S05009 assist clients with special needs
S11040 conduct qualitative research
S11041 conduct quantitative research
S03032 demonstrate intercultural competences in hospitality
services
S07012 detect drug abuse
S03036 greet guests
S11052 identify customer's needs
S11020 implement marketing strategies
S09021 implement sales strategies
S02008 lead a team in hospitality service
S07022 maintain incident reporting records
S07024 manage health and safety standards
S11016 perform market research
S11067 think analytically
S06003 train employees

K03001 communication principles
K05001 corporate social responsibility
K08004 product comprehension
K11004 public relations

K11022 customer segmentation
K08017 business management principles
K11021 customer relationship management
K11023 customer service
K14004 data protection
K09001 sales strategies

(a) designing the desired user experience over the whole cycle of relationship;
(b) analysing and supervising the coherence and consistency of our communications with the user through different channels, as
well as the processes, departments and verticals related to the user experience, the buying process and the brand;
(c) identifying the different customer touchpoints in order to design the ideal customer journey. This must be a cross-cutting, global
design that affects all processes and departments in the company (CX Journey Mapping);
(d) once the customer experience has been set, it’s time to go backwards and define the required technology;
(e) recognising and reacting to the needs, expectations and emotions of customers, in order to safeguard the company’s
coherence while projecting a feeling of omni-channeling;
(f) coordinating the vertical processes, working with all the departments involved (back end) in order to keep the consistency of
strategies, processes, messages and relationship with customers (front end);
(g) defining the metrics and identifying the right KPIs. For example: Increasing the customers satisfaction, improving the reputation
of the brand, operating efficiency, loyalty programs, increasing sales, etc;
(h) leading innovation programs that develop customer-focused products and services.

* The new professional profiles for e-leadership (2016).ISDI www.isdi.es
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5.5. Chief Financial Officer (CFO)
e-Leadership Area

STRATEGY

Occupation

L.5. Chief Financial Officer

Associated

Corporate Finance Manager; Financial Director; Financial Manager; e-Commerce Manager
The Chief Financial Officer (CFO) has primary responsibility for the planning, implementation, managing and running of all the
finance activities of a company, including business planning, budgeting, forecasting and negotiations. The CFO job description
should also extend to obtaining and maintaining investor relations and partnership compliance. CFOs handle all the matters in
reference to the finance and investments of a company. They oversee financial assets, liabilities, equity and cash flow aiming to
maintain the financial health of the company and operative viability. CFOs evaluate the strategic plans of the company in financial
terms, maintain transparent financial operations for taxation and auditing bodies, and manage the financial statements of the
company at the end of the fiscal year.

Description*

With emerging fintech, crypto and virtual currencies, opportunity for CFOs to establish the finance function as both a leading change
agent and a source of competitive advantage has never been greater. Yet they also have to break down internal silos and foster the
collaboration necessary to succeed in a broader role. CFOs may create significant new financial value through nontraditional tasks,
newer initiatives and increasing responsibility while still maintaining traditional tasks. There are three ways that CFOs are uniquely
positioned to do so: actively heading up transformations, leading the charge toward digitization, and building the talent and
capabilities required to sustain complex transformations within and outside the finance function by designing, implementing and
managing the e-commerce strategy of the company.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

6-7

6-7

e-CF levels 1-5

4-5

S10003 advise on financial matters
S10001 analyse financial performance of a company
S10004 analyse market financial trends
S10005 create a financial plan
S08012 enforce financial policies
S08013 follow company standards
S03005 liaise with managers
S08014 plan health and safety procedures
S09010 strive for company growth

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

K10003 financial analysis
K10001 financial management
K10002 financial statements

4-5

S05003 abide by business ethical code of conducts
S09015 align efforts towards business development
S12008 apply credit risk policy
S05001 assume responsibility for the management of a
business
S03006 build business relationships
S05010 build community relations
S09012 carry out strategic research
S03029 communicate with banking professionals
S09002 conclude business agreements
S10026 consult credit score
S11042 consult information sources
S10027 control financial resources
S11014 define measurable marketing objectives
S03031 deliver a sales pitch
S08064 develop an organisational structure
S10030 develop audit plan
S09003 develop business plans
S09004 develop company strategies
S10031 develop financial products
S10032 develop investment portfolio
S03003 develop professional network
S11046 draw conclusions from market research results
S07014 ensure compliance with accounting conventions
S07015 ensure compliance with company regulations
S08009 ensure cross-department cooperation
S07017 ensure information transparency
S07001 ensure lawful business operations
S10034 estimate profitability
S10037
credit ratings
K10006 examine
accounting

K10007 accounting department processes
K10008 accounting entries
K10009 accounting techniques
K10010 actuarial science
K11014 advertising techniques
K10012or
banking
activities
CFOs plan, direct and coordinate the financial operations of an enterprise
organization,
in consultation with senior managers
and with managers of other departments or sections, or of other eterprises and organizations. Tasks include:
(a) planning, directing and coordinating the financial operations of an enterprise or organization;
(b) assessing the financial situation of the enterprise or organization, preparing budgets and overseeing financial operations;
(c) consulting with the chief executive and with managers of other department or sections
(d) establishing and managing budgets, control and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of
resources;
(e) establishing and directing operational and directing operational and administrative procedures;
(f) planning and directing daily operations;
(h) representing the enterprise or organization in dealings with outside bodies.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** International Standard Classifi cation of Occupations (ILO ISCO 08), Internatonal Labour Organization, Geneva, 2012
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5.6. Marketing Manager (MAM)
e-Leadership Area

Occupation

BUSINESS

B.1. Marketing Manager
Chief Marketing Officer; Marketing Director; Marketing Executive; Digital Marketing Director;

Associated

Description*

Marketing managers (MAMs) carry out the implementation of efforts related to the marketing operations in a company. They develop
marketing strategies and plans by detailing cost and resources needed. They analyse the profitability of these plans, develop
pricing strategies, and strive to raise awareness on products and companies among targeted customers. The MAM is a member of
the management team that reports directly to a board member. MAMs must have an operational oriented profile and be technology
savvy to be able to explain the benefits of digitisation and to define the strategies of digital channel management.

Context / Goals

Digital transformation means a lot of things to different business segments, but marketing was probably first hit by its momentum.
In its simplest form, digitally transformed marketing was able to achieve the highest levels of scale, efficiency, innovation and profit
using data and technology. An important step for any marketing team that’s undertaking a digital transformation is to rethink its
channel management strategy. Not who is managing each marketing channel, but how those channels are working together. One
of the most pervasive issues that can diminish marketing return on investment (ROI) is the lack of cross-channel optimization. This
requires some changes in the cross-channel processes. Therefore, MAMs priority is designing, implementing and managing the
company’s digital marketing strategy through different channels, while complying with the budget to reach the branding,
performance and loyalty goals.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S09015 align efforts towards business development
S11009 analyse consumer buying trends
S11010 analyse customer service surveys
S09016 analyse external factors of companies
S09017 analyse internal factors of companies
S08015 analyse work-related written reports
S11011 collaborate in the development of marketing strategies
S11012 coordinate marketing plan actions
S11013 create annual marketing budget
S11014 define measurable marketing objectives
S11015 evaluate marketing content
S09018 identify potential markets for companies
S02005 impart business plans to collaborators
S09019 integrate marketing strategies with the global strategy
S09007 integrate strategic foundation in daily performance
S10006 manage profitability
S11016 perform market research
S11017 plan marketing campaign
S09020 plan marketing strategy
S11018 study sales levels of products
S08005 track key performance indicators

3-4

S05003 abide by business ethical code of conducts
S11001 analyse data about clients
S09028 analyse supply chain strategies
S11024 apply social media marketing
S09029 apply strategic thinking
S11034 approve advertising campaign
S11035 arrange event needs
S10012 assess financial viability
S11036 assist in the practical actions for developing marketing
campaigns
S03025 capture people's attention
S03011 carry out forum moderation
S10024 carry out sales analysis
S03021 communicate with customers
S11039 conduct mobile marketing
S17018 conduct search engine optimisation
S02007 coordinate events
S11025 create content title
S11043 create media plan
S04004 create solutions to problems
S09031 define geographic sales areas
S09003 develop business plans
S11026 develop online community plan
S11045 develop product design
S03003 develop professional network
S08009 ensure cross-department cooperation
S11047 ensure customer focus
S10034 estimate profitability
S11048 evaluate advertising campaign
S08007 evaluate performance of organisational collaborators
S11049 accounting
examine advertisement
K10009
techniques layout

K11005 brand marketing techniques
K11006 content marketing strategy
K06001 authoring software
K05001 corporate social responsibility
K11015 behavioural science
K11007 market pricing
K11016 below-the-line technique
K11008 market research
K11017 business intelligence
K11009 marketing mix
K11018 channel marketing
K11010 pricing strategies
K03001 communication principles
(a) establishing and supervising the annual marketing budget;
(b) supervising all digital products and services;
(c) developing, implementing, supervising and optimising digital market campaigns through different digital channels;
(d) supervising the strategies of each of the marketing channels (SEO, SEM, SMM, Display, Emailing, BBDD, Affiliation Marketing,
CRM, etc);
(e) establishing monitoring procedures (web analytics) and identifying the KPIs for a proper analysis of the marketing plan;
(f) real-time measuring how the campaigns are performing, in order to optimise their results and improve the know how and the
campaign management intelligence;
(g) designing and implementing the corrective actions required to reach the established goals;
(h) planning, executing and measuring new experiments to optimise the conversion rate. Creativity to devise new growth strategies;
(i) collaborating with other teams to improve the user experience. Analysing the customer journey through different channels;
(j) keeping up to date with the latest innovations and trends in the sector and the marketing strategies of competitors.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.7. Digital Entrepreneur (DEN)
e-Leadership Area

BUSINESS

Occupation

B.2. Digital Entrepreneur

Associated

Start-up Owner; Spin-off Manager; Business Developer; Business Innovator; Business Transformer; Personal Business Manager;
Digital entrepreneurship (DigEnt) can be defined as embracing “new ventures and the transformation of existing business by
creating and using novel digital technologies'. Digital entrepreneurs start-up and organise business processes and concepts in
his/her personally owned business or lead the spin-off business project by taking advantage of digitaly enabled economy.

Description*

The emergence of novel and powerful digital technologies, digital platforms and digital infrastructures has transformed innovation
and entrepreneurship in significant ways. Beyond simply opening new opportunities for innovators and entrepreneurs, digital
technologies have broader implications for value creation and value capture. Digital Enterprises are characterised by a high
intensity of utilisation of new digital technologies (particularly social, mobile, analytics and cloud solutions) to improve business
operations, invent new (digital) business models, sharpen business intelligence, and engage with customers and stakeholders
through new (digital) channels”. However, it is important to stress that there is a difference between ‘digital entrepreneurship’ and
‘digital business’ in general and ‘digital start-ups’ and ‘digital scale-ups’, which provide an additional perspective. Moreover, the
‘digital’ component relates to ‘digital platforms’ that “consummate matches among producers and consumers and facilitate the
exchange of goods, services or social currency, enabling value creation for all through the digital landscape”. Hence, digital startups and scale-ups are ventures that incorporate novel digital technology as a vital component of their business model and which
could not feasibly operate without the internet-enabled platforms. This would therefore include businesses working on the ‘Internet
of Things (IoT)’, and online retailers such as Amazon, but exclude retailers who have a physical presence on the high street.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

3-4

S11019 analyse data for policy decisions in trade
S03006 build business relationships
S10007 control of expenses
S04003 develop business case
S07004 ensure compliance with purchasing and contracting
regulations
S05005 guarantee customer satisfaction
S10008 handle financial overviews of the store
S08016 identify suppliers
S11020 implement marketing strategies
S09021 implement sales strategies
S12001 manage financial risk
S08017 manage staff
S08018 monitor company policy
S03007 negotiate sales contracts
S11021 organise product display
S11022 perform customers’ needs analysis
S17004 perform project management
S11017 plan marketing campaign
S08019 provide customer follow-up services
S08020 recruit employees
S09022 set up pricing strategies
S11018 study sales levels of products
S08021 supervise sales activities

S11037 carry out cross merchandising
S10025 comprehend financial business terminology
S11013 create annual marketing budget
S11050 examine merchandise
S10044 maintain financial records
S05015 maintain relationship with customers
S03052 maintain relationship with suppliers
S10058 operate cash point
S08096 order products

K07001 commercial law
K07002 law of obligation

K10009 accounting techniques
K07046 competition law
K09004 e-commerce systems
K11007 market pricing

Main Tasks**

* European Commission: Strategic Policy Form on Digital Entrepreneurship (Bacground paper); Bussels.(2014)
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/digital-transformation/strategic-policy-forum-digitalentrepreneurship_en
** Job Search Web sources
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5.8. Sales Manager (SAM)
e-Leadership Area

BUSINESS

Occupation

B.3. Sales Manager

Associated

Sales Director; Sales Executive; Commercial Director; e-Commerce Manager; Digital Bid Manager; Regional Manager;

Description*

Sales managers (SAMs) develop sales and targeting strategies for a company. They manage sales teams, allocate sales
resources based on the plans, prioritise and follow up on critical leads, develop sales pitches and adjust them over time, and
maintain a sales platform to track all leads and sales. SAMs are responsible for the income generation for the commercial sector of
their company. They manage several commercial tasks such as setting targets, overseeing the development of products, planning
and developing selling efforts, managing sales agents, and determining product prices. Sales Managers often report directly to the
Financial Director. It’s a key position within the management team. They work hand in hand with the Operations, Technology and
Marketing departments to improve the customer experience.

Context / Goals

Digitalization is changing the sales function fundamentally. Digital business models require new sales approaches, big data
analytics grant unprecedented customer insights, and sales processes are increasingly augmented or automated through digital
technologies. Against this backdrop, sales managers need to rethink established practices by transforming sales management
through analytics, automation, artificial intelligence, and the blockchain technology. Most digital sales transformations focus on
salespeople skill and tool development. However, to fully realize the benefits from digitalization, organizations must address issues
in sales management and governance to match the new sales models. Sales managers can play a key role in addressing these
issues by, as well as marketing, moving more and more on-line and by designing, implementing and managing the digital and ecommerce strategy of the company.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

Skills*
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S09015 align efforts towards business development
S11009 analyse consumer buying trends
S11010 analyse customer service surveys
S09016 analyse external factors of companies
S09017 analyse internal factors of companies
S08015 analyse work-related written reports
S10009 carry out sales analysis
S11012 coordinate marketing plan actions
S11013 create annual marketing budget
S11014 define measurable marketing objectives
S03003 develop professional network
S11015 evaluate marketing content
S09018 identify potential markets for companies
S02005 impart business plans to collaborators
S09021 implement sales strategies
S09019 integrate marketing strategies with the global strategy
S09007 integrate strategic foundation in daily performance
S09008 make strategic business decisions
S10006 manage profitability
S08017 manage staff
S08022 brand
motivate
employees
K11005
marketing
techniques

3-4

S09028 analyse supply chain strategies
S11011 collaborate in the development of marketing strategies
S03021 communicate with customers
S09031 define geographic sales areas
S10034 estimate profitability
S10041 forecast sales over periods of time
S08074 integrate headquarter's guidelines into local operations
S05014 investigate customer complaints
S03005 liaise with managers
S08079 manage accounts
S08080 manage distribution channels
S03017 present arguments persuasively
S08110 recruit personnel
S11066 teach marketing principles

K11022 customer segmentation
K11006 content marketing strategy
K11008 market research
K05001 corporate social responsibility
K03004 public relations
K11007 market pricing
K11031 statistics
K11009 marketing mix
K11010 pricing strategies
K11011
sales
argumentation
(a)
achieve
growth
and hit sales targets by successfully managing the sales team;
(b) design and implement a strategic business plan that expands company’s customer base and ensure it’s strong presence;
(c) own recruiting, objectives setting, coaching and performance monitoring of sales representatives;
(d) build and promote strong, long-lasting customer relationships by partnering with them and understanding their needs;
(e) present sales, revenue and expenses reports and realistic forecasts to the management team;
(f) identify emerging markets and market shifts while being fully aware of new products and competition status;
(g) designing the online commercial strategy of the company. Identifying products, prices, services, user experiences and
marketing strategies to optimise the traffic;
(h) researching the market (analysis of the competition, consumption data, purchasing behaviour of the target, etc.) to get a
competitive advantage;
(i) establishing a budget for the technological development of the shop (magento, prestashop, wordpress, etc). Starting the ecommerce activity. Performing a sales forecast through the online channel;
(j) paying attention to the structure, contents, design and payment gateway of the shop (purchase funnel) to optimise the customer
experience and maximise the conversions;
(k) continuously testing and optimising the website (A/B test, Multi variant analysis, Heat maps, etc) to optimise the Purchase
Funnel and generate purchase repetition, upselling and crosselling strategies;
(l) analysing and designing e-commerce dashboards to improve the ROI and the conversion ratio;
(m) leading the commercial team. Communicating with the providers and other departments. Managing the reports and the
communication with the rest of the departments.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.9. Operations Manager (OPM)
e-Leadership Area

BUSINESS

Occupation

B.4. Operations Manager

Associated

Operations General Manager; Operations Director; Chief Operations Officer; Business Operations Manager; Network and Service
Operations Manager;

Description*

Operations managers (OPM) plan, oversee and coordinate the daily operations of production of goods and provision of services.
They also formulate and implement company policies and plan the use of human resources and materials.
Disruptive technologies are transforming all end-to-end steps in production and business models in most sectors of the economy.
The products that consumers demand, factory processes and footprints, and the management of global supply chains are being reshaped to an unprecedented degree and at unprecedented pace. New technological solutions heralded by the Fourth Industrial
Revolution - such as advanced robotics, autonomous systems and additive manufacturing - will revolutionize traditional ways of
creating value. As the costs of deploying technology continue to fall, international differentials in labour costs will no longer be a
decisive factor in choosing the location of production. The resulting greater spatial and temporal flexibility brought about by
technology will bring locations of production and sale closer together, and drive major changes in the design of future value and
supply chains. These trends will change the shape and form of globalization, and thereby impact the trajectory of goods. Regional
and local flows will become more important, to the detriment of intercontinental trade.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

Skills
Is able to

S15005 ensure equipment availability
S15006 ensure equipment maintenance
S08024 establish daily priorities
S08013 follow company standards
S03005 liaise with managers
S10010 manage budgets
S08025 manage logistics
S08017 manage staff
S08026 manage supplies
S08014 plan health and safety procedures
S09010 strive for company growth
S08027 supervise daily information operations

K05001 corporate social responsibility
Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

3-4

S08053 adhere to organisational guidelines
S08055 advise on efficiency improvements
S12004 advise on potential safety hazards concerning heating
systems
S10017 advise on utility consumption
S09015 align efforts towards business development
S10018 analyse energy consumption
S11032 analyse energy market trends
S09016 analyse external factors of companies
S10001 analyse financial performance of a company
S09017 analyse internal factors of companies
S11033 analyse test data
S13003 apply change management
S03020 apply conflict management
S10020 apply procurement
S10012 assess financial viability
S12009 assess supplier risks
S10021 budget for financial needs
S03006 build business relationships
S10022 calculate utility payments
S10023 accounting
carry out energy management of facilities
K10006

K10011 audit techniques
K08016 building automation
K08019 cleaning industry health and safety measures
K08020 consultation methods
K07047 contract law
K09003
crowdsourcing
(a) contribute operations information and recommendations to strategic
plans
and reviews;strategy
prepare and complete action plans;
implement production, productivity, quality and customer-service standards; resolve problems; complete audits; identify trends;
(b) forecast requirements; prepare an annual budget; schedule expenditures; analyze variances; initiating corrective actions;
(c) develop operations systems by determining product handling and storage requirements; develop, implement, enforce and
evaluate policies and procedures; develop processes for receiving product, equipment utilization, inventory management and
shipping;
(d) analyze process workflow, employee and space requirements and equipment layout; implement changes;
(e) maintain safe and healthy work environment by establishing, following and enforcing standards and procedures; complying with
legal regulations;
(f) update job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities; reading professional publications; maintaining personal
networks; participating in professional organizations;
(g) accomplish operations and organization mission by completing related results as needed;
(h) meet or exceed operations labor budget expectations;
(i) manage staff levels, wages, hours, contract labor to revenues;
(j) responsible for all department managers and supervisors, with review/approval responsibility for all operations employees;
(k) run a safe, injury/accident free workplace;
(l) responsible for all aspects of vehicle and heavy equipment rentals;
(m) establish contracts and pricing and ensuring proper maintenance and serving as primary liaison with utilities and local
government agencies, such as fire, police, health and safety agencies;
(n) manage relationships with key operations vendors;
(o) track vendor pricing, rebates and service levels;
(p)
review and
approve all operational
invoices and ensure
they are submitted
forhttps://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
payment;
European
Skills/Competences
, Qualiffications
and Occupations
(ESCO)

*
** Job Search Web sources
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5.10. Human Resource Manager (HRM)
e-Leadership Area

BUSINESS

Occupation

B.5. Human Resources Manager

Associated

Human Resources Officer; Human Resources Director; Personnel Director
Human resources managers (HRM) plan, design and implement processes related to the human capital of companies. They
develop programs for recruiting, interviewing, and selecting employees based on a previous assessment of the profile and skills
required in the company. Moreover, they manage compensation and development programs for the company's employees
comprising trainings, skill assessment and yearly evaluations, promotion, expat programs, and general assurance of the wellbeing of the employees in the workplace.

Description*

Through the availability of new digital technologies such as machine learning, articial intelligence and cloud technologies including
frequent mobile updates, there has been a new HR transformation that is undertaking. Digital transformation is the change
management process associated with the application of digital technologies such as the Internet of Things, machine learning,
blockchain, Industry 4.0, Big Data, and articial intelligence in all aspects of human society. Organization HR services and strategies
are delivered throughout the business by the enabled capabilities of HR transformation. Modernized HR transformation is mainly
focused on performing new things wholly compared to traditional HR transformation that focused on achieving things better. The
digitized aspects do not replace the current focus eficiency and automation of conventional HR transformation. Instead, they work in
collaboration in most cases to ensure more augment automation.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S08028 apply company policies
S07005 comply with legal regulations
S08029 coordinate operational activities
S08030 develop employee retention programs
S08031 develop training programmes
S08032 evaluate training
S03009 handle conflicts
S08033 identify necessary human resources
S08034 identify with the company's goals
S10010 manage budgets
S08035 manage payroll
S08018 monitor company policy
S08036 negotiate employment agreements
S03010 negotiate with employment agencies
S08037 organise staff assessment
S09009 plan medium to long term objectives
S05006 promote gender equality in business contexts
S08005 track key performance indicators

K07003 employment law
K08006 human resource management
K08007 human resources department processes
K07004 labour legislation
K08008 outplacement

3-4

S08054 advise on career
S03022 advise on conflict management
S07010 advise on government policy compliance
S08056 advise on organisation climate
S12005 advise on risk management
S10015 advise on social security benefits
S12006 analyse financial risk
S10019 analyse insurance needs
S12007 analyse insurance risk
S03020 apply conflict management
S09029 apply strategic thinking
S03023 apply technical communication skills
S03006 build business relationships
S08058 calculate benefits
S08045 coach employees
S03030 communicate with beneficiaries
S08059 conduct workplace audits
S06006 coordinate educational programmes
S04004 create solutions to problems
S02001 delegate activities
S06007 deliver online training
S06008 develop corporate training programmes
S10031 develop financial products
S10033 develop pension schemes
S03003 actuarial
develop professional
network
K10010
science

K06005 adult education
K11014 advertising techniques
K08015 assessment processes
K10011 audit techniques
K08017 business management principles
K03006 communication
Human resource managers plan, direct and coordinate policies concerning
the personnel, industrial relations and occupational
health and safety activities of an enterprise or organization, or of enterprises that provide human resource services to other
enterprises and organizations. Tasks include:
(a) planning, directing and coordinating the personnel and industrial relations activities, policies and practices of an enterprise or
organization;
(b) planning and organizing procedures for recruitment, training, promotion, transfer and dismissal of staff;
(c) planning and organizing negotiations and procedures for determination of wage structures and level and for consultation with
workers on conditions of employment;
(e) establishing and managing budgets, controlling expenditure and ensuring the efficient use of resources;
(f) establishing and directing operational and administrative procedures;
(h) ensuring compliance with standards and legislation relating to employees’ rights, health and safety, equal opportunity and
related concerns;
(j) consulting with senior management and with managers of other departments;

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** International Standard Classifi cation of Occupations (ILO ISCO 08), Internatonal Labour Organization, Geneva, 2012
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5.11. Community Manager (COM)
e-Leadership Area

BUSINESS

Occupation

B.6. Community Manager

Associated

Digital Community Manager; Online Reachout Manager; Social Media Manager; Online Content and Community Manager; Social
Media Strategist; Interaction/Relationship Manager; Ecosystem Engagement and Communications Program Manager;

Description*

Community managers (COMs) provide and maintain an interactive online environment facilitated by applications such as social
media, forums and wikis. They maintain the relations between different digital communities.
COM participate in defining, implementing and managing the social media strategy of the firm. They are responsible for all
conversations with users that take place through social channels, reinforcing the consistency of the brand on the online and offline
channels, and developing a global strategy for the departments of marketing, communication and customer support. Implementing
and managing the communication plan on social networks and online communities. The main goal of COM is to generate
conversations about the brand universe (products, services and contents) in order to build a community of followers who will
eventually become brand prescribers and ambassadors.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

3-4

Skills*
Is able to

Knowledge*
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S09015 align efforts towards business development
S17018 conduct search engine optimisation
S11009 analyse consumer buying trends
S11053 identify ICT user needs
S11010 analyse customer service surveys
S17023 manage content metadata
S09016 analyse external factors of companies
S08049 manage schedule of tasks
S09017 analyse internal factors of companies
S08015 analyse work-related written reports
S11024 apply social media marketing
S03011 carry out forum moderation
S11011 collaborate in the development of marketing strategies
S11012 coordinate marketing plan actions
S11013 create annual marketing budget
S11025 create content title
S11014 define measurable marketing objectives
S11026 develop online community plan
S03003 authoring
develop professional
K06001
software network
K11015 behavioural science
K11005 brand marketing techniques
K11017 business intelligence
K11006 content marketing strategy
K11019 content development processes
K05001 corporate social responsibility
K14011 information confidentiality
K11012 keywords in digital content
K11007 market pricing
K11008
marketimplementing
research
(a)
designing,
and managing the company’s online communication strategy as well as managing the online and
offline messages;
(b) defining the social media strategies of the firm (Goals, Messages, Channels, Actions, Resources and Budget, Monitoring Tools,
Monitoring Dashboard and Contingency plan) by:
– Defining why to have online presence (GOALS)
– Defining what message to convey (MESSAGE)
– Defining and finding target so to attract it (TARGET AND CHANNELS)
– Developing a continuous monitoring strategy (MONITORING)
(c) researching and keeping up to date with the latest digital innovations in the sector, in order to offer the best possible
products/services;
(d) managing the team and communicating with providers and agencies;
(e) managing the project reports. Evangelising the company to promote the advantages of Social Media, and how it optimises the
income;
(f) to implement and manage the communication plan in the website and blog as well as in the social channels where presence
(Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Instagram, Pinterest, etc);
(g) to be in tune with the company’s communication strategy (online and offline) to reinforce its consistency (omni-channeling and
brand coherence);
(h) to actively monitor competitors and own brand in order to improve both image and online reputation;
(i) to generate creative contents in new formats that bring value to customers (pictures, banners, infographics, videos, posts, links,
etc);
(j) to generate conversations and to vitalise the online community. To use the online channels for information and entertainment. To
assist clients when they have doubts or when they report incidents;
(k) to evaluate brand image and online reputation. To take corrective actions in case of emergency (Contingency plan).

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.12. Legal Service Manager (LSM)
e-Leadership Area

BUSINESS

Occupation

B.7. Legal Service Manager

Associated

Chief Legal Officer; Legal Department Director; Compliance Officer; Corporate Lawyer; Business Solicitor; Legal Policy Officer;
Legal Manager;

Description*

Legal service managers (LSM) oversee the general management of a legal service office. They not only strive for the highest
efficiency and effectiveness when delivering legal services and advice, but they also coordinate a team of legally trained
professionals. They manage different profiles of clients and adjust the legall services to their needs. Corporate lawyers provide
legal consulting services and representation to corporations and organisations. They give advice on matters relating to taxes, legal
rights and patents, international trade, trademarks, and legal financial issues arising from operating a business.

Context / Goals

Digital transformation has become a rallying cry for business and technology strategists. Unfortunately, only 19 percent of in-house
legal teams are well positioned to support enterprise digital efforts (Gartner). This presents a great opportunity for legal
departments to use new technologies to reduce operating costs, increase productivity, and deliver enhanced new services to their
company and adhere to regulatory and compliance obligations. Legal departments are now connective tissue within the enterprise,
connecting key stakeholders on topics ranging from risk management to corporate strategy. Embracing key technologies will not
only shield the organization from risk and created efficiencies but will empower a more intelligent enterprise approach. How
prepared are corporate legal departments to support their client organizations’ digital initiatives? Not very, according to
Gartner—only 19% of in-house legal teams are well positioned to support enterprise digital efforts. The legal industry’s overall lack
of digital awareness and preparedness is a serious problem that is seldom discussed. Legal providers instead tout their
“innovation,” “client-centricity,” and “cutting-edge technology'. Repetition of these buzz words - no matter how frequent or strident does nothing to advance digital readiness. Understanding what digital transformation is, its transformative effect upon businesses,
and its focus on consumers is a start.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

5-6

5-6

e-CF levels 1-5

3-4

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S08039 advise on legal decisions
S08040 collaborate in the drafting of policies
S07005 comply with legal regulations
S03005 liaise with managers
S09008 make strategic business decisions
S02006 manage a team
S10010 manage budgets
S14006 manage data for legal matters
S03014 meet with clients for legal services
S08022 motivate employees
S08041 provide legal advice
S08042 revise legal documents
S07006 supervise legal case procedures
S03008 write work-related reports
S08043 analyse legal evidence
S08044 compile legal documents
S03015 consult with business clients
S03003 develop professional network
S11031 identify clients' needs
S07007 interpret law
S03016 negotiate lawyer's fee
S05007 observe confidentiality
S03017 present arguments persuasively
S03018 present legal arguments
S05008 protect client interests
S08041 provide legal advice
S07008 analyse enforceability
S03019 respond to enquiries
S06002 use consulting techniques

3-4

S12003 advice on security risk management
S10003 advise on financial matters
S10016 advise on tax policy
S08092 manage tender processes
S07026 monitor policy proposals
S03059 negotiate in legal cases
S03016 negotiate lawyer's fee
S03060 negotiate settlements
S08107 provide legal advice on investments
S03080 use communication techniques
S10014 advise on legal compliance for participation in financial
markets
S09017 analyse internal factors of companies
S10012 assess financial viability
S10029 detect financial crime
S10002 interpret financial statements
S03054 manage contract disputes
S08048 manage contracts
S03057 moderate in negotiations
S03059 negotiate in legal cases
S10062 provide legal advice on investments
S08112 represent clients in courts
S10067 trace financial transactions

K07005 corporate law
K07010 business law
K07006 court procedures
K07040 civil law
K07007 legal case management
K07041 consumer law
K07008 legal research
K07005 corporate law
K07009 legal terminology
K07042 intellectual property law
K10004 cost management
K09009 mergers and acquisitions
K07007
legal
management
K10047 tax legislation
(a) prepare
thecase
appropriate
legal documents for trial or court proceedings;
(b) evaluate new business partnerships with vendors and subcontractors;
(c) represent the company in legal proceedings;
(d) design and oversee the company’s policy and position on legal matters;
(e) protect the company against legal risks and violations;
(f) examine the legal issues related to new products and services;
(g) negotiate deals on behalf of the company;
(h) guide management on regulatory and compliance issues to ensure compliance with legal regulations.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.13. Project Manager (ProjM)
e-Leadership Area

TECHNOLOGY

Occupation

T.1. Project Manager

Associated

ICT Project Manager; Project Director; Project Coordinator; Project Leader; Projects Manager; Business consulting expert; Assistant
director; Project manager director; Digital Offering Solution Architect ; Senior Project Officer;

Description*

Project managers (ProjM) ensure that a project is completed on time, within budget, and that its objectives are met. They oversee
the project, manage the team, ensure the most efficient resources are used and ensure that all parties involved are satisfied. ICT
project managers schedule, control and direct the resources, people, funding and facilities to achieve the objectives of ICT projects.
They establish budgets and timelines, perform risk analysis and quality management, and complete project closure reports.

Context / Goals

While Industry 4.0 concept is implementing, most of the working environment are automatized and interoperated as a smart factory
with Cyber Physical Systems, Internet of Things and Big Data being processed real time using cloud computing. Industry 4.0 has
brought many careers to transform and businesses to change as well. One of those careers is project manager that gets another
dimension with coming of Industry 4.0. Traditional project management strategies need to be transformed in fourth industrialization
because it is a challenging job with a lot of variations. Necessary skills and responsibilities of traditional software development
project managers and general purpose project managers will have to transform to include digitization and automation of
manufacturing operations, connecting various machines with multiple software platforms and interconnecting departments within
production environment, collecting and analyzing big data stream, providing data to partners such as suppliers and machine
builders, monitoring IoT predictive maintenance and cloud platforms, and virtual and augmented reality.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

4-5

4-5

e-CF levels 1-5

2-3

Skills
Is able to

S03020 apply conflict management
S03006 build business relationships
S08045 coach employees
S17005 create project specifications
S08046 estimate duration of work
S07009 identify legal requirements
S17006 manage ICT project
S10010 manage budgets
S17007 manage project information
S08017 manage staff
S17004 perform project management
S08047 perform resource planning
S12002 perform risk analysis
S10011 provide cost benefit analysis reports
S08020 recruit employees
S06003 train employees

2-3

S13003 apply change management
S08057 apply organisational techniques
S10020 apply procurement
S04004 create solutions to problems
S15007 define technical requirements
S17019 develop information standards
S17021 execute ICT audits
S12012 implement ICT risk management
S03052 maintain relationship with suppliers
S09040 manage localisation
S17025 provide technical documentation
S17017 use ICT ticketing system

K17004 ICT project management
K17001 ICT project management methodologies
K12001 internal risk management policy
K08010 quality standards

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

K18006 Agile development
K17009 Agile project management
K18019 DevOps
K18023 Hybrid model
K17006 ICT process quality models
K15019 ICT system user requirements
K18024 Incremental development
K18025 Iterative development
K17013 Lean project management
K18034 Open source model
K09010 Outsourcing model
K17014 Process-based management
K17015 Prototyping development
K18044 Rapid application development
K18046 SaaS (service-oriented modelling)
K18053 Spiral development
K18058 Waterfall development
K09003 crowdsourcing strategy
K08021 document management
K09005 insourcing strategy
K07065 legal requirements of ICT products
K18033 object-oriented modelling
K09011 outsourcing strategy
K18042 quality assurance methodologies
K18051 service-oriented modelling
K18001 software architecture models
(a) log requirements - create requirements for the project either in aK18002
projectsoftware
requirements
document,
or in user stories;
design
methodologies
(b) keep the project organized - creating a folder structure for documents and assets;
(c) creating a timeline - listing out all tasks and plotting them in a timeline, calendar, or sprint cycle;
(d) tracking budget - ensuring that the project is not in danger of costing more than expected;
(e) motivating the team - ensuring the team has what they need to be successful.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.14. Product Manager (ProdM)
e-Leadership Area

TECHNOLOGY

Occupation

T.2. Product Manager

Associated

Product Development Manager; ICT Products Manager; Chief Product Officer; Product Developer; Product Design Engineer;
Software Development Manager; IT Service Delivery Manager; Go-to-Market Manager;

Description*

Product development managers (ProdM) are responsible for managing the lifecycle of a product. They research and develop new
products in addition to managing existing ones through market research and strategic planning. Product managers perform
marketing and planning activities to increase profits. ICT product managers analyse and define current and target status for ICT
products, services or solutions. They estimate the cost effectiveness, points of risk, opportunities, strengths and weaknesses of
products or services provided. ICT product managers create structured plans and establish time scales and milestones, ensuring
optimisation of activities and resources.

Context / Goals

Why digital transformation requires product management? Digital transformation isn’t an IT project stuck in a cost centre or in an
innovation lab. It has to reflect the existing company brand, values, and people while also refocusing the business on building
continuous processes for discovering new ways to solve customer problems and deliver value. Digital transformation is the
business buzzword of the decade as companies big and small try to understand how to transform their businesses in the face of
changing consumer behaviour and ever increasing competition from disruptive new entrants. It’s a fundamental shift in how
businesses look to deliver value to their customers, and crucial to their very survival, yet most of these companies are going about
digital transformation completely wrong, and will fail to change as a result. As artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
capabilities are designed into new products and services, Product Managers need to enhance their skills in order to develop and
provide functional requirements and AI-powered specifications to data engineering and data science teams. The problem is that
most organisations going through a digital transformation think of it as a transformation project, rather than an ongoing cultural
change. This is understandable as, for most of these organisations, anything digital has until now been the domain of the IT
department. And IT departments have evolved to be service organisations, seen as cost centres and therefore focused on
delivering projects on time and on budget. This is great if you’re tasked with rolling out new internal software, but falls far short of
what’s required to rethink your business and how you deliver value to customers from the ground up. Because a project is at some
point done, complete, shipped, and out the door – but like a business, a product is never done, and requires constant discovery
and learning to improve, transform, and maintain.

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

4-5

4-5

e-CF levels 1-5

2-3

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S17008 assess ICT knowledge
S16002 conduct impact evaluation of ICT processes on
business
S17005 create project specifications
S15007 define technical requirements
S10010 manage budgets
S08048 manage contracts
S08049 manage schedule of tasks
S20002 monitor technology trends
S11016 perform market research
S09024 perform product planning
S12002 perform risk analysis
S08050 plan product management
S10011 provide cost benefit analysis reports

2-3

S03040 interact with users to gather requirements
S09040 manage localisation
S11028 perform online data analysis

K15003 ICT hardware specifications
K15004 ICT infrastructure
K15005 ICT market
K15006 ICT software specifications
K15007 ICT system user requirements
K11014 advertising techniques
K10004 cost management
K08004 product comprehension
K16003 systems development life-cycle

K18006 Agile development
K18019 DevOps
K18023 Hybrid model
K17006 ICT process quality models
K17004 ICT project management
K08027 ICT quality policy
K11024 ICT sales methodologies
K07043 ICT security legislation
K18024 Incremental development
K18025 Iterative development
K18034 Open source model
K08035 Outsourcing model
K17015 Prototyping development
K18044 Rapid application development
K18046 SaaS (service-oriented modelling)
K18053 Spiral development
K18058 Waterfall development
K08001
business
process
modelling
(a) has responsibilities to manage from concept, to design, sample
production,
testing,
forecast,
cost, mass production, promotion,
support, and finally product end of life;
(b) delivers the operating plan: achievement of growth objectives including market share, revenue, profit and return on investment
for all the channels/categories of business and/or key customers;
(c) responsible for managing and implementing marketing activities through research, strategic planning and implementation.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.15. Program Manager (ProgM)
e-Leadership Area

TECHNOLOGY

Occupation

T.3. Program Manager

Associated

Program Director; Projects Portfolio Manager;
Programme managers (ProgM) coordinate and oversee several projects working simultaneously. They ensure workability and
compatibility among projects ensuring that overall, each one of the projects under the management of project managers, turn out
profitable and leveraging one to the other.

Description*

Program management is the alignment and integration of multiple dimensions (strategy, people, process, technology, structure,
and measurement) to execute organization transformation strategies, deliver the transformed future state, and achieve the desired
business outcomes. Program management life cycle is the four-phase approach to drive a business transformation program from
start to finish. This life cycle enables and sustains business transformation by articulating vision, developing an integrated
transformation program plan, driving the plan, removing execution barriers, delivering planned business outcomes, and realizing
business benefits. A program manager acts as a coordinator between multiple projects at a business or organization to be sure
their benefiting each other and aligning with overall business goals. They are different from project managers because they do not
directly over see individual projects.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

4-5

4-5

e-CF levels 1-5

2-3

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

S10012 assess financial viability
S15005 ensure equipment availability
S15006 ensure equipment maintenance
S08024 establish daily priorities
S17009 evaluate project plans
S08013 follow company standards
S07009 identify legal requirements
S03005 liaise with managers
S10010 manage budgets
S08025 manage logistics
S17007 manage project information
S17010 manage project metrics
S17011 manage several projects
S08017 manage staff
S08026 manage supplies
S08047 perform resource planning
S12002 perform risk analysis
S08014 plan health and safety procedures
S10011 provide cost benefit analysis reports
S08027 supervise daily information operations
S09025 utilise economies of scale in projects

2-3

S08055 advise on efficiency improvements
S09015 align efforts towards business development
S09016 analyse external factors of companies
S10001 analyse financial performance of a company
S09017 analyse internal factors of companies
S10021 budget for financial needs
S10027 control financial resources
S09005 develop revenue generation strategies
S10034 estimate profitability
S08071 impart business plans to collaborators
S07002 implement corporate governance
S07021 integrate headquarter's guidelines into local operations
S10002 interpret financial statements
S10046 make investment decisions
S09008 make strategic business decisions
S10006 manage profitability
S02003 shape organisational teams based on competencies
S09010 strive for company growth
S02011 support managers

K05001 corporate social responsibility
K17005 project management

(a) organizing programs and activities in accordance with the mission and goals of the organization;
(b) developing new programs to support the strategic direction of the organization;
(c) creating and managing long-term goals;
(e) developing a budget and operating plan for the program;
(f) developing an evaluation method to assess program strengths and identify areas for improvement;
(g) writing program funding proposals to guarantee uninterrupted delivery of services;
(h) managing a team with a diverse array of talents and responsibilities;
(i) ensuring goals are met in areas including customer satisfaction, safety, quality and team member performance;
(j) implementing and managing changes and interventions to ensure project goals are achieved;
(k) meeting with stakeholders to make communication easy and transparent regarding project issues and decisions on services;
(l) producing accurate and timely reporting of program status throughout its life cycle;
(m) analyzing program risks;
(n) working on strategy with the marketing team.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.16. Quality Assurance Manager (QualM)
e-Leadership Area

TECHNOLOGY

Occupation

T.4. Quality Assurance Manager

Associated

ICT Quality Assurance Manager; Quality Services Manager; Industrial Quality Manager; Quality Service Supervisor;
Quality assurance managers (QualM) establish and operate an ICT quality approach through quality management systems, in
compliance with internal and external standards and the organisation's culture. They ensure that the management controls are
correctly implemented to safeguard asset, data integrity and operations. They focus on the achievement of quality goals, including
the maintenance of the external certification according to quality standards and monitor statistics to forecast quality outcomes.

Description*

Quality assurance managers play a crucial role in business by ensuring that products meet certain thresholds of acceptability. They
plan, direct or coordinate quality assurance programs and formulate quality control policies. They also work to improve an
organization's efficiency and profitability by reducing waste. With digital transformation planned, underway or even a reality for many
businesses, quality management, as an organizational activity or function, should be also transformed and quality managers
should be aware of the new technological possibilities that could heavily impact their areas in the new coming years. There is a set
of general proposals in the form of advices to quality managers looking at the digital transformation. Quality 4.0 is going to be a
sustained trend for the next decade, growing in maturity with widespread adoption. However, the digital transformation of quality
has accelerated. 13.8% of the market has an initiative currently underway, and many chief digital officers (CDOs) and chief
information officers (CIOs) have Quality 4.0 as one of their top three transformation initiatives.

Context / Goals

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

4-5

4-5

e-CF levels 1-5

2-3

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

2-3

S17012 attend to ICT systems quality
S07005 comply with legal regulations
S10013 ensure continuous preparedness for audits
S18002 execute software tests
S09026 implement strategic planning
S17013 oversee quality control
S17014 perform quality audits
S18003 provide software testing documentation
S17015 set quality assurance objectives

S14001 apply information security policies
S17001 coordinate technological activities
S14002 define data quality criteria
S18004 develop automated software tests
S17019 develop information standards
S09033 develop technological improvement strategies
S11051 identify customer requirements
S14004 manage data
S06013 provide technical training
S08005 track key performance indicators
S03004 use different communication channels

K17006 ICT process quality models
K08011 ICT quality policy
K12001 internal risk management policy
K18003 levels of software testing
K08012 quality assurance methodologies
K08010 quality standards
K18004 software anomalies

K17009 Agile project management
K17001 ICT project management methodologies
K07043 ICT security legislation
K17013 Lean project management
K17014 Process-based management
K18009 application usability
K18018 data quality assessment
K15012 database quality standards
K16003 systems development life-cycle
K17017 usability engineering

(a) determining, negotiating and agreeing on in-house quality procedures, standards and specifications;
(b) assessing customer requirements and ensuring that these are met;
(c) setting customer service standards;
(d) specifying quality requirements of raw materials with suppliers;
(e) investigating and setting standards for quality and health and safety;
(f) ensuring that manufacturing processes comply with standards at both national and international level;
(g) working with operating staff to establish procedures, standards, systems and procedures;
(h) writing management and technical reports and customers’ charters;
(i) determining training needs;
(j) acting as a catalyst for change and improvement in performance and quality;
(k) directing objectives to maximise profitability;
(l) recording, analysing and distributing statistical information;
(m) monitoring performance;
(n) supervising technical staff.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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5.17. Support Manager (SuppM)
e-Leadership Area

TECHNOLOGY

Occupation

T.5. Support Manager

Associated

ICT Help Desk Manager; Service Desk Manager; Software Support Manager; Technical Support Manager; Technical Customer
Support Manager;

Description*

Support managers (SuppM) create and oversee technical solutions for a variety of different types of companies and organizations.
They typically coordinate the activities of a company's IT department. ICT help desk managers monitor the delivery of technical
support services to clients according to the predefined deadlines. They plan and organise the user support actions and
troubleshoot ICT problems and issues. ICT help desk managers supervise the help desk team ensuring that the customers get
the appropriate feedback and support. They also participate in developing customer service guidelines and in reinforcing the team.

Context / Goals

With the overwhelming influence digital transformation is having on the relationship between the customer and support team,
SuppM want to make sure that an organization is using the most current technology, right tools, and be able to streamline operation
and continue to add and drive value, both internally and for customers. TSIA recommends that SuppM have a well-documented
technology adoption strategy in place, so that when do adopt new tools, can quickly implement them and think ahead with regards
to how they’ll scale with the operation with minimal impact to the customer experience. With the increasing prevalence of the
Internet of Things (IoT), which allows more devices to interact with one another, Support teams are having new expectations placed
upon them by customers demanding real-time interactions that are personalized to them. With a deeper understanding of how
devices are being used by the customer and how they’re operating, not only can Support provide more customized solutions to
problems as they arise, but identify faster paths to achieving specific customer outcomes. In addition, technology solutions exist
today to help Support organizations store customer information and keep track of customer engagement methods: is your
customer using your mobile app? Have they recently visited your self-service portal? Are they reviewing forum posts? How often are
they doing all of this?

Proficiency levels

Level 1
basic

Level 2
advanced

EQF levels 3-8

4-5

4-5

e-CF levels 1-5

2-3

Skills
Is able to

Knowledge
Knows / aware of /
familiar with

Main Tasks**

2-3

S08051 analyse staff capacity
S03021 communicate with customers
S04004 create solutions to problems
S14007 educate on data confidentiality
S08052 forecast workload
S06004 keep up to date on product knowledge
S08017 manage staff
S15008 provide ICT support
S14008 secure sensitive customer's information
S17016 supervise data entry
S17017 use ICT ticketing system

S06005 coach employees
S17004 perform project management
S08102 prioritise requests
S08019 provide customer follow-up services
S06003 train employees
S06016 use customer relationship management software

K08013 analyse staff capacity
K03003 communicate with customers
K04001 create solutions to problems
K06003 educate on data confidentiality
K10005 forecast workload
K06004 keep up to date on product knowledge
K08014 manage staff
K15008 provide ICT support
K14001 secure sensitive customer's information
K17007 supervise data entry
K15009 use ICT ticketing system

K15018 ICT help platforms
K15005 ICT market
K17006 ICT process quality models
K17012 ICT quality policy
K15011 call quality assurance management

(a) supervise the maintenance and security of technical services and information;
(b) ensure adequate training and abilities of IT employees;
(c) coordinate information and technology services departments, including help desk support, network security administration and
IT purchasing may have a single supervisor or a hierarchy of managers assigning tasks;
(d) coordinating and executing projects or handling various IT operations;
(e) delegating duties, ultimately responsible for the performance of systems and employees;
(f) Implementing new software and technologies;
(g) training subordinate and management staff;
(h) providing guidance for problems and questions;
(i) participating in business meetings.

* European Skills/Competences , Qualiffications and Occupations (ESCO) https://ec.europa.eu/esco/portal
** Job Search Web sources
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6. The e-Leadership Competence Matrix
The e-Leadership Competence Matrix is an analytical tool and quantitative overview of all the inputs
that came out as the result of the e-leadership research and was specifically prepared for the e-LCF.
On the horizontal axle, you will find the list of 17 e-leadership occupations structured in three areas.
On the vertical axle, there is a list of 20 groups of competences split into the ‘skills’ and ‘knowledge’
categories. Each competence group, as well as each skill and knowledge, are arranged in a numerical
order according to the e-LCF coding system for easier tracking across the Matrix. The marking signs (x)
indicate which occupation is referenced with a particular skill or knowledge. The entire list of skills and
knowledge per occupation can be found in the occupation profiles (see Chapter 5).
Description
The e-Leadership Competence Matrix is a tool used to document and compare the required
competencies (skills and knowledge) with an e-leadership occupation. It may serve well for an eleadership curriculum development, skills and knowledge gap analysis, for determining where the
areas of critical education needs are, and as a tool for managing people career development. In
addition, it may be used in the human resources department as a succession-planning tool, by means
of identifying employees who have critical skills needed for e-leadership promotion.
Benefits
 Provides a comprehensive overview of all the skills and knowledge required for an e-leadership
occupation
 Aids in identifying skill gaps across an organization rather than just one person at a time
 Assists with career planning, by helping identify and target new skill areas that might be
needed long-term
 Helps managers with career development planning by providing a framework of common skills
required
How to Use
 List the key e-leadership roles in your organization.
 List the e-leadership competencies required for each role. Competencies listed can be much
more thorough. If you have many of them, suggestion is that you cluster them: e-leadership
skills, business acumen, technology skills, and so on.
 List the names of each individual for each role in the organization.
 Follow the matrix coding system to indicate skill level, training needed, etc. This could be made
in color, or you could use symbols.
 Fill out the matrix for each e-leadership occupation, as referenced in the occupation profiles,
using the coding system to indicate current skills and any skill gaps.
 Look for patterns, opportunities, and areas of need when designing an education syllabus or
in-house training. In an example, several occupations require a set of ‘computer skills’, so this
is an area where a coordinated training plan is required. At the same time a particular
occupation, i.e. the Project Manager, has to have skills spanning across several different areas
beyond its current role. Therefore, this might be a good candidate for succession planning or
promotion. Finally, a job candidate is lacking several key skills required for the role – a sign of
either a new hire or perhaps a potential performance issue.
Therefore, the e-LCF Matrix may be used to prepare for future staffing needs through identification of
critical roles and the focused development of employees who can potentially fill those roles. The eleadership Competence Matrix may serve well as a background for further research and e-leadership
competences analysis.
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Group of Competencies Code
Digital literacy
e-Teamworking

e-Teamworking

e-Communication

S/K Code

S/K Level

CEO

CDTO

S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S001
S002
S003
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
K001
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S011
S012
S016
S017
S020
S021
S022
S023
S024
S025
S026
S027
S028
S029
S030
S031
S032
S033
S034
S035
S036
S037
S038
S039
S040
S041
S042
S043
S044
S045
S046
S047
S048
S049
S050
S051
S052
S053
S054
S055
S056
S057
S058
S059
S060
S061

.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM

C01

C02

C03

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

Table 14: e-LCF Competence Matrix 1

X
X
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Group of Competencies Code

e-Entrepreneurial and C04
Innovation

e-Reputation

e-Lifelong learning

C05

C06

S/K Code
S062
S063
S064
S065
S066
S067
S068
S069
S070
S071
S072
S073
S074
S075
S076
S077
S078
S079
S080
S081
S082
S083
S084
K001
K002
K003
K001
K004
K005
K006
K007
S001
S002
S003
S004
S001
S003
S004
S005
K001
K002
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S001
S002
S003
S004
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
K001
K001
K002
S001
S002
S003
S004
S001
S003
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
K001
K002
K003
K004
K001

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM
X

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 15: e-LCF Competence Matrix 2
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Group of Competencies Code

Corporate governance C07

S/K Code
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S001
S002
S003
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S022
S023
S024
S025
S026
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K001
K003
K005
K008
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
K017
K018
K019
K020
K021
K022
K023
K024
K025
K026
K027
K028
K029
K030
K031
K032
K033
K034
K035
K036
K037
K038
K039
K040
K041
K042
K043
K044
K045
K046
K047
K048
K049
K050
K051
K052
K053
K054

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM
X
X
X
X
X

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 16: e-LCF Competence Matrix 3

X

X

SUPPM
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Group of Competencies Code

Organisations,
structures and
business functions

C08

S/K Code
K055
K056
K057
K058
K059
K060
K061
K062
K063
K064
K065
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S022
S023
S024
S025
S026
S027
S028
S029
S030
S031
S032
S033
S034
S035
S036
S037
S038
S039
S040
S041
S042
S043
S044
S045
S046
S047
S048
S049
S050
S051
S052
S001
S002
S004
S005
S007
S009
S017
S019
S020
S021
S022
S045
S048
S049
S053
S054
S055
S056
S057
S058
S059
S060
S061
S062
S063
S064
S065
S066
S067

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM

COM

X

X
X

LSM
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

SUPPM

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

QUALM

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

Table 17: e-LCF Competence Matrix 4
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Group of Competencies Code

S/K Code
S068
S069
S070
S071
S072

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

S073
S074
S075
S076
S077
S078
S079
S080
S081
S082
S083
S084
S085
S086
S087
S088
S089
S090
S091
S092
S093
S094
S095
S096
S097
S098
S099
S0
S101
S102
S103
S104
S105

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

S106
S107
S108
S109
S110
S111
S112
S113
S114
S115
S116
S117
S118
S119
S120
S121
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K001
K002
K005
K010
K012
K015
K016
K017
K018
K019
K020
K021
K022
K023
K024
K025
K026
K027
K028
K029
K030
K031
K032
K033

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM
X

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 18: e-LCF Competence Matrix 5
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Group of Competencies Code

Business strategy and C09
business planning

Financial analysis and C10
planning, defining and
managing budgets

S/K Code
K034
K035
K036
K037
K038
K039
K040
K041
K042
K043
K044
K045
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S022
S023
S024
S025
S026
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S008
S010
S012
S015
S016
S017
S021
S023
S024
S025
S026
S027
S028
S029
S030
S031
S032
S033
S034
S035
S036
S037
S038
S039
S040
S041
S042
S043
S044
K001
K002
K001
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K010
K011
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM
X

HRM

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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X

X

SUPPM
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Group of Competencies Code
Financial analysis and
planning, defining and
managing budgets

S/K Code
S010
S011
S012
S013
S001
S002
S003
S006
S007
S010
S011
S012
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S022
S023
S024
S025
S026
S027
S028
S029
S030
S031
S032
S033
S034
S035
S036
S037
S038
S039
S040
S041
S042
S043
S044
S045
S046
S047
S048
S049
S050
S051
S052
S053
S054
S055
S056
S057
S058
S059
S060
S061
S062
S063
S064
S065
S066
S067
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K001
K002
K004
K006
K007
K008
K009
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
K017
K018
K019
K020
K021
K022
K023
K024

S/K Level
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

X

X

DigEnt

SAM

X

HRM
X

X
X

X
X
X

OPM
X

COM

LSM
X

PROJM
X
X

PRODM
X
X

X
X

X
X

PROGM
X
X
X

QUALM

X
X

X

SUPPM

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Group of Competencies Code

Marketing analysis and C11
planning

S/K Code
K025
K026
K027
K028
K029
K030
K031
K032
K033
K034
K035
K036
K037
K038
K039
K040
K041
K042
K043
K044
K045
K046
K047
K048
K049
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S022
S023
S024
S025
S026
S027
S028
S029
S030
S031
S001
S011
S013
S014
S016
S020
S024
S025
S026
S027
S028
S029
S030
S032
S033
S034
S035
S036
S037
S038
S039
S040
S041
S042
S043
S044
S045
S046
S047
S048
S049
S050
S051
S052
S053
S054
S055

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

X

OPM
X
X

HRM

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
x
X
X
X
X

x
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

x
x
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X

SUPPM
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Group of Competencies Code

Risk management

C12

Business change
management

C13

Information security
and data protection

C14

S/K Code
S056
S057
S058
S059
S060
S061
S062
S063
S064
S065
S066
S067
S068
S069
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K001
K007
K008
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
K017
K018
K019
K020
K021
K022
K023
K024
K025
K026
K027
K028
K029
K030
K031
K032
K033
K034
K035
S001
S002
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
K001
K001
K002
K003
S001
S002
S003
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S011
S001
S002
S004
S005
S009
S010

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO
X

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Group of Competencies Code

C15
ICT infrastructure,
software and
hardware components

Analysis of ICT systems C16

C17
ICT project and
portfolio management

S/K Code
S010
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S007
S009
S010
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K005
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
K017
K018
K019
K020
K021
K022
K023
K024
K025
K026
K027
K028
K029
K030
K031
K032
S001
S002
S003
K001
K002
K003
K003
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S001
S004
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021
S022

S/K Level
.2
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO
X

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM

COM

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
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Group of Competencies Code

Software
development
management

C18

S/K Code
S023
S024
S025
K001
K002
K003
K004
K005
K006
K007
K001
K004
K005
K006
K008
K009
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
K017
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
K001
K002
K003
K004
K001
K002
K005
K006
K007
K008
K009
K010
K011
K012
K013
K014
K015
K016
K017
K018
K019
K020
K021
K022
K023
K024
K025
K026
K027
K028
K029
K030
K031
K032
K033
K034
K035
K036
K037
K038
K039
K040
K041
K042
K043
K044
K045
K046
K047
K048
K049
K050
K051
K052
K053
K054
K055
K056
K057
K058

S/K Level
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.1
.1
.1
.1
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

CEO

CDTO

CIO

CXO

CFO

MAM

DigEnt

SAM

OPM

HRM

COM
X

LSM

PROJM

PRODM

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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X

X

X

X
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Group of Competencies Code
Digital transformation
C19
management
Emerging technology C20
trends

S/K Code

S/K Level

S001
S002
S003
K001
K002

.1
.1
.2
.2
.2

CEO CDTO CIO CXO CFO MAM

DigEnt SAM OPM

HRM COM LSM

PROJM

PRODM

X
X
X
X
X

Table 25: e-LCF Competence Matrix 11

X

PROGM

QUALM

SUPPM
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8. Addendums
8.1. The e-Leadership Competences Survey On-line
S0. General rules and ethical considerations about data collection, analysis and
publication
The e-Leadership Observatory provides tools for performing state-of-the-art analysis,
identifying current e-leadership needs and tracking the evolution of the occupational profile of
e-leaders in order to facilitate curriculum design, development and timely updates.
This survey is part of the e-Leadership Observatory. It aims to collect the opinions of the
business and ICT leaders and experts about the most relevant skills an e-leader needs at the
moment and thus to create a baseline e-leadership profile.
e-Leadership is the accomplishment of a goal that relies on technology through the direction of
human resources and use of ICT. It is leadership distinguished by the type of goal that needs to
be accomplished and by the resources a leader must coordinate and align. Both the goal and the
resources involve using ICT. Thus e-leaders are top-level decision makers who possess strategic
leadership skills as well as both business and ICT savviness.
The survey is anonymous. The collected data and the results of the analysis will be used for the
design of e-leadership curricula. It is expected to take about 10 minutes. The questions are
organised in three sections.
Your contribution is highly appreciated.
The survey and the e-Leadership Observatory are part of the e-Leadership Trainer Accelerator
(e-Lead Speed) project 2018-1-BG01-KA203-047957 funded under the Erasmus+ programme
of the European Union, Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices,
Strategic partnerships for higher education, Development of innovation.
Suggested Likert scale:
1 – not important at all
2 – somewhat unimportant
3 – neither unimportant, nor important
4 – somewhat important
5 – very important
N/A – do not have an opinion
S1. Strategic Leadership
Strategic Leadership in the context of e-Leadership encompasses the skills required to lead
the digital transformation in the organisation. Digital transformation is the application of digital
technologies to fundamentally impact all aspects of business and society.
(Likert scale questions)
In the field of strategic e-leadership how important is it to possess the following skills:
 Digital literacy (hint: knowledge of digital communication and management tools that
support leaders in their functions)
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e-Teamworking skills (hint: ability to use technology in order to work and cooperate
with people from various social, cultural and professional backgrounds inside and
outside the organisation who might be geographically dispersed)
e-Communication skills (hint: ability to use technology in order to communicate in
written and oral forms, to convey thoughts with clarity and confidence as well as to
enable others to communicate effectively)
e-Entrepreneurial and Innovation skills (hint: ability to identify business
opportunities, innovate and exploit business models that draw on technology)
e-Reputation skills (hint: ability to develop, foster and maintain trusted relationships
and networks of collaboration and innovation by harnessing ethics and professional
moral in a digital/virtual environment)
e-Lifelong learning skills (hint: ability to pursue knowledge for personal or
professional reasons drawing on technology)

(Open question)
What other strategic leadership skills and knowledge do e-leaders need in order to drive
digital transformation in their context?
S2. Business-Savviness
Business-savviness in the context of e-Leadership encompasses the skills required to innovate
business and operating models delivering value to the organisation by drawing on technology
and leading the organisation towards ICT-enabled growth.
(Likert scale questions)
How important is for an e-leader to understand the business aspects of:
 Corporate governance
 Organisations, structures and business functions
 Business strategy and business planning
 Financial analysis and planning, defining and managing budgets
 Marketing analysis and planning
 Risk management
 Business change management
(Open question)
What other business skills and knowledge do e-leaders need to draw on technology in order to
lead organisations towards ICT-enabled growth?
S3. Digital-Savviness
Digital-savviness in the context of e-Leadership encompasses the skills required to envision
and drive change to improve business performance by exploiting technology and innovation
opportunities in high-tech trends.
(Likert scale questions)
How important is for e-leaders to understand the technical aspects of:
 Information security and data protection
 ICT infrastructure, software and hardware components
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Analysis of ICT systems
Software development management
ICT project and portfolio management
Digital transformation management
Emerging technology trends (i.e. blockchain, cloud computing, big data analytics,
internet of things, etc.)

(Open question)
What other ICT and digital skills and knowledge do e-leaders need in order to envision and
drive change to improve business performance by exploiting technology and innovation
opportunities in high-tech trends?
S4. Demographic questions
Nationality:
 Albania
 Austria
 Belgium
 Bosnia and Herzegovina
 Bulgaria
 Croatia
 Cyprus
 Czechia
 Denmark
 Estonia
 Finland
 The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
 France
 Germany
 Greece
 Hungary
 Iceland
 Ireland
 Italy
 Kosovo
 Latvia
 Lithuania
 Luxembourg
 Malta
 Montenegro
 Netherlands
 Norway
 Poland
 Portugal
 Romania
 Serbia
 Slovakia
 Slovenia
 Spain
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Industry:























Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Other, please specify:

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles
Transportation and storage
Accommodation and food service activities
Information and communication
Financial and insurance activities
Real estate activities
Professional, scientific and technical activities
Administrative and support service activities
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security
Education
Human health and social work activities
Arts, entertainment and recreation
Other service activities
Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated goods- and servicesproducing activities of households for own use
Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
Other, please specify:

Company employees
 <10 (micro-enterprise)
 < 50 (small)
 < 250 (medium)
  250 (large)
Company lifecycle
 Starting up
 Accessing the market
 Expanding the business
 Maturity
Position:






Upper management
Middle management
Junior management
Administrative staff
Support staff
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Consultant
Self-employed
Educator
Researcher/PhD student
Student
Other, please specify:

Business education background:
 Master’s (or higher) degree in Business
 Bachelor’s degree in Business
 Business courses and/or trainings
 No formal education in Business
ICT education background:
 Master’s (or higher) degree in ICT or high-tech
 Bachelor’s degree in ICT or high-tech
 ICT or high-tech courses and/or trainings
 No formal education in ICT or high-tech
Work experience:
 Less than 5 years
 6-10
 11- 15
 16-20
 21-25
 More than 26 years
Age:









Less than 18
19 – 25
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
More than 61

Gender




Female
Male
Undisclosed

Submitting the survey, you confirm the following:I give permission for the data that I provide
through the questionnaire to be deposited in the e-Leadership Trainer Accelerator project
database so it can be used for future research and learning.
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8.2. The e-Leadership Competences Validation Survey (Interview)

e-Leadership Skills per Occupation
The e-Leadership Observatory provides tools for performing state-of-the-art analysis, identifying
current e-leadership needs and tracking the evolution of the occupational profile of the e-leaders in
order to facilitate curriculum design, development and timely updates.
This survey is part of the e-Leadership Observatory. It aims to collect the opinions of the business and
ICT leaders and experts about the most relevant skills an e-leader needs at the moment and thus to
create a baseline e-leadership profile.
e-Leadership is the accomplishment of a goal that relies on technology through the direction of
human resources and use of ICT. It is leadership distinguished by the type of goal that needs to be
accomplished and by the resources a leader must coordinate and align. Both the goal and the
resources involve using ICT. Thus e-leaders are top-level decision makers who possess strategic
leadership skills as well as both business and ICT savviness.
The survey is anonymous. The collected data and the results of the analysis will be used for the
design of e-leadership curricula. It is expected to take about 10 minutes. The questions are organised
in three sections.
Your contribution is highly appreciated.
The survey and the e-Leadership Observatory are part of the e-Leadership Trainer Accelerator (eLead Speed) project 2018-1-BG01-KA203-047957 funded under the Erasmus+ programme of the
European Union, Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices, Strategic
partnerships for higher education, Development of innovation.

Please name the e-Leadership occupation – job role you plan to assess through this questionnaire
(i.e., Chief Transformation Officer, CEO, Marketing Manager…)
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Strategic Leadership
Strategic Leadership in the context of e-Leadership encompasses the skills required to lead the digital
transformation in the organisation. Digital transformation is the application of digital technologies to
fundamentally impact all aspects of business and society.
In the field of strategic e-leadership how important is it to possess the following skills:

Digital literacy
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

e-Teamworking skills
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

e-Communication skills
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
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N/A – do not have an opinion

e-Entrepreneurial and Innovation skills
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

e-Reputation skills
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

e-Lifelong learning skills
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion
What other strategic leadership skills and knowledge do e-leaders need in order to drive digital
transformation in their context?
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Business-Savviness
Business-savviness in the context of e-Leadership encompasses the skills required to innovate
business and operating models delivering value to the organisation by drawing on technology and
leading the organisation towards ICT-enabled growth.
How important is for an e-leader to understand the business aspects of:

Corporate governance
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Organisations, structures and business functions
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Business strategy and business planning
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
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very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Financial analysis and planning, defining and managing budgets
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Marketing analysis and planning
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion
Risk management
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Business change management
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not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

What other business skills and knowledge do e-leaders need to draw on technology in order to lead
organisations towards ICT-enabled growth?

Digital-Savviness
Digital-savviness in the context of e-Leadership encompasses the skills required to envision and drive
change to improve business performance by exploiting technology and innovation opportunities in
high-tech trends.

How important is for e-leaders to understand the technical aspects of:
Information security and data protection
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

ICT infrastructure, software and hardware components
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
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neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Analysis of ICT systems
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Software development management
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

ICT project and portfolio management
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
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N/A – do not have an opinion

Digital transformation management
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

Emerging technology trends (i.e. blockchain, cloud computing, big data analytics, internet of things,
etc.)
not important at all
somewhat unimportant
neither unimportant, nor important
somewhat important
very important
N/A – do not have an opinion

What other ICT and digital skills and knowledge do e-leaders need in order to envision and drive
change to improve business performance by exploiting technology and innovation opportunities in
high-tech trends?
___________________________________________________________

Your background

Nationality:
________________________________
Industry:
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_______________________________________________________

Company employees:
< 10 (micro-enterprise)
< 50 (small)
< 250 (medium)
> 250 (large)

Company lifecycle:
Starting up
Accessing the market
Expanding the business
Maturity

Position:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Upper management
Middle management
Junior management
Administrative staff
Support staff
Consultant
Self employed
Educator
Reasercher/PhD student
Other, please specify

Business education background:
o
o
o
o

Master’s (or higher) degree in Business
Bachelor’s degree in Business
Business courses and/or trainings
No formal education in Business

ICT education background:
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Master’s (or higher) degree in ICT or high-tech
Bachelor’s degree in ICT or high-tech
ICT or high-tech courses and/or trainings
No formal education in ICT or high-tech

Work experience:
Less than 5 years
6-10
11- 15
16-20
21-25
More than 26 years

Age:
Less than 18
19 – 25
25-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
More than 61

Gender:
Female
Male
Undisclosed
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Submitting the survey you confirm the following:
I give permission for the data that I provide through the questionnaire to be deposited in the eLeadership Trainer Accelerator project database so it can be used for future research and learning.
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8.3. The e-Leadership Competences Survey Demographic Data
Question: Nationality
NATIONALITY

# RESPONDENTS

1

Belgian

1

2

Bosnian

1

3

Bulgarian

9

4

Croatian

65

5

Czech

1

6

Dutch

1

7

French

1

8

German

5

9

Greek

1

10

Italian

15

11

USA

2

Question: Industry
SECTOR

# RESPONDENTS

1

Academia and HEI

2

2

Banking and insurance

1

3

Consulting and HR

8

4

Education

10

5

Energy

3

6

Entertainment

1

7

Finance and Insurance

7

8

ICT

33

9

International Relations

1

10

Legal services

1

11

Logistics

1

12

Management Consulting

3

13

Manufacturing

5

14

Marketing and PR

3

15

NGO

2

16

Pharmaceutical

2

17

Public sector

3

18

Research and Development

2

19

Retail

4

20

Telecom

8

21

Tourism

2

TOTAL

102
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Question 21: Company Size
0

COMPANY EMPLOYEES
No answer

# RESPONDENTS

1

<10 (micro-enterprise)

19

2

< 50 (small)

20

3

< 250 (medium)

19

4

> 250 (large)

43

TOTAL

102

1

Question 22: Company Lifecycle
COMPANY LIFECYCLE

No answer
Starting up
Accessing the market
Expanding the business
Maturity

0
1
2
3
4

TOTAL

# RESPONDENTS
1
4
9
40
48
102

Question 23: Position
POSITION

# RESPONDENTS

0

No answer

1

1

Upper management

28

2

Middle management

32

3

Junior management

14

4

Administrative staff

4

5

Support staff

2

6

Consultant

10

7

Self-employed

4

8

Educator

0

9

Researcher/PhD Student

4

10

Other, please specify

3

TOTAL

102

Question 24: Business education background
BUSINESS EDUCATION

# RESPONDENTS

0

No answer

9

1

Master’s (or higher) degree in Business

38

2

Bachelor’s degree in Business

13

3

Business courses and/or trainings

19

4

No formal education in Business

23

TOTAL

102
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Question 25: ICT education background
ICT EDUCATION

# RESPONDENTS

0

No answer

7

1

Master’s (or higher) degree in ICT or high-tech

22

2

Bachelor’s degree in ICT or high-tech

13

3

ICT or high-tech courses and/or trainings

19

4

No formal education in ICT or high-tech

41

TOTAL

102

Question 26: Work Experience
EXPERIENCE

# RESPONDENTS

0

No answer

5

1

Less than 5 years

6

2

6-10

25

3

11- 15

30

4

16-20

19

5

21-25

10

6

More than 26 years

7

TOTAL

102

Question 27: Age
AGE

# RESPONDENTS

0

No answer

6

1

Less than 18

0

2

19 – 25

3

25-30

4

31-40

5

41-50

6

51-60

7

More than 61

4
17
41
27
5
2

TOTAL

102

Question 28: Gender
GENDER

# RESPONDENTS

0

No answer

6

1

Female

27

2

Male

67

3

Undisclosed

2

TOTAL

102

